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Society depends critically on the correct and efficient execution of computer pro-

grams. The requirements of correctness and efficiency are not independent or compli-

mentary. The goal of efficiency often engenders complexity in the design, definition,

and execution of computer programs which complicates the analysis of correctness.

Modern computing systems support increased performance by providing multiple

execution units operating in parallel and efficient programs utilize this support for

parallel execution by decomposing computation sequences into multiple concurrent

interacting threads of execution. The concurrency introduced in these programs

exacerbates the difficulty of verifying the correct operation of the programs since it

greatly increases the possible states the threaded execution may reach.
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In this dissertation, we propose the use of theorem proving for proving the

correctness of concurrent programs. Specifically, we present specification method-

ologies and tool support for proving the correctness of concurrent programs using

the theorem prover ACL2. We present the use of stuttering refinement as a means

for specifying the correctness of a concurrent program implementation by relating

the execution traces of the implementation with the behaviors of a much simpler

specification program. Stuttering refinement allows one to hide spatial and tem-

poral details in the implementation program in the relation with the specification

while still ensuring that the implementation makes progress to matching steps in the

specification. We also present reductions of the proof requirements for stuttering

refinement to facilitate the proof of refinements with the theorem prover ACL2.

The theorem prover ACL2 is a general-purpose theorem prover and the the-

orems which arise in stuttering refinement proofs tend to stress the ability of ACL2

to efficiently discover proofs. We extend ACL2 with an efficient and elegant simpli-

fier which significantly increases the performance of ACL2 in handling the theorems

which arise in refinement proofs. This simplifier is named KAS and we present the

definition of KAS along with an argument of its soundness and limited completeness.

The KAS simplifier has been designed to be extended by the user and would have

application beyond the focus on stuttering refinement proofs in this dissertation.

Even with the adoption of KAS, the user is burdened with the definition

of inductive invariants which may require significant experienced user interaction

in order to develop the appropriate definitions. We present a separate tool which

uses user-guided term rewriting (extended by theorems proven in ACL2) to generate

an abstract model suitable for proofs of invariants. We present the details of this

procedure along with its application to several example programs. We conclude

the dissertation with a proposal for the development of an integrated compiler and

prover intended to avoid the specification and proof requirements for concurrent
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programs by automating the construction of concurrent programs which are proven

correct by construction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Mechanical

Verification

Our primary goal is to improve the efficiency of the mechanical formal verification of

concurrent reactive systems. A concurrent reactive system is defined by a set of com-

ponents (hardware or software) which may operate independently and concurrently

and may react to stimulus provided by an outside environment. The goal of concur-

rent system design is to reduce synchronization between the components necessary

to implement the desired computation. With the reduction in synchronization comes

an increase in the nondeterminism of the potential executions of the concurrent sys-

tem and a corresponding increase in the number of corner-case states which may be

reached. Numerous real-world computing artifacts including microprocessors, oper-

ating systems, multiprocessing systems, database management systems and many

more satisfy this broad classification of concurrent reactive system. The design and

verification of these systems can be particularly difficult because of the incalculable

number of states which can arise from the nondeterministic nature of their execu-

tion. Incomplete mechanical validation methods (generally based on simulation) are

increasingly ineffective in verifying modern concurrent reactive systems due to the
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difficulty in generating stimulus sufficient to reach all of the potentially interesting

corner cases. Further, even in cases where errors exist and are stimulated, the abil-

ity to detect errors during simulation and the ability to diagnose the cause of the

failure are diminished significantly for concurrent systems.

These conditions increase the value of mechanical formal verification for con-

current reactive systems. Formal verification entails a careful mathematical proof

of the correct behavior of a system. This proof requires the demonstration that the

behaviors of the system are consistent with a human-reviewed specification of the

correct execution of the system. The formal verification is mechanical if the proof

is discovered (or at the least, checked) by a trusted computer program with varying

degrees of user guidance. We will use the term mechanical verification to refer to

formal verification checked and assisted by a computer program and we will call this

computer program a mechanical prover. Improvements in the speed of computers

and the design of certain key algorithms has increased the efficiency and scope of

mechanical provers. These improvements coupled with the greater interest in more

complete verification of hardware and software systems has lead to the increased de-

ployment of mechanical provers in real-world systems developed in industry. Even

with these advances, many concurrent systems are still beyond the effective capac-

ity of current mechanical provers. Improvements in the mechanical verification of

concurrent systems is thus an active area of current research.

The goal of the work presented in this dissertation is to improve the efficiency

of the mechanical verification of concurrent systems. We begin with an overview of

the existing tools and previous work in the field of mechanical verification in order

to provide a context for the work we will document. We facilitate this overview

using the three example concurrent programs in Figure 1.1 as a common concrete

point of reference in analyzing existing tools.1 Each of the programs defines an
1We will use the term concurrent program to refer to mathematical objects which model (at a

suitable level of abstraction) the behavior of a concrete concurrent system. Through most of the
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abstract model of the behavior of a set of concurrent processes where each process

takes turns executing code in the critical section ensuring that at most one process

is executing critical code at any given time. A process leaves the critical section once

it receives a certain number of requests from other processes – processes can send

multiple repeated requests. Each of these programs reads and writes three variables

num procs, crit id, and crit reqs which will only have natural number values

(and num procs cannot be 0). The variable num procs provides the count of the

number of processes currently in the system. In example program A, the number

of processes is fixed while in example programs B and C, the number of processes

is allowed to increase which models the addition of new processes. The variable

crit id is the integer identifier for the process which can now execute within its

critical section. The variable crit reqs is a counter (relative to crit id) of the

number of requests received from other processes which are waiting to enter the

critical section.

Each program in Figure 1.1 is comprised of a set of actions (each named by

either α, β, or γ). In each action, a variable is conditionally assigned a new variable.

This is denoted with the syntax (σ: if (c) v ← e) which means that if action σ is

chosen and c evaluates to true then the next value of the variable v will be the

current value of e. In each program, the action α corresponds to the changing of

the crit id to enable the next process in sequence to enter its critical section. The

action β corresponds to the reception of another request to enter a critical section.

The action γ models the addition of a new process (which does nothing in program

A). The semantics of execution for a concurrent reactive program defines a function

which maps an infinite sequence of inputs to an infinite sequence of outputs. In this

case, the “input” at each step in the sequence is simply a selection of which action

to perform next, and the “output” in this case is the current state or valuation to

dissertation, the terms program and system can be used interchangeably.
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Program A actions:
α: if (crit id = crit reqs)

crit id← ((crit id− 1) mod num procs)
β: if (crit id 6= crit reqs)

crit reqs← ((crit reqs + 1) mod num procs)
γ:

Program B actions:
α: if (crit id = crit reqs)

crit id← ((crit id− 1) mod num procs)
β: if (crit id 6= crit reqs)

crit reqs← ((crit reqs + 1) mod num procs)
γ: if (true) num procs← num procs + 1

Program C actions:
α: if (crit id = crit reqs)

crit id← ((crit id− 1) mod num procs)
β: if (crit id 6= crit reqs)

crit reqs← ((crit reqs− 1) mod num procs)
γ: if (true) num procs← num procs + 1

Figure 1.1: Three Example Concurrent Programs

the variables in the program.2 An execution or behavior of a program is an infinite

sequence of states beginning from some initial state and at each step, the next state

in the sequence is determined by the previous state and the next action selected

in sequence. Thus, for our example programs, the environment input is an infinite

sequence of the characters {α, β, γ}, and a corresponding behavior would consist of

the changes in values to the variables crit id, crit reqs, and num procs.

The intended operation of the system modeled by the example programs in

Figure 1.1 is to provide fair mutual exclusion. In general, the property of mutual

exclusion ensures that no two processes are permitted to operate in their critical
2In the sequel, we will introduce the notion of a label function which defines the output as a

function of the current state. In these example programs, a reasonable label would simply be the
current value for the variable crit id since the properties we are interested in proving only involve
this variable.
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sections at the same time. Mutual exclusion is a common requirement of concur-

rent systems which need to provide mechanisms for independent processes to per-

form a series of operations (i.e. a critical section) which manipulate variables which

are shared amongst the processes without interruption from other processes. The

property of mutual exclusion is trivially true of these particular example programs

modeling a concurrent system. The property of fair mutual exclusion entails mutual

exclusion, but in addition ensures that every process eventually gains permission to

operate its critical section. With no assumptions on the sequence of actions which

can be selected, the additional property of fairness is invalid for every program in

Figure 1.1 by simply never selecting the action α (or only selecting it a finite number

of times) in the infinite input sequence. It is usually necessary to make assumptions

of fair selection in order for a program to ensure a fairness requirement. For these

example programs, a suitable fairness assumption is to assume that every action is

selected an infinite number of times within the infinite input sequence. Thus, the

specification for each program is that assuming fair selection of actions, every valid

process identifier is eventually equal to crit id. Programs A and C satisfy this

fairness specification (for any initial state) while program B does not. For program

B, if we start at the initial state of {crit id = 0, crit reqs = 0, num procs = 1},

and perform the infinite repetition of the actions γ, β, α, γ, β, α, . . . (which is a fair

selection of actions), the crit id will remain 0 through the entire run which is not

consistent with the specification of fair mutual exclusion.

A few points are worth noting about these example programs. First, seem-

ingly minor, innocent changes (i.e. exchanging the direction of increment and decre-

ment for crit reqs) can easily cause a program to fail its specification. This is

especially true when dealing with more complex concurrent programs where numer-

ous implicit assumptions between interacting concurrent programs are not consid-

ered when making changes. The changes may appear harmless in isolation, but
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in the context of the larger system, crippling failures which are difficult to detect

and diagnose may occur as a result. Secondly, these example programs demonstrate

significant limitations in system validation through simulation. The property of fair-

ness itself is difficult to validate through simulation in that it is only falsified by an

infinite execution which is not feasible in simulation. In practice, fairness or progress

properties are verified by placing limits on how long certain actions can be avoided,

but determining such bounds (which detect failures correctly and sufficiently) can

be difficult. Another difficulty is simply providing input conditions which sensitize

failure. For program B, the failure is only detected by the proper sequencing of β

and γ actions.

As an aside, it is worth noting that the failing behavior of B in this case is

not a realistic modeling of a system since any real system will only have a finite

number of processes. We could add an arbitrary finite upper bound UB to the

num procs variable and this would allow program B to pass the fairness property

as specified. But program B would only pass because the num procs variable has

been finitely bounded, which may mean a worst-case delay in granting access to a

critical section on the order of UB rather than num procs. Thus, even though the

failing behavior of B is unrealistic, it may in fact correspond to an invalid behavior

of a real system modeled by B.

In the context of validation through simulation, the complexity of defining an

effective input stimulus generator may be much more complex than the system def-

inition combined with the specification of the correct behavior of the system. Even

with the definition of an effective input stimulus generator, the cost of stimulating

all of the interesting cases in a reasonable amount of simulation time may still be

intractable. Simulation will still form the basis of system verification for the fore-

seeable future since it provides more immediate feedback from concrete executions

and affords incremental validation of systems. Nevertheless, the need and viability
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of mechanical formal verification for concurrent reactive systems has continued to

increase in recent decades. Improving the application of mechanical verification for

these systems is thus the focus of the work presented in this dissertation.

1.1 Review of Mechanical Verification

Mechanical formal verification is an active area of research and numerous method-

ologies and mechanisms have been developed in order to streamline the human

verification effort and improve the degree of automation in proof discovery. The

variety of different approaches does not afford accurate and effective classification,

but for the purpose of discussion, we shall consider the broad categories of theo-

rem proving and model checking. Admittedly, tools exist which are neither theorem

provers nor model checkers (e.g. combinational logic equivalence checkers), or which

attempt to integrate theorem proving with model checking (e.g. [87, 63, 68]), but

the consideration of these two broad categories is still helpful in understanding the

work presented in subsequent chapters.

1.1.1 Brief Review of Model Checking

Model checking is best described as the mechanical exploration of the set of reachable

states for a given program in the search of a behavior which is inconsistent with a

specification of correct behaviors. The various types of model checking research and

tools are differentiated by the program input language, the specification language,

and the algorithms and data structures used to represent the reachable states and

perform the search for incorrect behaviors. The input program languages vary

but generally afford a finite state model characterizing the behaviors of the input

program. The specification languages are usually some flavor of temporal logic. The

different characteristics of model checkers and temporal logics are too broad to go

into any sufficient depth for the purposes of this dissertation, but as an example, we
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will give a brief overview of Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (or LTL) and a

survey of the mechanisms behind model checkers which can verify LTL specifications

of input programs.

We assume a set AP of LTL propositional variables. We also assume the

standard boolean logic values of true and false and the standard boolean operators

of ∧ – conjunction, ∨ – disjunction, ¬ – negation,→ – implication,↔ – propositional

equivalence. Propositional formulas are built from boolean constants, propositional

variables, and the propositional operators. A propositional formula is valid if it

evaluates to true for all possible valuations of the propositional variables. LTL is an

extension of propositional logic to include a dimension of time and several temporal

operators. We will overload the boolean connectives to also apply to LTL formula.

An LTL valuation of AP is a function Σ mapping each natural number time to the

subset of AP which are true at that time. Given these definitions, the syntax and

semantics of an LTL formula (along with some common abbreviations) are provided

in Figure 1.2. An LTL formula φ is valid if ∀Σ : ‖φ‖Σ0 = true.

An oversimplified (but sufficient for our purposes) view of LTL model check-

ing is to assume that an input design program can be translated (or “compiled”)

into a suitable LTL formula D defining the possible behaviors of the design and

the specification is an LTL formula S, and that the model checking problem then

reduces to the problem of proving that D → S is a valid LTL formula.

The question which then arises is how to check whether an LTL formula is

valid. In the case of propositional logic, only a finite number of valuations need to be

tested in order to validate a formula. For an LTL formula φ, the number of valuations

is infinite, so the goal is to determine an equivalence relation ≈φ on valuations Σ

with a finite number of equivalence classes such that (Σ ≈φ Υ) → (‖φ‖Σ0 = ‖φ‖Υ0 ).

This is achieved by the construction of a finite state Buchi automaton Bφ where a

certain finite set of infinite paths through the automaton correlate with equivalence
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Syntax of LTL. An LTL formula is one of the following:
⊥ – boolean false at all times
x – where x ∈ AP is a propositional variable
¬φ – logical negation of an LTL formula φ
φ ∧ ψ – logical conjunction of LTL formulas φ, ψ
Xφ – next-time operator applied to LTL formula φ
φUψ – formula φ is true until ψ is true

Common LTL abbreviations:
> ≡ ¬⊥
φ ∨ ψ ≡ ¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ)
φ→ ψ ≡ ¬φ ∨ ψ
φ↔ ψ ≡ (φ→ ψ) ∧ (φ→ ψ)
Fφ ≡ >Uφ
Gφ ≡ ¬F¬φ

Semantics of LTL. Given a valuation Σ, the semantics ‖φ‖Σn of a
formula φ is a mapping from natural n to booleans defined by:

‖⊥‖Σn = false
‖x‖Σn = x ∈ Σ(n)
‖¬φ‖Σn = ¬‖φ‖Σn
‖φ ∧ ψ‖Σn = ‖φ‖Σn ∧ ‖ψ‖Σn
‖Xφ‖Σn = ‖φ‖Σn+1

‖φUψ‖Σn = ∃k : k ≥ n : (‖ψ‖Σk ∧ ∀i : k > i ≥ n : ‖φ‖Σi )

Common specification properties in LTL
G(¬bad) – never enter a bad state.
GF (good) – infinitely often enter a good state.
(GF (req))→ (GF (ack))

– inf. often requested implies inf. often acknowledged

Figure 1.2: Syntax and Semantics of Propositional LTL
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classes of a suitable ≈φ. This reduces the proof of LTL formula to the exploration

of a finite state model Bφ. Effective state exploration is the primary characteristic

of model checking tools.

A Buchi Automaton consists of a finite graph (node or state set V and edge

relation E ⊆ V × V ), an initial set of nodes I ⊆ V , and a set of “green” nodes

G ⊆ V . A run r of a Buchi automaton is a mapping of the natural numbers to V

(i.e. an infinite sequence of nodes) such that r(0) ∈ I and ∀n : 〈r(n), r(n+ 1)〉 ∈ E.

A run r is accepted by the automaton B if ∀n : ∃k : k > n ∧ r(k) ∈ G (i.e. a run is

accepted if an infinite number of nodes in the run are “green”).

The process of constructing a Buchi automaton Bφ classifying the valuations

relevant to φ is termed LTL tableau construction[22] and a detailed presentation

is beyond the scope of this introductory presentation. The rough idea of tableau

construction is to first negate the target LTL formula and propagate any negations

to the atomic propositions. The resulting formula is then symbolically expanded

into a tableau where ∨ forces nodes to split, X forces edges between nodes to be

introduced, and φUψ is transformed into ψ ∨ (φ ∧X(φUψ)). After the tableau is

constructed, the Buchi automaton can then be constructed with node set defined by

the cross product of the nodes in the tableau and the number of φUψ subformula.

The edges of the automaton are consistent with the edges of the tableau and the

“green” nodes of the automaton ensure that only accepting runs eventually satisfy

ψ for every φUψ “encountered” in the run. The resulting automaton Bφ has an

accepting run if and only if the original formula φ is invalid.

No practical model checker builds the complete explicit Buchi automaton

for the LTL formula ¬(D → S) since we are only interested in the existence of a

failure witness for D → S. In solving this path existence problem, model checkers

can be categorized into two general classes: explicit model checkers and symbolic

model checkers. Explicit model checkers perform a nested depth-first search through
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the nodes of the Buchi automaton looking for a path from an initial node to a

“green” cycle – this search is necessary and sufficient to answer the question of the

existence of accepting runs for finite Buchi automata. While the worst-case space

requirement for these algorithms is still O(|V |), it is the case in practice that the

space requirement is considerably less.

Rather than operating on individual nodes of the automaton, symbolic model

checkers, on the other hand, operate on sets of nodes using symbolic representations

of sets of nodes. Symbolic model checkers iteratively expand sets of nodes until

fixpoints are reached. For a simple invariant property like G(¬bad), most symbolic

model checkers will iteratively compute a representation of the nodes reachable

from the initial nodes for the input program D automaton until either a fixpoint is

reached or a bad node is detected. Each iteration of the reachable set computation

will involve taking the current set of nodes and adding the set of nodes reachable

in one step under the edge relation of the graph for the automaton of D. For an

arbitrary LTL formula, a symbolic model checker would first compute the set of

“green” nodes which are in a Strongly Connected Component (a nest of fixpoint

iterations) and then determine if this set of SCC “green” nodes intersects the set

of nodes reachable from the initial node set. Symbolic model checkers are gener-

ally written for branching-time temporal logics which are more expressive than LTL

(e.g. CTL∗) or incomparable to LTL (e.g. fair CTL) and so it is difficult to char-

acterize exactly what a symbolic model checker would do for LTL, but the above

description is a reasonable transfer of a symbolic model checking procedure to the

verification of LTL. The initial symbolic model checkers used Binary Decision Dia-

grams to represent sets of nodes. We will cover Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)

in greater detail in Chapter 4. BDDs are convenient for symbolic model checking

because BDDs are a normal-form representation of sets which affords fast tests of

reached fixpoints. Further, BDDs can provide a compact representation of sets of
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nodes depending on the sets of nodes which are computed and an ordering of the

propositional variables which is required to define the normal-form of the BDDs. In

practice, BDDs are often ineffective because either the determination of an appropri-

ate variable ordering is infeasible or the set of nodes which needs to be represented

simply cannot be represented efficiently with BDDs no matter how the variables are

ordered. These deficiencies in the initial use of BDDs for symbolic model checking

resulted in considerable research effort in finding alternative representations of sets

of nodes.

Abstraction and Model Checking

The limiting problem encountered in the application of explicit model checkers and

symbolic model checkers is the so-called “state explosion” problem where the number

of states which can be reached in a finite state program can be exponential in the

number of variables in the program definition. State explosion has a direct impact on

the efficacy of explicit model checking since it can directly effect the number of nodes

in the graph which must be searched. Symbolic model checking is also negatively

affected by the increase in the number of program variables since this often entails a

significantly decreased likelihood in the effectiveness of the representation which is

used for sets of nodes. In practice, both methods of model checking are insufficient

to afford fully automatic verification of large, complex, concurrent systems. In light

of this, significant research effort has been directed at the problem of abstraction

– the construction of models with fewer nodes which capture the behaviors of the

original program.

In the context of LTL provided above, the behaviors of a program are char-

acterized by an LTL formula D and the specification of correct behavior is an LTL

formula S. An abstraction procedure would compute an abstract model defined by

an LTL formula A such that D → A is guaranteed to be true by the construction
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of A, and A→ S is more tractably proven by a model checker because the resulting

automaton would have fewer nodes. Thus, the goal of abstraction is to create a

model which characterizes the behaviors of the original program in fewer states. It

is often easier to present abstraction with respect to the semantics of a concurrent

program. A concurrent program P consists of a set of variables VP , a set of actions

AP , a next-state function NP which takes an action and a state and returns the next

state, and a labeling function LP which maps states of P to valuations of the LTL

propositional variables AP . The state of a program P is a function mapping the set

of variables VP to values. For a given program D defining the input program, our

goal is now to construct the definition of an abstract program A which is consistent

with the behavior of D with respect to the state labels defined by LD and LA. In

Chapter 5, we will present our approach to abstraction using term rewriting, but

we now outline some of the more common approaches to abstraction from recent

research.

Abstraction through Data Independence. Assume a partitioning of the vari-

ables VD into two sets ctl ⊆ VD and dta ⊆ VD where LD is a function of the ctl

variables. The ctl variables comprise the “control” state of the program while the

dta variables comprise the “data” state of the program. Assume the next value of

the ctl variables is only a function of the action and the current value of the ctl

variables. In this case, we can define the abstract program A with VA = ctl and NA

consistent with ND on ctl. Thus, we can safely omit the dta variables. In various ex-

tensions of this basic principle [104, 48, 46, 105, 10], assuming certain requirements

on the operators which can be performed on dta variables, the set of values for dta

variables can be mapped into a smaller finite set of representative values while still

preserving the behavior of the program.

Abstraction through Partial Order Reduction. Asynchronous concurrent sys-

tems are composed of a set of processes which (in interleaving semantics) take turns
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nondeterministically updating their local state. Assume that the program D is com-

prised of N processes where VD is a set of N variables (one for each process) and

AD is a set of N actions (one for each process) where action ai modifies only vari-

able vi. In these systems, many of the processes may operate independently which

means that permuting the actions of these processes will not effect the final state

which is reached. This independence property is formalized by defining an equiv-

alence relation on actions as a function of the current state where two actions are

related at a state if the operation of the actions at the given state can be permuted

without changing the resulting state and neither action will cause the state label to

change. Codifying this relation on actions, we assume the definition of a mapping

Φ which takes an action and the current state and returns another action which is a

representative for the independence equivalence class. The abstract program A can

then be defined with the same variable and action set as D, but with the next state

function only performing the operation of the representative actions at any given

state. This construction effectively prunes all of the intermediate states created by

all of the permutations of the independent actions which in some concurrent systems

can be a considerable number of states. The approach of partial order reductions is

presented in [39] and has been implemented in several contexts in different model

checkers [47].

Abstraction through Symmetry Reduction. In the case of asynchronous sys-

tems composed of N copies of the same process, it may be possible to construct an

abstraction utilizing the symmetry in the states of the system. Assume the defini-

tion of a symmetry mapping Φ which takes a state and returns a permutation of

the process identifiers such that the behaviors and labeling function are preserved

through the permutation of the process indices. The abstract program A in this case

will have the same variables, actions, and labeling as D. The next state function for

NA will perform the next-state transition ND and then permute the values of the
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variables based on the permutation for the current state. Symmetry reduction in

model checking is presented in [35] and has since been implemented and extended

in different model checkers [50].

Abstraction through Simulation. Data abstraction, partial order reductions,

and symmetry reductions are fairly specific approaches to abstraction where the

requirements for proper abstraction may be verified by a static analysis of the pro-

gram input. A more general approach is the definition of a behavior correlation

relation between the design program and an abstract program. The properties

which need to be proven about the specified relation between the design program

and abstract program will depend on the desired level of correlation between the

design program and the abstract program (i.e. preserve branching or just traces,

conservative or exact, allow for finite stuttering, etc.). The most straightforward

example is the proof of a simulation relation which would ensure that if an LTL

property were proven true about the abstract program then it would be true of the

design program – but the converse may not be true. The basic method of proving

a simulation relation is to define a function which maps design program states to

abstract program states. Given a design program D and an abstract program A,

define a mapping rep which maps states of D to states of A such that for all D

states x and for all D actions α (a) LD(x) = LA(rep(x)) and (b) there exists an A

action β such that rep(ND(x, α)) = NA(rep(x), β). This approach to abstraction

usually requires the abstract program A to be correct by construction or it requires

interaction with a theorem prover in order to prove the required properties relating

steps of A and D. An alternative to the definition of A is the derivation of an

abstract program from the definition of D and the definition of rep where rep maps

D states to D states and the abstract program A in this case is defined to be D

where NA(x, α) = rep(ND(x, α)) – proof requirements are still required in this case.

There are several examples of this approach to abstraction (usually interfacing with
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a theorem prover) in the literature [1, 67, 97].

Abstraction through Iterative Refinement. For each of the aforementioned

approaches to abstraction, an abstract system is defined or constructed which cap-

tures the behavior of the original design program and is subsequently model checked.

In the case where the abstraction is defined by a simulation relation, if the model

check fails, it does not guarantee that the design program fails the property as

well. Recent research has extended the abstraction procedure to use the model

check failure on the abstract program to guide further refinement of the abstract

program to become a more accurate model of the design program’s behavior. Sev-

eral different approaches to abstraction refinement have been researched [28, 8, 7].

Most approaches to abstraction refinement involve the analysis of the failed behav-

ior exhibited by the model checker. The procedure will first attempt to construct

a corresponding behavior in the program D. This construction generally uses a

bounded search technique based on propositional satisfiability (or SAT) checkers or

Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG). If no matching behavior is detected in

the program D, then the failure of the bounded search is used to find the first point

at which the current abstract program diverged from the concrete program and the

corresponding abstract state is split into multiple states to improve the resolution

of the abstract program at that particular state.

Manual Reduction through Assume-Guarantee. Another technique for re-

ducing the number of states in the model check of an LTL property is to divide a

specification S of a large system into multiple formulas fi about smaller systems

and provide some mechanism for deriving S from the successful proof of fi. There

are several variations of this approach[70, 3], but one straightforward variation of

this idea is simple LTL formula decomposition. Imagine the specification S we are

trying to verify is S = (A → C) where A is the assumption and C is the con-

clusion. Further assume that the program we want to verify is the composition of
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two smaller programs such that the LTL formula D for the design program satisfies

D = D1 ∧D2 where D1 and D2 are the LTL formulas for the component programs.

If we can define an intermediate LTL formula I such that we can prove (A∧D1)→ I

and (I∧D2)→ C, then we can deduce D → S from straightforward logic deduction.

The benefit of this approach is realized if the number of nodes needed to represent I

is far less than the number of nodes for D1 or D2. This provides a means for the user

to hide details of D1 in the analysis of D2 and vice versa, with the downside being

that the user is required to define I which may require significant user interaction in

order to converge on an appropriate definition for I. Relationships between different

approaches of formula decomposition are analyzed in [76].

Placing Bounds on the Search for Failures. One of the chief difficulties in the

mechanics of a model checker is the need to either visit every reachable state or com-

pute a representation of the set of reachable states. This need is effectively removed

if we restrict the temporal logic to disallow the use of the until operator U which

restricts formulas to propositional variables, boolean connectives, and the next-time

operator X. This restriction removes the need to compute fixpoints over edge re-

lations in graphs which in turn affords the use of propositional proof procedures

(e.g. propositional SAT checkers) which do not require the construction of normal-

form representations of propositional formula (e.g. Binary Decision Diagrams). SAT

checkers are particularly effective at proving propositional formula by intelligently

searching for counterexamples. There are several examples of bounded temporal

verification including Bounded Model Checking[11, 26] (usually using propositional

search procedures such as SAT checkers and ATPG algorithms) and Symbolic Tra-

jectory Evaluation[89, 24] (which usually use binary decision diagrams or similar

structures). Bounded logic provers tend to scale to larger programs more effec-

tively at the cost of expressiveness in the temporal logic specifications. Bounded

search tools have enjoyed widespread application in industry – this is especially
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true for proof tools which can be optimized for particular classes of problems such

as static analysis tools and combinational equivalence checkers. Bounded temporal

logic checkers or provers are more difficult to classify as model checkers or theorem

provers. In a sense, these tools are theorem provers for decidable logics, and thus re-

ally serve as common bottom elements where model checkers extend in the direction

of automatic state space search (at the sake of scalability), while theorem provers

extend in the direction of the logic expressiveness (at the sake of automation).

Application of Model Checking to Example Programs

We now consider the application of model checking and abstraction to the veri-

fication of the example programs in Figure 1.1. First, we consider the specifica-

tion of the desired property of these programs in LTL. In English, the property

we want to verify is assuming fair selection of actions, that at all times, for ev-

ery process id i, the crit id will eventually be equal to i. The property can be

divided into a fair assumption assm and a fair conclusion conc , and the final for-

mula will be assm → conc. The fair assumption is the fair selection of actions.

In order to specify this, we will add a variable last to each program which sim-

ply records the last action selected. The fair assumption can now be defined as:

assm = (GF (last = α) ∧GF (last = β) ∧GF (last = γ)).

Unfortunately, there is no bound on the number of process id’s and LTL

does not have support for universal quantification, so we cannot specify the fair

conclusion of the property as stated directly in LTL. To avoid this issue, we limit

the property to a specific process id i = 0. We can then specify the conclusion of the

property in LTL as conc = GF (crit id = 0). If we could add a universal quantifier

∀ to LTL, we might try to specify the property as: assm→ (∀i : GF (crit id = i))

but we would need to define the values which i could range over. For program

A, this range would need to be the natural numbers less than num procswhile for
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programs B and C, this range would be all of the natural numbers. We will proceed

using the specification defined with conc = GF (crit id = 0).

Given a target LTL property to check, the next question is how to model

check the example programs for the target LTL property. We note that none of the

programs as defined have a finite number of states and thus, direct application of

model checking without abstraction or modification of the programs is not feasible.

If num procs were bounded by a fixed constant K (i.e. K = 100) then the total

number of states will be approximately K2 for program A and at least K3/4 for

B and C. This may rule out programs B and C for explicit state model checking

beyond K = 100. Symbolic model checking may scale better with larger K. For

systems defined with linear operators (e.g. +, <, =) applied to fixed-width integer

variables, an appropriate variable ordering for BDD normalization can often be

constructed by interleaving the bits of the integer variables starting with the most

significant bits to least significant bits of the integer variables. Unfortunately, the

diameter (the longest acyclic path in the state graph) of the programs is on the

order of the number of states and for some symbolic model checkers, the number of

iterations in the computation of state sets will be on the order of the diameter of

the state graph (excluding techniques like iterative squaring, BDD decomposition,

seeding the initial state sets, etc.).

The next question to consider relates to whether any of the abstraction pro-

cedures will be effective for the analysis of these programs. None of the programs

exhibit any obvious symmetry which might be exploited, nor any data indepen-

dence or control-data separation. At most states, all of the actions are independent

of each other and this would help to reduce the number of edges in the state graph

that would be explored, but this would not reduce the number of states which are

visited. It is certainly possible to define finite abstractions which simulate each of

the programs, but a problem arises when attempting to ensure that the program
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makes progress which requires that certain cyclic paths do not exist. Unfortunately,

abstraction through a simulation relation will introduce cyclic paths which abstract

acyclic paths in the original program. These false cyclic paths in the abstract model

will lead to the reporting of false failures. In the case of our example programs,

unless the simulation provides a means to hide finite stuttering, it will be ineffective

in proving the desired property. We will discuss simulation relations which allow

finite stuttering in greater detail in Chapter 3.

1.1.2 Brief Review of Theorem Proving

Model checkers are effective at analyzing the temporal behavior of finite state pro-

grams. The user provides the definition of a program (in some suitable programming

language) and a specification (in some suitable temporal logic). Model checker input

languages are limited in expressiveness and provide modest mechanisms for man-

ual decomposition of definitions and proofs. Model checkers usually provide some

mechanisms for the automatic abstraction of input programs as long as the program

can be written to conform to certain definition rules. As the number of states in

the programs increase, model checkers become less effective. When model checkers

are effective, they can automatically decide whether a program satisfies a temporal

logic specification and in cases where the program does not satisfy the specifica-

tion, a model checker can often provide an execution trace of the program which

demonstrates the failure.

Theorem provers are very different tools in comparison to model checkers.

General-purpose theorem provers are designed to reason mechanically about expres-

sive logics in the search for proofs. Theorem provers generally support expressive

logics for defining programs and specifications which in turn afford the user greater

control and power in reducing the proof of correctness for the program. This ex-

pressiveness and control come at the cost of automation. Theorem provers require
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considerable guidance from an experienced user in order to successfully complete a

proof. Further, most theorem provers will only verify a correct proof, and do not

provide counterexamples for failed proofs. The difficulties in the use of theorem

provers become even more pronounced when dealing with the verification of concur-

rent programs since numerous auxiliary definitions (e.g. invariants) may be required

in order to reduce the proof to tractable steps. Nonetheless, the expressiveness and

control in a theorem prover affords program analysis where the time and space re-

quirements are functions of the complexity of the program and associated definitions

and are essentially independent of the number of program states. Further, the user

has more freedom to decompose the proof into smaller more manageable steps.

By the term “theorem prover”, we refer to so-called general-purpose theorem

provers which provide for expressive logics which are undecidable in general (i.e. no

algorithm exists for deciding the validity of a stated theorem in the logic). Special-

purpose theorem provers for decidable logics such as geometric theorem provers

exist and are effective for the limited problems they are chartered to solve. Since

these provers do not provide sufficient expressiveness or control to efficiently model

and reason about concurrent programs, we will focus on the use of general-purpose

theorem provers. There are numerous theorem provers[52, 71, 80, 41, 81, 30, 62] in

this class of general-purpose provers in common use in research and in industry. We

will present a detailed overview of the logic and mechanisms of the ACL2 theorem

prover [52, 53, 54] in Chapter 2. For the remainder of this section, we present a brief

overview of the logic and operation of the class of general-purpose theorem provers

and their use in the verification of concurrent systems.

The basic operation of theorem provers is to accept sequences of events and

purported theorems. The events may include the definition of new functions, the

definition of new datatypes, the instantiation of previous parameterized theories,

and so on. Theorems are logical statements which the user declares are valid and
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the theorem prover is tasked with discovering a proof of the declared theorem. In

cases where the theorem prover fails to find a proof, the user is tasked with inspecting

the failed proof to determine if the declared theorem is indeed valid and if so, how

to guide the theorem prover to the discovery of a proof. This guidance may take the

form of additional events and definitions, but usually consists of the decomposition

of the target theorem into smaller theorems which can be composed to produce

the desired result. Most theorem provers provide the means to group definitions

and theorems together and mechanisms for managing these groups to improve the

structure and robustness of larger proofs.

In terms of basic operation, different theorem provers behave similarly with

similar principles of user expertise and interaction required. Different theorem

provers can differ significantly on the logics which are supported – although certain

principles are common amongst all of the supported logics. All theorem provers

provide support for user extension of the logic through the definition of functions

which take arguments and return values. All theorem provers also provide support

for reasoning about equality =, propositional operators (e.g. ∧,∨,¬), and universal

∀ and existential ∃ quantifiers. In theorem provers supporting higher-order logic

such as HOL[41] and PVS[80], functions may take other functions as arguments and

quantifiers can range over functions (e.g. ∀f : P (f) where f ranges over functions

of a certain type). In HOL and PVS, the user is also required to define types and

in cases where types are not inferred, the user is required to declare the types of

all variables and functions. Higher-order logic theorem provers must provide some

mechanism to ensure well-formed statements in the logic to avoid paradoxical state-

ments and in the case of HOL and PVS, the requirements of proper types ensures

well-formed statements in the logic. The theorem prover ACL2 is a first-order the-

orem prover where functions cannot take functions as arguments and quantifiers do

not range over functions. ACL2 is also an untyped logic in that the user is not
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required to define types or declare types for variables or functions. Where functions

in the HOL and PVS logics are partial – the value of the function is only defined on

a subset of the possible values for the arguments – functions in the ACL2 logic are

total – defined on all values for the arguments.

The primary benefit of higher-order theorem provers is expressiveness. As

a familiar example, while it is straightforward to codify the definition of the se-

mantics and validity of LTL formula provided in Section 1.1.1 within a higher-order

theorem prover such as HOL or PVS, it is impossible to provide a similar codifica-

tion within the first-order theorem prover ACL2. Despite the obvious limitations

in expressiveness, ACL2 (much like HOL and PVS) is widely used in academic re-

search and industry practice. In many practical applications of theorem proving,

the expressiveness afforded by higher-order logic is not required and in Chapter 3 we

will present an approach for proving the correctness of concurrent reactive systems

within the first-order limits of ACL2. For the purpose of our work, the ACL2 logic

is sufficiently expressive and (for reasons we will present) the ACL2 system and

environment provides the necessary support for efficient automation. Nonetheless,

the methods by which we extend the ACL2 system for reasoning about concurrent

programs are generally not specific to the ACL2 system and could be transferred

to other general-purpose theorem provers supporting more expressive higher-order

logics.

Application of Theorem Proving to Example Programs

In Section 1.1.1, we discussed the application of model checkers in the verification

of the example programs in Figure 1.1. The application of model checkers primarily

required the user to scale the definition of the system and the property in order to

afford automatic verification through state exploration. Theorem provers support

expressive logics which allow the user to directly prove the fair mutual exclusion
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crit id(n+ 1) = if (action(n+ 1) = α ∧ crit id(n) = crit reqs(n))
then ((crit id(n) + 1) mod num procs(n))
else crit id(n)

crit reqs(n+ 1) = if (action(n+ 1) = β ∧ crit id(n) 6= crit reqs(n))
then ((crit reqs(n)− 1) mod num procs(n))
else crit reqs(n)

num procs(n+ 1) = if (action(n+ 1) = γ) then num procs(n) + 1 else num procs(n)

Figure 1.3: Functions for Variables of Program C

specification for these example programs – the user is required to provide interme-

diate definitions and lemmas to guide the theorem prover towards a proof of the

specification. We provide an overview of the process involved in the application of

theorem provers in the verification of the example concurrent programs.

The first step in using a theorem prover is to define the behavior of a concur-

rent program in a manner which is convenient and effective for the subsequent proof

effort. For the example programs, we will consider each program variable to define

a unary function which takes a time parameter as input and returns the value of the

program variable at that time. For example, program C could be defined by three

functions satisfying the equations in Figure 1.3. These functions refer to another

function action(n) which returns the action (either α, β, or γ) selected by the envi-

ronment of the program at each time n. Given these functions defining the values of

the program variables, our next goal is to define the specification of fair mutual exclu-

sion. As in Section 1.1.1, the specification S is of the form S = assm→ conc where

assm is the assumtion of fair selection while the conc is the guarantee of fair mutual

exclusion. The conclusion in this case can be defined as the first-order expression:

conc = (∀i : ∀n : ∃m : (m > n) ∧ crit id(m) = i) which codifies the requirement

that every i is selected as crit id infinitely often. The fair assumption is defined in

a similar first-order expression: assm = (∀a : ∀n : ∃m : (m > n) ∧ action(m) = a)

which codifies the assumption that each action a is selected infinitely often.
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The definition of the specification S for the concurrent program forms the

theorem which we wish to prove with the theorem prover. After defining the target

theorem, the goal is then to construct a proof using auxiliary definitions and lemmas

to guide the prover to the intended result. The detailed steps required in the proof

will depend significantly on the theorem prover. We will instead provide the main

steps in the proof argument for S which would be common across theorem provers.

In order to prove conc, we need to define a witness function conc witn(i, n) which

takes a process id i and a time n such that we can prove that this witness function

returns a time value greater than n where crit id(conc witn(i, n)) = i. In order

to define the function conc witn, we will need to use the fairness assumption assm

and specifically, we will need to utilize a witness function assm witn which will take

a time and an action and return the next time that is selected. In Chapter 3 we will

demonstrate how proofs of fairness specifications for concurrent programs can be

reduced to the definition of measure functions which provide countdowns until the

specified event must occur. The proofs of correctness for these measure functions are

far more direct and the definitions of the measure functions can directly reference

measure functions assumed from the assumptions of fair input selection. The error

in program B would become evident in the proof attempt of B when the user

attempted to define a measure in terms of (num procs(n) − crit reqs(n)) only to

realize that this measure increased when action γ was selected. A measure function

for program C can be defined independent of num procs(n) and this affords fair

mutual exclusion even allowing γ actions. We will revisit this example in greater

detail in Chapter 3.

1.2 Proposal: Extend Theorem Proving

Model checkers provide automation at the cost of expressiveness while theorem

provers provide expressiveness at the cost of automation. When a model checker
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is effective, it can automatically prove the correctness of a correct program and

provide a failing execution as counterexample for an incorrect program. The user

is often required to reduce, abstract and/or decompose the concurrent program in

order to allow the model checker to be effective. When a theorem prover is effec-

tive, the user is able to incrementally prove the correctness of large-scale concurrent

programs. The user is often required to analyze failed proofs and develop the nec-

essary lemmas to guide the prover to a proof. Practitioners have selectively used

both model checkers and theroem provers to mechanically verify key properties of

practical systems. Yet, neither model checkers or theorem provers are sufficiently

expressive and automatic to allow for efficient widespread application.

The goal of this dissertation is to present work intended to improve the effec-

tive application of theorem provers to the mechanical proof of concurrent programs.

The work presented extends the theorem prover ACL2 specifically but the work

could be transferred to other theorem provers as well. We present methodologies

and procedures for improving the specification process and automating the verifica-

tion process of concurrent programs written in ACL2. Given the choice of extending

a model checker or extending a theorem prover, we chose to extend a theorem prover.

It is our view that the importance of an expressive logic for defining systems, speci-

fications, and auxiliary functions overrides other considerations. This view is based

on two principles. First, the user should have the ability to define programs and

specifications using operators which afford concise definitions and elegant algebraic

relationships among the operators. Second, the user should have the ability to ex-

tend the mechanical verifier appropriately to deal with new classes of concurrent

programs. ACL2 (and other theorem provers) support the definition of recursive

functions and provide mechanisms to prove theorems about these functions. The

theorem prover uses these proven facts about the defined functions to improve the

automation of the prover in a principled manner in order to deal with new con-
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jectures. The procedures which we present will also utilize these proven facts and

thus the user will be able to extend the implemented procedures by defining new

functions and proving theorems about these functions.

We conclude this chapter with a brief overview of the remaining chapters in

this dissertation which present our work on extending the ACL2 theorem prover to

improve its facility in proving the correctness of concurrent programs. In Chapter 2,

we present a technical overview of the ACL2 logic and theorem prover. Chapter 3

introduces our proposed proof methodology based on demonstrating a step-wise

correlation between a concurrent program and its specification. Chapter 4 presents

a new simplifier extension to ACL2 which is more efficient than the ACL2 simplifier

for our target application of verifying concurrent programs. Chapter 5 covers our

work in automatically checking invariants on concurrent programs. We conclude the

dissertation in Chapter 6 with a discussion of future work which would extend the

work presented in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Introduction to ACL2

The name ACL2 stands for “A Computational Logic for Applicative Common Lisp”.

The program ACL2[52, 53, 54] is a theorem prover which accepts function defini-

tions in an applicative (no side effects) subset of Common Lisp and provides the

mechanisms for proving theorems about these definitions. The function definitions

are themselves legal Common Lisp and thus can be compiled and executed in a

Common Lisp environment. In fact, ACL2 is itself written in Common Lisp and

when using ACL2. The user is really interacting with the Common Lisp program

ACL2 executing within a Common Lisp environment.

We will use the name ACL2 to refer to three separate facets of ACL2: the

ACL2 logic, the ACL2 programming language, and the ACL2 theorem prover. The

intended facet of ACL2 should be clear from the context of the use of the name

ACL2. For example, all proven theorems are purported theorems in the ACL2

logic, all tools are written in the ACL2 programming language, and all interactive

proofs will be carried out using the ACL2 theorem prover. All three facets are

pertinent to the work presented in subsequent chapters and all three facets are

interrelated. The ACL2 logic is the mathematical syntax and semantics in which we

will define and present our main technical results. All of the tools we implement as
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support for our mechanical verification extensions to the ACL2 theorem prover will

be written in the ACL2 programming language. Further, these very same extensions

are designed to interface with the ACL2 theorem prover which is the tool we in turn

use to prove properties about concurrent programs. We can also prove theorems in

the ACL2 logic about the tools extending the ACL2 theorem prover written in the

ACL2 programming language using the ACL2 theorem prover. It is also possible

to execute or simulate our concurrent program models using ACL2 since they are

written in ACL2.

2.1 The ACL2 Logic

In order to present only those components of the logic which are required for material

in subsequent chapters, an abbreviated description of the ACL2 logic is presented

here. More complete presentations of the logic are available in [52, 53, 54]). Further,

we will present some of the details in a form different from [52, 53, 54] in order to

facilitate more efficient presentation in later chapters.

ACL2 inherits a property from the Lisp programming language in which

code and data are read and written in the same syntax. While the benefits of this

property are profound, it does require the unusual presentation of the data syntax

format prior to the presentation of the syntax of the logic. The ACL2 universe

of objects includes a useful subset of Common Lisp objects consisting of numbers,

characters, strings, symbols, and conses. The objects which are not conses are

termed atoms. Before delving into parse syntax and structure of ACL2 objects, we

note a few general syntax rules. The first whitespace character (e.g. Space, Tab,

Newline) in a sequence of whitespace characters is relevant in separating tokens;

subsequent whitespace in the sequence is irrelevant. Single-line comments in the

syntax begin with the semicolon character ; and end with the Newline character

(i.e. continues to the end of the current line). Multi-line comments begin with the
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characters #| and end with the characters |#.

Numbers in ACL2 are restricted to the so-called complex rationals which are

complex numbers where the imaginary and real parts of the number are rational

numbers. This set of numbers includes the rationals (imaginary part is 0) and

further, the integers (the denominator is 1). The syntax for numbers is standard

decimal notation 16 with support for negation -16, ratios 16/3, complex numbers

#c(1 1) and optional bases like binary #b10000, octal #o20, and hexidecimal #x10.

ACL2 characters are primitive objects denoting the elements of the ASCII character

set, and strings can be viewed as finite sequences of characters. We will not use ACL2

strings or ACL2 characters directly in the sequel, but instead will use only symbols.

Symbols are similar to strings except that they have more structure. A symbol is

defined by two ACL2 strings, one naming the symbol, and the other naming the

package in which the symbol resides (and both strings are case-insensitive). Symbol

packages are used for namespace management, but we will not use them in the work

presented here, and thus all symbols will be in the default "ACL2" package. Symbols

are constructed uniquely – a symbol is only syntactically equivalent to itself – and

have some special rules and uses within the syntax for data and expressions. A

sequence of characters which is free of whitespace and parenthesis, and does not

begin with a special character (e.g. ", #, 0, 1 , etc.) is read as a symbol. For

example, #x100 is a number, "foo" is a string, and foo is a symbol. The symbols

t and nil are boolean symbols and nominally denote boolean true and false. In

the ACL2 logic, boolean truth is actually defined as “not equal to nil”, and t is

simply a convenient truth value. Symbols which begin with the character : are

called keywords. The symbol nil is also used to represent an empty list and the

character sequence () is read as the symbol nil.

Conses are the most common data structure in Lisp and the only data struc-

ture within the ACL2 logic. Conses are ordered pairs of objects (either atoms or
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other conses) and are built by the binary cons operator. The components of a

cons are termed the car and cdr of the cons node and are accessed with the unary

operators of the same name. Conses are used to implement lists, binary trees, and

other data structures as needed. Conses are syntactically read and printed as ( a

. b ) where a is the syntactic representation of the car of the cons node and b

is the syntactic representation of the cdr of the cons node. There is an additional

rule which affords some reduction of the syntactic representation of a cons node:

if the cons can be represented as ( a . (c)) then the dot and extra parenthesis

can be dropped and this can instead be represented as ( a c ). If c is the empty

string then the cdr was nil and otherwise the cdr was another cons node. Using

this rule, (1 . (2 . (3 . ()))) and (1 2 3) represent the same object. A cons

where the last cdr is nil can thus be represented as a sequence of objects enclosed

by parenthesis and is termed a list. So, (1 2 (3 4)) is a list of 3 objects: the

natural numbers 1 and 2, and a list consisting of the natural numbers 3 and 4.

The special character ’a is parsed as the following object (quote a) – the quote

operator provides a wrapper for tagging constant objects embedded in expressions.

The basic syntactic rules for ACL2 expressions are derived from the Lisp

programming language which has the characteristics of prefix operators (with no

rules of precedence) and a required abundance of parenthesis. For example, given

a binary function f, the expression 2*f(x+y+1,3) written in the C programming

language is written as (* 2 (f (+ x y 1) 3)) in ACL2. This ACL2 expression

can be recognized as the syntactic representation for a list where the first element

is the symbol *, the second element is the number 2, and the third element is a list

whose first element is the symbol f and so on. Thus, the ACL2 expression syntax

is simply an interpretation of ACL2 objects which are parsed via the syntactic

representation of objects. This is important because it allows ACL2 (like Lisp)

to support user-extendible transformation from an external (or user) expression
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syntax into the internal (or logic) term syntax through user-defined macros (in

addition to other built-in transformations). For example, the ACL2 logic allows

only for fixed arity functions and thus an operator like + or * which we would

like to have non-fixed arity cannot be a function in the logic. It is still possible to

support variable arity operators by defining the operators as macros which transform

the user expression into an appropriate logic term. For example, + is actually a

macro in ACL2 and the user expression (+ x y 1) will translate to the logic term

(binary-+ x (binary-+ y (quote 1))). The macro + expands into the calls of

the function binary-+ while the translation from the number 1 to the list (quote 1)

is performed automatically. In ACL2, this process of transforming user expressions

into logic terms is called translation and includes the expansion of macros as well as

other built-in transformations (such as wrapping quote around atoms which are not

variable symbols). Translation is an iterative procedure which proceeds “outside-in”

– expanding outermost macro calls before expanding their arguments. A single-step

of the translation process (i.e. a single-step in the expansion of a macro) is denoted

by α ↪→ β, and it is assumed that the repeated outside-in application of ↪→ will

translate any user expression into the intended logic term. Translation is denoted by

α ↪→∗ β where α is the source user expression and β is the resulting logic term. User

expressions are more concise and descriptive – we will present function definitions

and theorems using user expressions with the translation to logic terms left implicit.

Logic terms are simpler in recursive structure and will provide the basis for the logic.

Further, we define our functions for extending the proving capabilities in ACL2 to

operate on logic terms.

User-defined macros are immensely useful in designing the input syntax for

the concise description of particular systems. Further, many of the limitations in

ACL2 (e.g. rigid syntax, no higher-order functions, etc.) are alleviated to an extent

by the support in ACL2 (and Lisp) for user-defined syntactic transformations. There
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are numerous macros which are predefined in any ACL2 session and some of the more

common macro expansions are presented in Figure 2.1. The user can introduce new

macros using the defmacro mechanism which is covered in greater detail in [52, 53].

Please note in Figure 2.1 that the expansion of case replaces equal with member if β

is a cons. Also note that the expansion of let in Figure 2.1 is purposely incorrect. In

ACL2, let expands into a function call with a so-called lambda function expression

defining an anonymous function. We are purposely avoiding the complications of

lambda function expressions and the description of let as the replacement of a

variable with an expression is logically consistent with ACL2 and simplifies the

presentation of the material in this dissertation.

The ACL2 logic is generally described as a quantifier-free first-order logic

of total functions. The ACL2 logic is quantifier-free which means that no bound

variables are introduced with universal ∀ or existential ∃ quantifiers. Implicitly,

every free variable in a logic term is universally quantified. The ACL2 logic is a

first-order logic which means that functions and variables in ACL2 are first-order

– variables and parameters to functions cannot be used as functions. The ACL2

logic is a logic of total functions which means that all functions in the ACL2 logic

are defined on all possible input values. It is worth noting that ACL2 does provide

mechanisms for full support of ∀ and ∃ quantifiers on data objects and limited

support for ∀ quantifiers on function objects, but it is still best to think of ACL2 as

a quantifier-free first-order logic.

A logic term is either (a) a variable symbol (e.g. x), (b) a quoted constant

(e.g. (quote 1)), or (c) a function symbol (e.g. f) applied to a list of arguments

(e.g. (f x y)).1. We use Φ to denote an interpretation which maps every function

symbol f to a functional relation Φ(f) of the appropriate arity. For a given term α,
1In ACL2, there is support for anonymous functions using lambda expressions as an alternative

to function symbols in the logic term syntax. As we mentioned earlier, we will not use lambda

expressions in logic terms, and as such we will avoid the complications introduced by allowing for
lambda expressions
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user expression one-step expansion result
(+) ↪→ 0
(+ α) ↪→ α
(+ α . . .) ↪→ (binary-+ α (+ . . .))
(*) ↪→ 0
(* α) ↪→ α
(* α . . .) ↪→ (binary-* α (* . . .))
(- α) ↪→ (unary-- α)
(- α β) ↪→ (+ α (unary-- β))
(1+ α) ↪→ (+ α 1)
(1- α) ↪→ (- α 1)
(and) ↪→ t
(and α) ↪→ α
(and α . . .) ↪→ (if α (and . . .) nil)
(or) ↪→ nil
(or α) ↪→ α
(or α . . .) ↪→ (if α α (or . . .))
(cond) ↪→ nil
(cond (t β)) ↪→ β
(cond (α β) . . .) ↪→ (if α β (cond . . .))
(case α) ↪→ nil
(case α (t γ)) ↪→ γ
(case α (β γ) . . .) ↪→ (if (equal α ’β) γ (case α . . .))
(let ((x α)) β) ↪→ β with variable x replaced by α
(let* () β) ↪→ β
(let* ((x α) . . .) β) ↪→ (let ((x α)) (let* (. . .) β))

Figure 2.1: Some Predefined Macros in ACL2
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‖x‖Φρ = ρ(x)
‖(quote γ)‖Φρ = γ

‖(if α β γ)‖Φρ = if(‖α‖Φρ 6= nil) then ‖β‖Φρ else ‖γ‖Φρ
‖(equal α β)‖Φρ = if(‖α‖Φρ = ‖β‖Φρ ) then t else nil
‖(f β1 . . . βn)‖Φρ = (Φ(f))(‖β1‖Φρ , . . . , ‖βn‖Φρ )

where x is any variable symbol and
f is any function symbol other than quote, if, or equal

Figure 2.2: Semantics of a Logic Term

the semantic value of a term α is denoted ‖α‖Φρ where Φ is an interpretation and ρ

is a mapping of variable symbols to values. The semantic value of a term is defined

recursively by the equations in figure 2.2. A term α is valid for an interpretation Φ

if ∀ρ : ‖α‖Φρ 6= nil.

With respect to the logic, an ACL2 session is a finite sequence of terms each

of which is either tagged as an axiom or as a theorem. The axioms are introduced to

constrain new function symbols relative to existing function symbols. The theorems

are properties which are proven assuming the axioms introduced up to that point

in the session. In terms of interpretations, each axiom is assumed valid and thus at

any point in the session, the set of possible interpretations is restricted to those for

which all axioms are valid. Any theorems proven by ACL2 are proven valid in all

interpretations which are possible at that point in the session. Fortunately, ACL2

ensures certain properties about axioms which are introduced during a session which

allow us to simplify the notion of possible interpretations. In particular, in [54],

it is proven that all axiomatic extensions of the logic are conservative – axiomatic

extension introducing a new function f does not effect the validity of a theorem which

does not involve f. This property (along with some minor technical details2) allows

us to safely assume an ACL2 session can be reorganized into an initial sequence of
2We may need to introduce some local theorems in order for ACL2 to admit some of the

definitions, but this is only relevant within the theorem prover.
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axioms followed by a sequence of theorems. We will use AI to denote the largest set

of interpretations such that all axioms are valid for all interpretations in AI. Due

to consistency restrictions ACL2 places on axiomatic extensions, we know that AI

is not empty. A term is semantically valid if it is valid for every interpretation in

AI. Two terms α and β are semantically equivalent if (equal α β) is semantically

valid.

It is important to note that a proven theorem follows from the sole assump-

tion of the axioms. This means that there is an implicit universal quantifier for

all functions where the only facts assumed about the functions are only assumed

to satisfy the axioms. This gives ACL2 a second-order nature which is important

in specifying systems where there is a need to model certain interfaces whose def-

inition is unknown but constrained. For instance, we will use functions mapping

natural numbers to input values to model an infinite sequence of inputs provided

by an external environment. If we assume no axioms about these functions, then

the function models every possible infinite sequence of inputs which may be selected

by an environment. This feature of ACL2 is termed encapsulation and it will be

discussed later in this chapter in greater detail.

Each ACL2 session begins with an initial sequence of axioms about the var-

ious built-in ACL2 functions (like cons, car, cdr, etc.) and this initial sequence of

axioms is termed the ground-zero theory and is denoted by GZ. A detailed pre-

sentation of the ground-zero theory is provided in [52, 53]. A small fragment of

the GZ theory is presented in Figure 2.3 as user-level expressions. All of the ex-

pressions in Figure 2.3 translate to terms which are axioms. The functions consp,

symbolp, and acl2-numberp are built-in predicates which recognize certain ACL2

types. The axioms entail that each of these types are disjoint. The type predicate

integerp recognizes the integer subset of the ACL2 numbers. Any terms consisting

of a function applied to constant arguments where the function is uniquely defined
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(only one interpretation which is executable) are automatically reduced to the con-

stant resulting from the execution of the function interpretation on the constant

arguments. Thus, the axioms labeled in Figure 2.3 by executable-counterpart

are not actual axioms in the logic, but instead simply instances of the general rule

which allows this reduction by execution.

As part of the GZ theory, ACL2 includes definitions for a representation of

the standard ordinals upto ε0. In ACL2, the ordinals are important as the standard

well-founded set on which recursive definition and proofs by induction are justified.

The ordinals begin with the natural numbers 0, 1, . . . and continue to the first limit

ordinal ω. The sequence of ordinals continues from ω to ω+1, ω+2, . . . onto ω×2 –

two copies of ω. The sequence continues to grow (with omissions) as ω×2, ω×3, . . .

onto ω2. This continues onto ωω and and so on to ω(ω(ω...)), with the limit of

these ordinal stacks of ω being ε0. The ordinals (upto ε0) are represented in ACL2

using cons and natural numbers as depicted in Figure 2.43 Included in the GZ

theory are the definitional axioms for the functions e0-ordinalp and e0-ord-<

which respectively define a recognizer for the set of ordinals (in ACL2) and a well-

founded ordering on these ordinals. The definitions for these functions are provided

in Figure 2.5.

During an ACL2 session, the user has three basic mechanisms for introduc-

ing conservative axiomatic extensions to the current theory: defun, defchoose, and

encapsulate. The user introduces theorems for proof in ACL2 using the defthm

form which is also used within the encapsulate form to define the exported con-

straints of the functions constrained in an encapsulate form.

A defun form introduces a functional definition for a new function symbol.
3In ACL2 version 2-8, the ordinals in GZ were changed to the representation presented in [65]

which uses the Cantor Normal Form representation of the ordinals for reasons of efficiency and
elegance. We present the pre-2-8 version of the ordinals in ACL2 since this is the more familiar
ordinal representation. All statements relating to definitional and induction principles are still valid
in version 2-8.
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(equal (= x y) (equal x y)) ; define a new symbol = for equal
(equal (eq x y) (equal x y)) ; define a new symbol eq for equal
(= (not x) (if x nil t))
(= (implies x y) (if x (if y t nil) t))
(= (iff x y) (if x (if y t nil) (if y nil t)))
(= (car (cons x y)) x)
(= (cdr (cons x y)) y)
(= (consp (cons x y)) t)
(= (atom x) (not (consp x)))
(= (symbolp nil) t) ; executable-counterpart
(= (symbolp t) t) ; executable-counterpart
(implies (consp x) (not (symbolp x))) ; types disjoint
(implies (symbolp x) (not (consp x))) ; types disjoint
(= (acl2-numberp 0) t) ; executable-counterpart
(implies (consp x) (not (acl2-numberp x))) ; types disjoint
(implies (acl2-numberp x) (not (consp x))) ; types disjoint
(implies (symbolp x) (not (acl2-numberp x))) ; types disjoint
(implies (acl2-numberp x) (not (symbolp x))) ; types disjoint
(= (integerp -1) t) ; executable-counterpart
(= (integerp 1/2) nil) ; executable-counterpart
(implies (integerp x) (acl2-numberp x))
(= (cadr x) (car (cdr x)))
(= (cddr x) (cdr (cdr x)))
(= (caddr x) (car (cddr x)))
(= (zp x) (not (and (integerp x) (> x 0))))
(= (natp x) (and (integerp x) (>= x 0)))
(= (nfix x) (if (natp x) x 0))
(= (ifix x) (if (integerp x) x 0))
(= (rfix x) (if (rationalp x) x 0))
(= (first x) (car x))
(= (second x) (cadr x))
(= (third x) (caddr x))
(= (rest x) (cdr x))
(= (hide x) x)

Figure 2.3: Fragment of the Ground-Zero Theory
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Ordinal Representation in ACL2
0 0
1 1
. . . . . .
ω (1 . 0)
ω + 1 (1 . 1)
. . . . . .
ω × 2 (1 1 . 0)
ω × 2 + 1 (1 1 . 1)
. . . . . .
ω × 3 (1 1 1 . 0)
. . . . . .
ω2 (2 . 0)
. . . . . .
ωω ((1 . 0) . 0)
. . . . . .

ω(ωω) (((1 . 0) . 0) . 0)
. . . . . .

Figure 2.4: The Representation of the Ordinals (upto ε0) in ACL2

(= (e0-ord-< x y)
(if (consp x)

(and (consp y)
(or (e0-ord-< (car x) (car y))

(and (= (car x) (car y))
(e0-ord-< (cdr x) (cdr y)))))

(or (consp y)
(< (rfix x) (rfix y)))))

(= (e0-ordinalp x)
(if (consp x)

(and (e0-ordinalp (car x))
(not (= (car x) 0))
(e0-ordinalp (cdr x))
(or (atom (cdr x))

(not (e0-ord-< (car x) (cadr x)))))
(natp x)))

Figure 2.5: Well-founded Ordering and Recognizer for ACL2 Ordinals
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Assuming it satisfies certain requirements, the form (defun f (x1 . . . xn) β) de-

fines a function f of n arguments or arity n with the following definitional axiom:

(= (f x1 . . . xn) β). The requirements placed onto a defun are the following: (a)

f is a new function symbol (i.e. not previously defined), (b) the xi are distinct vari-

able symbols, (c) β translates to a logic term which only refers to previously defined

function symbols and possibly f , and refers only to variable symbols xi, and (d) a

termination requirement is proven. The termination requirement consists of proving

that a specified term defines a measure which decreases for each recursive call, and

thus the function is guaranteed to terminate. The exact definition and details of

this termination argument are provided elsewhere[52, 53]. We instead present an

example defun form for a function which appends two lists and the termination

requirement in Figure 2.6. It is worth noting that while the measure term (len

x) was declared explicitly in Figure 2.6, ACL2 has heuristics for guessing appro-

priate measure terms which are effective for most simple functions (including app

and fib). For more complex recursive functions, a more complex measure may be

required (e.g. the lexicographic product of two measures) and the user will need to

provide an explicit measure. The mutual-recursion form is a simple extension of

the single defun form which allows the simultaneous introduction of multiple func-

tions which may call each other recursively. Mutual recursion forms have a similar

termination measure proof requirement.

A defchoose form introduces a skolem witness function which returns an

element which satisfies a certain predicate assuming such an element is proven to

exist. The defchoose form (defchoose f v (x1 . . . xn) β) introduces the fol-

lowing definitional axiom for the function f :

(implies β (let ((v (f x1 . . . xn))) β))

This axiom introduction requires that f is a new function symbol, β only references

variables xi and v, and only references previously defined function symbols (not
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1. Definitional axiom for function len in ground-zero theory:

(= (len x) (if (consp x) (+ (len (cdr x)) 1) 0))

2. Submitted defun form for function app:

(defun app (x y)
(declare (xargs :measure (len x)))
(if (consp x) (cons (car x) (app (cdr x) y)) y))

3. The measure term is (len x) and ACL2 generates the following
termination requirement:

(and (e0-ordinalp (len x))
(implies (consp x)

(e0-ord-< (len (cdr x)) (len x))))

which ACL2 proves automatically.

4. This completes the check for admissibility of the function app
and the definitional axiom for app is added:

(= (app x y) (if (consp x) (cons (car x) (app (cdr x) y)) y))

5. Another example, definition of the fibonacci sequence:

(defun fib (n)
(declare (xargs :measure (nfix n)))
(if (and (integerp n) (> n 1))

(+ (fib (- n 1)) (fib (- n 2)))
1))

with termination requirement:

(and (e0-ordinalp (nfix n))
(implies (and (integerp n) (> n 1))

(e0-ord-< (nfix (- n 1)) (nfix n)))
(implies (and (integerp n) (> n 1))

(e0-ord-< (nfix (- n 2)) (nfix n)))

which ACL2 can prove automatically.

Figure 2.6: Admitting the defun forms for the functions app and fib
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including f – no recursion). As an example application of defchoose, assume that

a function foo has been defined and it is desirable to define an “inverse” function bar

such that (= (foo (bar (foo x))) (foo x)) is a theorem. One could analyze the

definition of foo and attempt to define a constructive function bar which satisfied

the desired property. A much simpler way is to introduce bar using the following

form: (defchoose bar x (y) (equal (foo x) y)). This defchoose form will

introduce the following axiom: (implies (equal (foo x) y) (equal (foo (bar

y)) y)) and the desired property follows directly from this axiom. Although there

are no universal or existential quantification operators in ACL2, the defchoose form

affords full support for first-order logic in ACL2. The user generally does not use

defchoose directly, but instead uses the predefined defun-sk macro which generates

an appropriate defchoose form and additional helpful properties for reasoning about

first-order quantification.

A defthm form (defthm th β) causes ACL2 to attempt a proof that β is

indeed a theorem (i.e. β is semantically valid). In its search for a proof, ACL2 may

attempt a proof by induction. Assume for the moment that β has only one free

variable v, then proof by induction allows ACL2 to deduce that β is valid for all

values of v, by proving that for any value y assigned to v, β is true assuming that β

is true for all values x assigned to v where x ≺ y and ≺ is a well-founded relation.

ACL2 implements proof by induction by transforming β into a single base case and

some number of induction steps. This transformation is defined by an induction

scheme which specifies that for each induction step, the predicate governing that

induction step ensures that the substitutions of the free variables will decrease in

some measure with respect to the well-founded ordering e0-ord-<. The base case

simply requires the proof of β under the assumption that none of the predicates

governing the induction steps are true. The ACL2 theorem prover derives these

induction schemes from the definitions of recursive functions and in many cases,
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The user enters defthm form for the associativity of app:

(defthm app-associates
(equal (app (app x y) z) (app x (app y z)))
:hints (("Goal" :induct (app x y))))

ACL2 uses the :induct hint to derive an induction scheme from
the recursive structure for app and transforms the theorem
into the induction steps (only one in this case):

(implies (and (consp x)
(equal (app (app (cdr x) y) z)

(app (cdr x) (app y z))))
(equal (app (app x y) z) (app x (app y z))))

and a base case:

(implies (not (consp x))
(equal (app (app x y) z) (app x (app y z))))

and ACL2 proves the induction step and base case automatically
by using the definitional equation for app and properties from
the Ground-Zero theory.

Figure 2.7: Proof of Associativity of app by Induction

the ACL2 heuristics can guess an appropriate induction scheme in order to prove

a theorem by induction. Similar to the case of termination measures, the user

may need to provide a specific induction scheme for ACL2 to use in transforming a

specific theorem. A detailed explanation of proof by induction in ACL2 is provided

in [52, 53, 54]. We consider a simple proof by induction of the property that our

function app is associative provided in Figure 2.7. We will present an overview of

the mechanics of ACL2’s attempts at proofs of theorems in Section 2.2.

The encapsulate form provides the user a method of controlling the prop-

erties which may be assumed about a new function symbol. An encapsulate has

the following shape: (encapsulate (σ1 . . . σk) α1 . . . αn). The σi are signature
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declarations which define the function symbols and arities of the functions which

will be constrained by the encapsulate form. The αi can be any ACL2 form (e.g.

defun, defthm, etc.) and each αi may be tagged as local – ACL2 will only export

the non-local events outside of the encapsulate form. An additional requirement

for encapsulate forms is that for every signature σi, there exists an αj form which

is a legal local defun form defining a function matching the function symbol and

arity of σi. In processing an encapsulate form, ACL2 processes the αj forms

in sequence checking the requirements for each form and proving any defthm forms

encountered. The functions named in the signatures σi are termed constrained func-

tions. After ACL2 processes these forms and proves the necessary theorems, ACL2

installs the constrained functions into the logic without definitions and introduces

any non-local theorems referring to the constrained functions as definitional axioms

for the constrained functions. Thus, any subsequently proven theorems referring

to the constrained functions would be valid for any substitution of the constrained

functions which satisfy the constraints. This provides ACL2 with a modest second-

order capability which is further supported by the support for proof by functional

instantiation in the ACL2 logic. More details on functional instantiation and encap-

sulation can be found in [52, 53, 54]. An example use of encapsulation and functional

instantiation is presented in Figure 2.8.

2.2 The ACL2 Theorem Prover

The ACL2 system performs the role of a mechanical assistant to maintain a user

session consistent with the user’s view of the session with respect to the ACL2

logic. There are many components of ACL2 which deal with different facets of

this mechanical assistance. ACL2 provides numerous commands and features which

allow the user to better manage their ACL2 sessions. These features include for

example: mechanisms to structure definitions and theorems into books, commands
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Introduce binary function foo as a constrained function where
the only property that is exported is that foo associates:

(encapsulate (((foo * *) => *))
(local (defun foo (x y) (+ x y)))
(defthm foo-associates
(equal (foo (foo x y) z) (foo x (foo y z)))))

Assume that we have proven the following theroem about foo:

(defthm bar-true-of-foo (equal (bar (foo x y)) t))

We can now prove a similar theorem about app by appealing to
functional-instantiation and the fact that we proved that app
associates:

(defthm bar-true-of-app (equal (bar (app x y)) t)
:hints (("Goal" :use ((:functional-instance

bar-true-of-foo (foo app))))))

Figure 2.8: Using encapsulate to Introduce Constrained Functions
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to revert, redefine, and inspect previous events in the session, mechanisms to change

the view of theorems (proof-trees), an interface to carefully control the operation

of the prover (proof-checker), mechanisms to interrupt the prover and inspect

possible infinite rewrite loops, and numerous mode switches which can affect how

the user interacts with ACL2. While these auxiliary features are important to the

effective usage of ACL2, the main component of ACL2 is the theorem prover which

takes purported conjectures and returns either a successful or failed proof attempt.

The prover is invoked in any situation where some conjecture needs to be proven

(e.g. defthm forms, termination proofs, etc.). The prover is a complex program

which consists of several stages with various algorithms, heuristics, and decision

procedures. The prover can also be extended and controlled by the user through a

variety of mechanisms. A brief overview of these mechanisms and the prover itself

is provided. A more thorough presentation of the prover and the ACL2 system in

general can be found in [52].

The prover takes an initial logic term as an input and either returns a suc-

cessful proof or the report of a failed proof attempt. An experienced user will often

interrupt the prover before the proof attempt completes if the proof attempt does

not look promising. The main loop of the prover operates on a formula which is

a set of terms representing the disjunction of the terms. The main loop maintains

a set of unproven formula (termed the pool) which is seeded with the initial logic

term and at all times, the conjunction of the formula in the pool implies the initial

logic term. If the pool is empty in an iteration of the main prover then the original

theorem is proven and the prover returns success. Otherwise, in each iteration of

the main prover loop, a formula is removed from the pool and passed in succession

through a sequence of stages of the so-called waterfall. Each stage either succeeds

in “reducing” the formula or fails. If a stage fails, then the formula is passed onto

the next stage in the waterfall. If no stage succeeds, then some last gasp heuristics
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are attempted. If these final heuristics fail, then the proof attempt fails. Otherwise

some stage in the waterfall succeeded and the successful stage will produce a set of

formula whose conjunction implies the input formula and the set (possibly empty)

will be added back to the pool. The prover will proceed to the next iteration of the

waterfall with a newly selected formula from the pool.

The stages in the waterfall are named (in the sequence of their application):

simplification, destructor elimination, use of equivalences, generalization, irrelevance

elimination, and induction. The stages other than simplification and induction are

best described as heuristics for setting a formula up for induction. These stages

usually have no bearing on the success or failure of the proof for a formula, so

we will not consider them here. The simplification stage is a complex, powerful,

and extendible procedure which does the great majority of the work in proving

theorems in ACL2. The simplifier will be covered in greater detail in the next section.

The induction stage determines if the formula might be proven by induction and if

so, heuristically computes an induction scheme (unless the user provides a specific

induction scheme using an :induct hint). The induction stage then replaces the

formula with a set of formulae consisting of the formula for the base case and each

of the induction steps. For most theorems submitted to ACL2, either simplification

proves the theorem, or a single induction followed by simplification of the resulting

cases proves the theorem. If any of the other stages (or induction more than once)

get involved then the proof attempt will likely fail. After a possible examination of

the selected induction scheme, the experienced ACL2 user will generally search for

the first point where simplification fails as the focal point for further examination.

2.2.1 The ACL2 simplifier

As a stage in the waterfall, simplification will take a formula (a set of logic terms),

attempt to reduce the formula, and if the reduction succeeds, return a set of formula
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whose conjunction is equivalent to the input formula. The simplifier consists of

essentially two main steps: decision procedures and formula reduction. The decision

procedures attempt to immediately prove any formulas which are decidably true.

The formula reduction step is a more involved process which consists of the iterative

rewriting of every term in the formula using a set of rewrite rules augmented with

previously proven theorems and definitional axioms.

Decision Procedures. ACL2 first attempts to prove the formula is true in a

decidable sublogic by using one of three decision procedures. The first decision

procedure checks to see if the formula is decidably true in propositional logic. The

procedure performs if-lifting to normalize the if structure of the terms in the formula

and then checks to see if every leaf in the resulting if-tree is non-nil. If-lifting

consists of (a) replacing any term of the form (f . . . (if α β γ) . . .) with the

term (if α (f . . . β . . .) (f . . . γ . . .)) where f is not if, and (b) replacing any

term of the form (if (if α β γ) φ ψ) with the term (if α (if β φ ψ) (if

γ φ ψ)). ACL2 provides for an alternative propositional logic decision procedure

which integrates Binary Decision Diagrams with limited rewriting and cons-tree

support. The ACL2 BDD procedure must be selected by the user for a particular

formula, but in some cases it can be exponentially more efficient than the standard

propositional logic decision procedure.

The second decision procedure performs congruence closure to determine if

the formula can be proven true under the analysis of equivalence relations. ACL2

has two built-in equivalence relations equal and iff. The user can extend the set

of equivalence relations using the defequiv to declare that a binary function is an

equivalence relation. The user can also specify implication relationships between

equivalence relations using defrefinement. The user can also specify congruences

on functions whereby if the arguments to two function calls are equated by one rela-

tion, then the results of the function calls will be equated by another relation. ACL2
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uses equivalences and congruences throughout the simplification process. The con-

gruence closure decision procedure simply searches for any term (eqv α β) where

eqv is an equivalence relation and substitutes β for α in any other terms where the

congruences allow the substitution assuming that β is less than α in a certain total

well-founded ordering of terms (otherwise α is substituted for β). This process it-

erates until no more substitutions are possible. If any clause reduces to truth, then

the formula is proven.

The third decision procedure checks for a proof in rational linear arithmetic.

This procedure collects all of the linear inequalities of the negated terms within the

current formula (terms with <, or <= as the outermost operator) and adds them

to a linear database. The procedure then normalizes these inequalities and uses

cross-multiplication to eliminate “variables” (i.e. variable symbols or terms where

the outermost function is not linear) in term order. If at any point, a term in the

database produces a manifestly false term (i.e. (< 1 0)), then the original formula

is known to be valid. The decision procedure has no special handling for non-linear

operators, but the linear database may be extended through user-proven theorems

which define linear relationships between non-linear operators. For instance, the

linear arithmetic decision procedure cannot prove that (and (< 0 (len (f a)))

(<= (len (app (f a) b)) 0)) is inconsistent because it does not know about the

linear relationships between len and app. If the user proves the following term is

a theorem (<= (len x) (len (app x y))) and declares it as a linear rule, then

ACL2 will add this inequality (with the appropriate substitution for x and y) to

the database and then the decision procedure will eventually add (< 0 0) to the

database and determine that the conjunction is inconsistent. The linear arithmetic

decision procedure also includes some important heuristics for handling linear prop-

erties outside of the rationals. In particular, if x and y are known to be integers,

then ACL2 will replace (< x y) with the stronger property (<= (+ x 1) y).
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Formula Reduction. As is the case with other general-purpose theorem provers,

term rewriting is the primary simplification mechanism in ACL2. This is due in

part to the fact that the user can extend term rewriting by defining functions and

proving theorems. ACL2 will add these proven rules to a database of rewrite rules

which can be used in subsequent calls of the formula reducer during simplification.

Formula reduction consists of iterating through each term of the formula (recall that

a formula is interpreted as a conjunction of the component terms) and performing the

following steps (1) context construction, (2) term rewriting, and (3) normalization.

We consider each of these steps at a particular iteration where we are currently

operating on term α within formula Φ.

The first step in an iteration is to construct a context for the term α in for-

mula Φ. The goal of context construction is to create a compact representation of the

properties which may be assumed when rewriting the term α. This representation is

an association of logic terms to logic types which is called a type association. A logic

type is a union of primitive types. ACL2 partitions the universe of objects into 14

primitive types, each defining a set of objects. The disjoint sets in the parition are:

{nil}, {t}, non-boolean symbols, {0}, positive integers, positive (non-integer) ra-

tios, negative integers, negative ratios, complex rationals, characters, strings, proper

conses (i.e. conses that are lists ending in nil), improper conses, and all other ob-

jects. A logic type is encoded as a bit-vector with 14 bits which define a set of

possible values. Context construction for term α in Φ proceeds by assuming the

negation of all of the formula in Φ which are not α and collecting all information

which may be assumed into a type association. This type association is constructed

by several mechanisms (type-set computation, linear rule applications, and forward

chaining) whose description is beyond the scope of this text[52, 53]. Each of these

mechanisms can be extended by the user proving theorems and tagging the theo-

rems with an appropriate rule-class such that the corresponding mechanism can
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use the rule during its procedure for augmenting the type association. The resulting

type association is passed to the next step: the term rewriter is then applied to the

term α.

The second step in an iteration is to rewrite the term α assuming the type

association computed from context construction. Term Rewriting involves the ap-

plication of rewrite rules to transform more complex terms into simpler terms. A

rewrite rule is comprised of an lhs term, an rhs term, an equivalence relation eqv,

and a set (possibly empty) of terms hyps taken from a proven theorem or definitional

axiom of the form (implies (and hyps) (eqv lhs rhs)). The term rewriter ap-

plies a rewrite rule by looking for a term which matches lhs (i.e. equals lhs for some

substitution of the variables in lhs) in a congruence position where eqv is effective

and the hyps all reduce to true (i.e. non-nil). The term rewriter then replaces the

term which matched lhs with rhs under the substitution which matched lhs. This

form of rewriting is called conditional rewriting since a rewrite rule is only applied if

the appropriate conditions are valid. When hyps is the empty set and eqv is equal,

the rewrite rule is an unconditional rewrite rule since it can be applied to any match-

ing of lhs. A term rewriter continually applies rewrite rules until no rules match. A

rich theory exists for term rewriting which is effectively surveyed in [6, 57, 34]. Some

of the basics of term rewriting theory will be presented in Chapter 4. The theory

of term rewriting refers to the nondeterministic application of rewrite rules. In the

ACL2 term rewriter, rewrite rules are applied in a deterministic manner: inside-out

and ordered. An inside-out rewriter first rewrites the arguments of a term before

rewriting the term itself. An ordered rewriter attempts to apply rewrite rules in a

specified order. Inside-out, ordered rewriting is important for many reasons (e.g.

efficiency), but the most important property is the predictable behavior of the term

rewriter. This is important because it is easier to design a set of rewrite rules which

converge to a normal-form in the context of inside-out ordered rewriting. There are
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several special additions to the basic operation of the rewriter: augmenting the type

association as the rewriter rewrites the branches of an if, reducing linear inequal-

ities using linear arithmetic decision procedure, instantiating free variables in rhs,

and so on. These additions are all important in various applications of ACL2. There

are also several heuristics in the term rewriter (with some user controls) which help

determine whether it would be effective to apply a rewrite rule. For instance, these

heuristics keep the rewriter from opening a recursive function call repeatedly and

from opening a function definition which will introduce too many if terms.

Assume that the term rewriting of α produces a different term β. The final

step in an iteration of the formula reducer is to normalize the term β by splitting

any if terms into separate formula. For example, if β were the term (g (if a b

c)), then the current formula would be split into two formula with {α} replaced by

{(not a),(g b)} in one formula and {α} replaced by {a,(g c)} in the other formula.

This splitting of if to create new formula is termed normalization. As the new

formula are created during these splits, subsumption checks are performed to avoid

proving unnecessary formula. For example if the formula (or a b) is already in the

pool, there is no need to prove the formula (or a b c).

2.3 The ACL2 Programming Language

At a basic level, the ACL2 programming language consists of defining functions in

the ACL2 logic using defun and then evaluating the functions on various inputs

within the Common Lisp environment in which ACL2 runs. At this basic level, one

is simply evaluating applicative Common Lisp functions in a manner consistent with

the semantics of the functions in the ACL2 logic. Many algorithms and programs

can be written as functions in the ACL2 logic without careful consideration of effi-

ciency. In other cases, it is paramount for the user to take advantage of the support

provided in ACL2 and Common Lisp to execute efficient compiled code for function
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evaluation. For the procedures presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, the need for

optimizing the time and space efficiency of function evaluation is paramount. Some

of the more important aspects of optimizing ACL2 function definitions will be sur-

veyed here, others are covered in [52, 53]. The most important point to make is that

even in the face of these optimizations, the resulting functions are still defined in the

ACL2 logic and relevant properties can be proven about the computations of these

functions. This affords the potential to mechanically prove that these extensions

made to ACL2 are sound extensions.

Function compilation. The easiest and most effective mechanism for improving

execution speed is to compile the functions defined in ACL2. This is achieved simply

by issuing the ACL2 command comp which in turn calls the compiler of the Common

Lisp sytem on which ACL2 is running. After compiling a function, any evaluation

of the function will execute the code compiled for the function. ACL2 also compiles

functions when it certifies books. Common Lisp compilers generally perform several

optimizations as well as compiling the function definitions into native code. One

important and common optimization is the transformation of recursive function calls

into simple loops when the function is tail recursive (i.e. the recursive function call

is the result returned by the calling function). It is important for efficient execution

to write functions which are tail recursive when possible.

Single-threaded objects and arrays. As we mentioned before, the only data

structure in ACL2 is the cons operator. While many algorithms using lists, trees,

etc. can be implemented using cons, certain procedures require arrays for optimal

efficiency. Further, due to the applicative restriction of ACL2, all operations on data

structures in ACL2 are constructive. For certain procedures which operate on larger

structures, it may be necessary to destructively change the structure in order to avoid

unnecesary copying. ACL2 supports the need for arrays and destructive operations

through the mechanism of single-threaded objects (or stobjs)[16]. The user declares
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a named stobj using the defstobj form which introduces several functions which can

operate on the stobj of that name. ACL2 places various syntactic restrictions on the

use of stobjs to ensure that only one copy of the stobj is ever accessed or updated, and

thus, destructive updates to the stobj are consistent with the applicative semantics

of ACL2. One of the chief restrictions ACL2 places on stobjs is the requirement

that any stobj which is accessed by a function must be an explicit parameter of

that function and any stobj which is updated by a function must be an explicit

parameter and return value of the function. To avoid the resulting pollution of

function signatures with stobj parameters and stobj return values, ACL2 supports

the notion of a local-stobj which is created and destroyed within the scope of a

single function. Local stobjs can be passed through various stobj functions with the

same computational efficiency, but allow the user to control the effects of the use of

stobjs on the signatures of functions.

A defstobj form defines a finite list of fields where each field may be a single

value or a resizable array. In the logic, a stobj is simply a fixed-length list where

each element in the list corresponds to a field in the stobj and array fields are defined

as lists. In Common Lisp execution, a stobj is implemented as a fixed-length array

where each entry in the array is a field in the stobj and array fields are implemented

as arrays. ACL2 places restrictions on the access and update of the stobj fields in

the logic which ensure that the execution on arrays is consistent with the logical

picture of lists. There are several additional optimizations that ACL2 performs with

regard to stobjs and overall, with stobjs, ACL2 can approach the speed of efficient

C code while still providing a logical definition which can be analyzed with the

theorem prover[93, 83, 103, 84].

Type declarations. The precision of numbers in ACL2 and Common Lisp is not

bounded. This requires that the Lisp environment support the automatic dynamic

allocation of space for numbers whose representation is too large to fit in a single
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word of memory. In some Common Lisp environments (e.g. Gnu Common Lisp)

all objects are allocated dynamically unless the user provides declarations to avoid

it. In order to improve the efficiency of the code generation by a Common Lisp

compiler, a user will add type declarations which places bounds on the range of

possible values an expression may take, and in turn, these bounds ensure that the

compiler can always safely store a representation of the object in a single computer

word. Usually, the only type declarations which assist compilers are declarations

that a certain expression will be an integer less than 2k and greater than or equal to

−2k where k is usually between 15 and 31. Type declarations can be tedious to write

manually and are usually generated by macros. For example, ACL2 has the following

macro predefined: (+f x y) ↪→ (the (signed-byte 29) (+ (the (signed-byte

29) x) (the (signed-byte 29) y))). When the user writes (+f α β), one is

declaring that the values of α, β, and (+ α β) are all integers within the range

[−228, 228 − 1]. All three declarations are necessary in order for the compiler to

replace Lisp + with a machine-level addition operation on words (i.e. a + operation

on int variables in the C programming language).

Inlining function calls. When one function calls another function in Common

Lisp, space is allocated (usually on the “stack”) for the called function and execution

jumps into the code for the called function. When the called function completes,

it returns the resulting value, deallocates the allocated space, and jumps back into

the calling function code. When the number of function calls is excessive, these

extra steps can add some constant-time costs to the execution times and require

more space on the stack. In some cases, it is beneficial to “inline” the function call

by replacing the function call with the body of the function. This inlining can be

achieved by defining the function as a macro. Recently, support for the mbe operator

was added to ACL2 which allows the user to define an expression which is used in

the logic and an expression which is used for execution. Using this new mbe operator
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and some straightforward macros, the user can define functions which are inlined

during execution, but are still functions in the logic. This is important, because in

the logic, it is frequently necessary to control when function definitions are expanded

during rewriting which would not be possible if the function were instead defined as

a macro in the logic.

Guards, type correctness, and specialized operators. Functions in ACL2 are

total in that every function in the logic is a function on all values. In Common Lisp,

this property is not ensured. For instance, the primitive operator car is undefined

when applied to an object which is not a cons or the constant nil (i.e. (car 3) is

undefined in Common Lisp). In ACL2, car is defined on all atoms to be nil. In

order to ensure that ACL2 evaluation is consistent with the ACL2 logic, ACL2 will

by default place wrappers around Lisp primitives which completes their definition to

be consistent with the ACL2 logic and ACL2 will then execute in this safe (but slow)

execution environment. In order to evaluate in Common Lisp directly, the user is

obligated to define and verify guards. Guards are predicates declared for a function

(the guard defaults to t if none are specified) which are the intended domain of

values for which the function can be executed in Common Lisp. Verifying guards is

the process of verifying that the guard for a function ensures all the guards of the

function calls in the body of the function are satisfied. When the user has verified

guards, ACL2 will execute directly in compiled Common Lisp.

Reasoning about guards and types are not only important for allowing the

execution of Common Lisp but can also afford the safe use of faster versions of Com-

mon Lisp operators optimized for particular types of operands. The best example

of this are the equality tests equal, =, eql, and eq. The equal operator is a generic

equality test which can be used to test the equivalence of any Lisp objects in the

ACL2 universe. The functions = and eql are faster versions of equal specialized for

certain types of atoms. The operator eq compiles to a direct (or “pointer”) equality
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test (like == in C) but the guard for eq requires that eq is applied only to symbols.

In most Common Lisps the = and eql operators will also compile into direct equality

tests when the operands are declared to be (signed-byte 29).

Functions returning multiple values. If one wanted to write a function which

returned multiple values as a result of a common shared computation, one could

return a list with the return values as elements in the list. This would be functionally

correct but would also create garbage cons nodes every time the function was called.

ACL2 provides a mechanism for defining functions which return multiple values. The

function which returns multiple values must result in an expression of the form (mv

...), where each mv expression in the body of the function must be the same length.

If a function foo returns multiple-values then foo can only be called using the

expression (mv-let (...) (foo ...) ...) which binds variables to each value

returned by foo. The multiple return values are passed efficiently from the called

function to the calling function without creating garbage cons nodes. Functions

which return multiple values are especially common when writing functions which

manipulate single-threaded objects since the stobj must be a return value of any

function which updates the stobj. If the function returns any value in addition to

the updated stobj, then the function must return multiple values.
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Chapter 3

Proving Refinements of

Concurrent Systems

Concurrent program development is an error-prone enterprise. It is difficult for a

human programmer to keep track of the various possible states a concurrent program

can reach. Thus, an “innocent” change may easily introduce a bug which is hard

to detect and/or diagnose since the change was made with an inaccurate mental

picture of the program’s behavior. It is because of the complexity of bug detection

and diagnosis and the ease of bug introduction in concurrent programs, that high-

level abstractions are often developed which provide a simpler, safer programming

model (e.g. database transactions). In some cases, efficiency is a concern and a low-

level concurrent implementation is needed to solve a particular problem. In those

cases it is paramount that the programmer carefully documents and/or proves the

correctness of the concurrent algorithm.

In this chapter, we demonstrate a framework for specifying and proving the

correctness of concurrent programs by the proof that a lower-level implementation

is a refinement of (i.e. is consistent with) a higher-level definition of the intended

function of the implementation. We present an incremental refinement proof in
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ACL2 which ensures the consistent reduction of the observable behaviors of a par-

ticular concurrent program implementation to those of a much simpler program.

In particular, we document the proof of correctness of a concurrent program which

implements the operations of a double-ended queue in the application of a work-

stealing scheduler. The demonstration is carried out by proving a refinement from

the implementation to a specification via an intermediate model. We document the

use of the intermediate model in dividing the verification problem into more manage-

able steps which in turn allow for more effective proof reductions in ACL2. In both

steps, the more abstract system is allowed finite stuttering and this is important in

correlating refinement proof with progress in the more concrete system.

The work in this chapter is a presentation of the application of the approach

of stuttering refinement in the specification and proof of correctness of concurrent

programs. The particular application demonstrated in this chapter should be viewed

as an instance of a general schema for concurrent program analysis. The approach of

stuttering refinement has been applied to proofs of the Bakery Algorithm, a Leader

Election protocol, and the proof of progress of a multi-threaded Java program run-

ning on a Java Virtual Machine. Current work includes the specification and proof

of a distributed garbage collection algorithm. Further, the usage of stuttering re-

finement presented in this chapter was extended to support fairness assumptions

and requirements in [95]. The work in [95] demonstrated how fairness assumptions

and requirements reduced to the assumption and definition of measure functions

which provide decreasing bounds that ensure the eventual fair selection of inputs

and outputs. We do not require the use of fairness assumptions for the analysis

of the concurrent deque, but the analysis of other concurrent systems depend crit-

ically on fairness. We document in this chapter the specification and proof of only

the concurrent deque algorithm as a substantial example application of the use of

stuttering refinements.
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3.1 Introduction to Concurrent Deque Algorithm

Arora, Plaxton, and Blumhofe[5] developed a program for maintaining a deque

viewed and manipulated by an arbitrary number of concurrent processes which is

used in a process scheduler based on work stealing. The optimality of the scheduler

relies on the assumption that the programs manipulating the deque are wait-free

but make progress. Plaxton, Blumhofe, and Ray presented a proof of the program’s

correctness[12]. Their proof was complicated by the various cases they had to con-

sider in order to cover the possible program states which could be reached and

it was unclear to the authors of the work whether the published proof was com-

plete and correct and they were interested in a mechanical verification of the proof.

The authors also expressed a concern about the fact that their proof did not ensure

progress. We instead recast their proof requirement in the specification of a program

refinement and then used the proof reductions presented in this chapter to enable

a manageable mechanical proof effort using ACL2. The resulting specification was

more concise and clear and the proof was mechanized.

The proof of correctness we present is carried out by showing that the visible

behaviors of the concurrent deque implementation correspond to the visible behav-

iors of a much simpler specification program whose correctness is hopefully apparent.

Exhibiting a correspondence between two programs is a common approach to anal-

ysis which reflects the principle that it is often easier to specify correctness using a

program rather than using formulas from a temporal logic.

In this work, our notion of correspondence is well-founded refinement which

is a reformulation of refinement upto stuttering that is amenable to proof with

ACL2. It is derived directly from the work of Namjoshi, Manolios, and Sumners

[77, 68, 67] on Well-Founded Equivalence Bisimulations (WEBs). This reformulation

significantly decreases the amount of ACL2 proof effort required from the user in

proofs involving stuttering. Additionally, the notion of correspondence we use is
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compositional and thus allows a refinement to be proved in incremental stages.

We demonstrate this by breaking the refinement proof for the concurrent deque

implementation into four separate refinements which can be chained together to

provide the final result.

In Section 3.3, we will present a precise definition of well-founded refinement

and our argument why the allowance of finite stuttering in refinements is appropriate

and correct for reasoning about a program at different levels of abstraction. We will

then detail in Section 3.4 the refinement proofs which were completed using ACL2.

We will also present some proof reductions which improved the efficiency of the

interaction with ACL2. We first present the concurrent deque program which is the

target of our formal verification effort.

3.2 Concurrent Deque

The name “deque” stands for double-ended queue and is a data structure which

stores a sequence of elements and supports pushing and popping from both ends of

the sequence – or equivalently viewed as a double-ended stack. The program we will

analyze is the concurrent deque program presented in Figure 3.3 and is named cdeq.

The program cdeq is composed of a single owner program and an arbitrary fixed

number of thief programs; where each program has access to a common deque. The

owner program can push or pop items on the bottom of the deque, while the thief

programs can only pop items from the top of the deque. Items are never pushed

onto the top of the deque, so the name “deque” is a slight misnomer. The owner

program and each thief program has a local store of variables. The local variables

of a program are only accessed and updated by that program. Some additional

variables which define the common deque are shared amongst all programs.

Throughout this dissertation we will assume that concurrent systems are

defined by a set of ACL2 functions which return the value or state of the components
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of the system at each instant in time. For the sake of the presentation in this chapter

we will assume a simple definition of the system as a single function run defined as

follows:

(encapsulate (((env *) => *)) (local (defun env (n) n)))

(defun run (n) (if (zp n) (init) (step (run (1- n)) (env n))))

The env function is an encapsulated function which models the free selection of

inputs from an environment and/or user. The init function defines the initial state

of the system. The step function is a binary function which takes a current state

and input value and returns the next state. The function cdeq described in Figure

3.3 is a step function defining the asynchronous composition of the owner program

with each thief program; at each step, either the owner takes a step or a thief

takes a step. The structure of the state and input parameters of cdeq are specified in

Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 depicts the structure of the deque in memory – the elements of

the deque are stored in the indices [AGE.top, ..., BOT −1] where BOT > AGE.top.

The deque is empty if AGE.top ≥ BOT and non-empty otherwise. We will focus

in this chapter on properties of step functions – the step function is the essential

component in the definition of the behavior of a concurrent program.

In Figures 3.3 and 3.7 we use an assignment-style notation for functions which

transform states. For each of these functions, the signature is broken into inputs

and states. For instance, owner(push,D)(o, S) takes two inputs push and D and

two states o and S. As a convention, we use uppercase variable names for variables

which are shared between processes and lowercase names for variables which are

local to a single process. For instance, in the body of owner, MEM is short for

S.mem (since S is bound to shared in cdeq) and dtm is short for o.dtm. Each of

the functions return an updated version of each of its state arguments, where the

assignment field← value updates the field in the corresponding state with value.

The functions owner and thief define the local step functions. Each local
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cdeq state – a record of:
shared – a record storing the shared variables:

MEM – a vector of data values indexed by natural number addresses
RET – the last non-nil value popped from the deque
CLK – an auxiliary label used to tag each pop uniquely
BOT – the address of the bottom of the deque in MEM
AGE – a pair of numbers:

tag – used to uniquely identify ages with same top
top – the address of the top of the deque in MEM

owner – a record storing the owner’s local variables:
loc – the current program location
dtm – stores the value to be pushed onto the deque
bot – a local copy of the BOT address
old – a local copy of the AGE address
new – a modification of old
itm – a local copy of the data value to be returned
ret – a local return value which is essentially ignored

thieves – a natural-addressed vector of records, where each record stores
the local variables of a thief (same as the owner, without dtm)

cdeq input – a record of:
N – selects which program (owner or thief) takes the next step
P – boolean input for owner to select push or pop
D – data value for owner to push

Figure 3.1: Structure of cdeq state and input parameters

Figure 3.2: Deque Layout in Memory
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owner or thief step transforms the state variables depending on the current value

of loc (program location or counter) by performing the corresponding assignments

and then updating the loc variable to its next value. The program steps were defined

[5] to correspond to operations which could be performed atomically for a particular

concurrent microarchitecture. For instance, the steps at owner loc 14 and thief

loc 8 correspond to a common compare-and-swap operation which corresponds to

an atomic instruction on many microarchitectures. It should also be noted that

the (RETURN itm) and (return nil) steps in owner and thief are respectively

shorthand for loc, RET, ret, CLK ← 0, itm, itm,CLK + 1 and loc, ret← 0, nil.

As we mentioned before, every thief attempts to pop from the top of the

deque. The steps in the thief function carry out this operation. First, the current

AGE and BOT are read into the local variables old and bot. Next, the thief checks

to see if the deque is empty and returns nil if it is. Otherwise, the thief will grab the

itm stored at the top of the deque and then increment a local copy of AGE stored

in new. At 8, the thief will perform a compare-and-swap which has the result of

incrementing AGE.top if the AGE has not changed since it was stored in old at 1.

The main idea of the thief is the point that either a thief “succeeds” in popping the

deque – i.e. AGE = old at 8 – or some other process must have changed the AGE of

the deque and thereby “succeeded” in their pop. The correctness of the concurrent

program only relies on some process succeeding in popping elements from the deque;

it doesn’t matter which process succeeds. Notice at 9 that new is equal to old if

and only if AGE was equal to old at 8 and so the test at 9 and the related returns

at 10 and 11 should be clear.

The owner function defines steps for implementing a push onto the bottom

of the deque, locs 19-22, and for implementing a pop from the bottom of the deque,

locs 1-18. Pushes onto the bottom of the deque and pops from the bottom of the

deque when the deque has more than one element are independent of pops from
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loc owner(push,D)(o, S) loc thief()(f, S)
0 if push then 1 old← AGE

dtm← D 2 bot← BOT
19 bot← BOT 3 if bot ≤ old.top then
20 MEM [bot]← dtm 4 return nil
21 bot← bot+ 1 5 itm← MEM [old.top]
22 BOT ← bot 6 new ← old

else ;; pop 7 new.top← new.top+ 1
1 bot← BOT 8 if old = AGE then
2 if bot = 0 then new,AGE ← AGE,new
3 return nil 9 if old = new then
4 bot← bot− 1 10 RETURN itm
5 BOT ← bot 11 return nil
6 itm← MEM [bot]
7 old← AGE cdeq(in)(st)
8 if bot > old.top then if in.N then
9 RETURN itm thieves[in.N ], shared←
10 BOT ← 0 thief ()(thieves[in.N ], shared)
11 new.tag, new.top← old.tag, 0 else
12 new.tag ← new.tag + 1 owner, shared←
13 if bot = old.top then owner (in.P, in.D)(owner, shared)
14 if old = AGE then

new,AGE ← AGE,new
15 if old = new then
16 RETURN itm
17 AGE ← new
18 return nil

Figure 3.3: Concurrent Deque Program — cdeq
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the top of the deque and the steps taken by the owner are straightforward, in locs

1-9 and 19-22. When the deque has a single element and the owner wants to pop,

then the owner contends with the thieves for that element. This case is handled in

locs 10-18. Furthermore, when the owner detects an empty deque, it will reset the

deque to BOT = AGE.top = 0. When the owner performs this reset of the deque to

0, it increments the AGE.tag to ensure that no stale thief with old.top = 0 falsely

matches old = AGE at 8 in the thief function.

The function cdeq is the main step function which defines the asynchronous

composition of the owner with some arbitrary but fixed number of thieves. A given

step is defined by the selection of a process using in.N (either an integer indexing

a thief or nil denoting the owner) and then the update of the local state of that

process and the shared state using either the thief step function or owner step

function.

We translated the functions in Figure 3.3 into ACL2 functions. The functions

in Figure 3.4 define the translation of the thief function. The function c-thf-s

returns the updated values for the shared variables for any thief step and c-thf-f

does the same for the local variables. In the definitions of these functions and many

others, we used functions from an ACL2 book which provided operators and algebra

for manipulating hierarchical record data structures. In this context, a record is

actually an association list where the entries have been ordered based on a total

ordering of the ACL2 universe[64]. The records book exports the functions (g a

r) — get field a of record r — and (s a v r) — set field a of record r with value

v — along-with several rewrite rules which simplify terms consisting of record sets

and gets. These rewrite rules are provided in Figure 3.5.

The macros >s and >f used in Figure 3.4 translate into a sequence of record

updates. For instance, (>f :loc 2 :old (age s)) translates to (s :loc 2 (s

:old (age s) f)). We also use records for the vectors MEM and thieves from
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(defun c-thf-s (f s)
(case (loc f)

(8 (if (equal (age s) (old f))
(>s :age (new f))

s))
(10 (>s :ret (itm f) :clk (1+ (clk s))))
(t s)))

(defun c-thf-f (f s)
(case (loc f)

(0 (>f :loc 1)) ;; we can ignore this no-op step
(1 (>f :loc 2 :old (age s)))
(2 (>f :loc 3 :bot (bot s)))
(3 (>f :loc (if (> (bot f) (top (old f))) 5 4)))
(4 (>f :loc 0 :ret nil))
(5 (>f :loc 6 :itm (val (<- (mem s) (top (old f))))))
(6 (>f :loc 7 :new (old f)))
(7 (>f :loc 8 :new (top+1 (new f))))
(8 (>f :loc 9 :new (if (equal (age s) (old f))

(age s) (new f))))
(9 (>f :loc (if (equal (old f) (new f)) 10 11)))
(10 (>f :loc 0 :ret (itm f)))
(11 (>f :loc 0 :ret nil))
(t (>f :loc 0))))

Figure 3.4: ACL2 definition of Thief function
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;; (g a r) -- record get --
;; returns the value stored in field a in record x
;; (s a v r) -- record set --
;; returns a record with the value v stored in field a
;; and all other fields with the values in r

(defthm g-same-s
(equal (g a (s a v r)) v))

(defthm g-diff-s
(implies (not (equal a b)))

(equal (g a (s b v r)) (g a r)))

(defthm s-same-g
(equal (s a (g a r) r) r))

(defthm s-same-s
(equal (s a y (s a x r)) (s a y r)))

(defthm s-diff-s
(implies (not (equal a b))

(equal (s b y (s a x r))
(s a x (s b y r)))))

Figure 3.5: Rewrite rules for record operations
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Figure 3.3. For instance, the term (<- (mem s) (top (old f))) from Figure 3.4

translates to (g (top (old f)) (mem s)). The use of these record definitions and

associated rewrite rules was of paramount importance in improving the readability

of proof output from ACL2 (using symbols for keys) while requiring only a few

rewrite rules for reducing terms involving record operations. The macros age, new,

old, bot, itm, mem, clk expand into record accesses of the form (g :age ..), (g

:new ..), etc.

Our goal in analyzing the concurrent deque program in Figure 3.3 is to show

that its observable behaviors coincide with the observable behaviors of a much sim-

pler program. Before we consider this simpler program, we first need to define what

is observable from any given state and justify this definition. For most programs,

the answer to the question “what is observable?” is determined by partitioning the

variables into inputs, outputs, and internals, where the output variables are usu-

ally considered the observable values1. The input variables are the controls selected

by a user or an environment and the output variables are the values returned to

the user or the environment. In our case, we want to preserve three variables: the

dtm variable of the owner state, the RET shared variable which is only updated

on global RETURNs, and the CLK variable which is incremented at every pop in

order to uniquely identify global returns of the same value. The idea is that if we

want to verify that the concurrent deque can be viewed ideally as a deque, then we

are interested in the values which are pushed onto and popped off of the deque. The

observation of a state is then defined by a function label which takes a state and

returns its observable value:

label(st) = list(RET ,CLK,owner.dtm)

Our goal is now to define a specification which defines the legal sequences of
1For some contexts, it is necessary to preserve the behaviors defined on input variables and

output variables, in which case both sets of variables should be considered observable.
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values for these state labels. We now define a simple program which captures the

legal observable behaviors of the concurrent deque. This simple program is given in

Figure 3.7. The thief states have been reduced to a single value which is non-nil if

the value should be RETURNed or nil if the thief should pop the value off the top

of the deque. This is exactly what is done in spec when in.N is non-nil except for

the case steal-last which corresponds to the state where the deque has a single

element which the owner has popped but hasn’t returned. In this case, a thief can

“steal” this last value before the owner can return it. Since we don’t care who pops

the values off the deque, this is acceptable behavior as long as an element is only

popped once. This is ensured by setting owner.itm to nil which in turn ensures

that the owner will not return the element and no other thief can steal the element.

The owner state is reduced to a record with three fields loc, itm, and dtm. The

variable owner.loc goes from ’IDLE to ’POP or ’PUSH and then back to ’IDLE. The

functions performed at each of these locs should be clear. When owner.loc is POP,

it is worth noting that owner.itm is RETURNed if and only if it is non-nil. As we

mentioned before, uppercase variables refer to shared variables and in the function

spec, the variables DEQ and RET are really st.shared.deq and st.shared.ret. The

functions drop-top, get-bot, push-bot, drop-bot, and get-bot are defined on

normal ACL2 true-lists in Figure 3.6.

3.3 Stuttering Refinement

Proofs about functions in ACL2 assume axioms about the ACL2 primitives such as:

(equal (car (cons x y)) x). At the ACL2 level we treat functions such as cons,

equal, and car as atomic operations which satisfy the axioms we assume. Under the

hood, the actual definition for these functions may be several pages of code which
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(defun val (x) (or x 0))

(defun first-val (d) (and (consp d) (val (first d))))

(defun get-top (d)
(if (endp (rest d)) (first-val d)

(get-top (rest d))))

(defun drop-top (d)
(if (endp (rest d)) ()

(cons (first d) (drop-top (rest d)))))

(defun get-bot (d) (first-val d))

(defun drop-bot (d) (rest d))

(defun push-bot (x d) (cons x d))

Figure 3.6: Push, Pop, Drop operations as ACL2 functions on Lists

requires thousands of machine steps to perform the necessary operation2. At the

ACL2 level, we do not particularly care how cons, car, and equal are implemented

under the hood as long as they eventually return values which are consistent with

the axioms we assume. Thus, a specification of the implementation for each of

the ACL2 primitives in an underlying Lisp environment would consist of (a) each

primitive eventually returns a value, and (b) these values are consistent with the

axioms of ACL2. Actually, this is usually incomplete since unlike ACL2 functions,

low-level machine code is not applicative and will have side effects and will only

work correctly in certain well-formed contexts. For instance, if we executed the code

for cons in a context where the pointer to the next available cons-cell erroneously

pointed to an existing (cons x y), then the setting of the car field of this cons-cell

may have the side effect of invalidating the axiom (equal (car (cons x y)) x).
2cons in Gnu Common Lisp is implemented with the C function make cons which in the course

of allocating a new cons, may adjust several counters, allocate a new “page”, and/or perform a
garbage collection cycle.
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spec(in)(st)
if in.N then

if thieves[in.N ]
RET ← thieves[in.N ]
CLK ← CLK + 1
thieves[in.N ]← nil

else if steal-last(DEQ, owner, in)
thieves[in.N ]← owner.itm
owner.itm← nil

else
thieves[in.N ]← get-top(DEQ)
DEQ← drop-top(DEQ)

else
case owner.loc

PUSH:
DEQ← push-bot(owner.dtm,DEQ)
owner.loc← ’IDLE

POP:
RET ← or(owner.itm,RET )
CLK ← CLK + 1
owner.itm← nil
owner.loc← ’IDLE

IDLE:
if in.push then
owner.dtm← in.D
owner.loc← ’PUSH

else
owner.itm← get-bot(DEQ)
DEQ← drop-bot(DEQ)
owner.loc← ’POP

;; NOTE : steal-last(DEQ,−,−) implies DEQ is empty

Figure 3.7: Specification Program — spec
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We therefore adjust the above specification of a Lisp environment by adding that

(a) and (b) only have to hold in well-formed contexts and then add the condition:

(c) the property of a well-formed context persists in the execution of each primitive.

This concept of a well-formed context or state which persists is often termed an

invariant and is central to many ACL2 proofs about nonterminating systems. We

will use the unary predicate inv to define the set of “well-formed” program states.

The various notions of refinement we define are simply formalizations of

statements (a), (b), and (c) in the context of nonterminating programs defined by

step functions. Intuitively, showing that an implementation is a refinement of a

specification ensures that the observed behaviors or traces of the implementation

are consistent with those of the specification. In order to be more precise, we

need to define some terms. A sequence X is a total function mapping the natural

numbers to ACL2 objects. We will use the notation Xi as shorthand for (X i).

For a given unary function inv, a run R of inv is simply a sequence where R0

is understood as the initial state of the run and is well-formed – (inv R0) is T

– and the remaining Ri define an infinite sequence of inputs. For a given binary

function step, a sequence B is termed a behavior of 〈step, inv〉 if there exists a

run R of inv such that B0 = R0, and for all i > 0, Bi =(step Ri Bi−1). For a

given unary function label, a sequence T is termed a trace of 〈step, label, inv〉 if

there exists a behavior B of 〈step, inv〉 such that for all i, Ti = (label Bi). A

function impl is a trace refinement of a function spec with respect to 〈label, inv〉

if every trace of 〈impl, label, inv〉 is also a trace of 〈spec, label, alwaystrue〉 –

where alwaystrue is a unary function which always returns T. In practice it is

difficult to prove (mechanically or otherwise) a trace refinement directly since it

involves reasoning about the existence of infinite sequences. A common method of

attacking this problem is to define a unary function rep – which maps impl states

to their corresponding or representative spec states – and a binary function pick
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(defthm labels-equal->>
;; we could add assumption of (inv st) here but it’s rarely needed.
(equal (label (rep st)) (label st)))

(defthm inv-persists->>
(implies (inv st)

(inv (impl in st))))

(defthm rep-matches->>
(implies (inv st)

(equal (rep (impl in st))
(spec (pick in st) (rep st)))))

Figure 3.8: Single-Step theorems for Trace Refinement

– which takes an impl state and input and returns a “matching” spec input – and

proving the single-step theorems in Figure 3.8.

The theorem rep-matches->> is a standard commutative theorem which

commonly arises in proofs relating the behaviors of two programs or systems[73].

The combination of labels-equal->> and rep-matches->> imply that impl is a

trace refinement of spec with respect to 〈label, inv〉. Unfortunately, with trace

refinement we cannot allow the implementation to make moves which are internal

or invisible to the specification. Notice that condition (a) does not require that a

value is returned immediately, but instead eventually. This distinction is important

in order to allow the specification and implementation to be defined at different

levels of granularity of actions. The implementation often needs to be defined with

finer-grain actions due to restrictions imposed by the environment in which the

implementation is defined. At the same time the specification often needs to be

defined with coarser-grain actions for the purpose of clarity and conciseness.3

Intuitively, we would like to weaken trace refinement by allowing for finite
3The distinction here between “coarse-grain” and “fine-grain” is mainly for the purpose of pre-

sentation and somewhat arbitrary since you could imagine cases, for instance, where you implement
stack operations with array operations and vice-versa.
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stuttering and in order to define this, we introduce the notion of sequence compres-

sion. The marker M of a sequence X is another sequence where M0 = 0 and for all

i ≥ 0, Mi+1 is defined to be the least integer j such that (j > Mi and Xj 6= XMi) if

such an integer exists and Mi + 1 otherwise. The compression C of a sequence X is

then the sequence defined by Ci = XMi . Now we weaken trace refinement to allow

for finite stuttering. A function impl is a stuttering refinement of a function spec

with respect to 〈label, inv〉 if every compression of a trace of 〈impl, label, inv〉

is also a compression of a trace of 〈spec, label, always− true〉. Similar to the

simplification of trace refinement before, we would like to find a set of single-step

theorems which imply a stuttering refinement. This very simplification was defined

by Namjoshi, Manolios, and Sumners[77, 68] in the context of bisimulation and for

this dissertation is termed well-founded refinement (or simply refinement) and is

denoted (impl >> spec). The idea is to define the functions rep and pick as before,

but also define a unary function rank which maps impl states to e0-ordinals.

Intuitively rank defines a well-founded measure which decreases to the next point

at which spec can match the step of impl. The theorems required to prove a well-

founded refinement are given in Figure 3.9. The theorem well-founded->> ensures

that the rank function returns an e0-ordinal (required for well-foundedness w.r.t.

e0-ord-<) bounded by an ω-stack of depth (rank-depth) – i.e. ωω
..
.ω︸ ︷︷ ︸

(rank-depth)

.

Theorem 3.1 If impl is a well-founded refinement of spec w.r.t. 〈label, inv〉 then

impl is a stuttering refinement of spec w.r.t. 〈label, inv〉.

As we mentioned before, well-founded refinement is compositional. We used

bounded-ordp instead of e0-ordinalp in well-founded->> in order to facilitate the

definition of an ordinal pairing of two rank functions where e0-ord-< on the pair

coincides with the lexicographic ordering on the two ranks. In order to prove that we

can take two refinements (impl >> intr) and (intr >> spec) and compose them to
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(defthm labels-equal->>
(equal (label (rep st)) (label st)))

(defthm well-founded->>
(bounded-ordp (rank st) (rank-depth)))

(defthm inv-persists->>
(implies (inv st) (inv (impl in st))))

(defthm rep-matches->>
(implies (and (inv st)

(not (equal (rep (impl in st))
(spec (pick in st) (rep st)))))

(and (equal (rep (impl in st))
(rep st))

(e0-ord-< (rank (impl in st))
(rank st)))))

Figure 3.9: Requisite Theorems for Proving Refinement

conclude (impl >> spec), we need the lexicographic ordering since impl may stutter

in between any stuttering steps of intr. Assume we have a refinement (impl >>

intr) with witness functions rep1, rank1, inv1, and rank-depth1; and a refinement

(intr >> spec) with witness functions rep2, rank2, inv2, and rank-depth2. Then

we can prove the refinement (impl >> spec) with witness functions rep, rank, inv,

and rank-depth defined in Figure 3.10.

As we have defined it to this point, a refinement implies that the compressed

traces of impl are a subset of the compressed traces of spec. But, in some cases we

want to show that the compressed traces of impl are the same as the compressed

traces of spec. We term this strong refinement and note that a sufficient condition

for strong refinement is achieved when the function pick is the identity function

on its first parameter in.4 Often, strong refinement is preferable since it ensures
4A more general criterion can be devised for strong refinement, but the simpler requirement that

pick is the identity function is sufficient for the work presented in this chapter.
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(defun rank (st)
(ord-pair (rank2 (rep1 st))

(rank1 st)
(rank-depth1)))

(defun rank-depth () (+ 2 (rank-depth1) (rank-depth2)))

(defun rep (st) (rep2 (rep1 st)))

(defun inv (st) (and (inv1 st) (inv2 (rep1 st))))

(defun pick (in st) (pick2 (pick1 in st) (rep1 st)))

Figure 3.10: Witness Functions for Proof of Composition of Well-Founded Refine-
ment

equivalence of the observed behaviors of the two systems. This is important because

an erroneous behavior in the spec can be mapped back to an erroneous behavior in

the impl which may not be the case if impl was simply a refinement of spec. We will

use (impl <-> spec) to denote strong refinement. As we will see, the use of strong

refinement allows the user to hide the details of the lower-level implementation

without reconsidering the level of detail in the more abstract system.

3.4 Refinement Proof Details

In this section we outline the definitions and intermediate refinement steps per-

formed in showing that (cdeq >> spec) where the relevant functions cdeq, spec,

and label were defined in Section 3.2. We will also detail the steps taken to sim-

plify the proof requirements and some of the ACL2 features which were found to be

helpful.

We found the refinement (cdeq >> spec) prohibitively complex to prove

directly and decided to take the approach of trying to find an intermediate system

intr which is simpler than cdeq but preserved the observed behaviors of cdeq.
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Thus, our goal is to define a system intr such that we could prove (cdeq <-> intr)

which would allow us to work with intr from then on without further consideration

of cdeq.

In analyzing possible goals for defining intr, we recognize the need to pre-

serve the compositional structure of cdeq in intr. This would allow the proof of

rep-matches->> to be reduced to proving local “matching” theorems for each com-

ponent; one theorem for the owner and one theorem which could be used for each

thief. The local matching theorems would show, in effect, that each component

of cdeq was a refinement of the corresponding component of intr. The proof of

rep-matches->> should then follow directly from the local theorems. This proof

reduction can be achieved by enforcing the following requirements: (1) rep is de-

fined component-wise, (2) rank simply adds the ranks of each component, (3) pick

is the identity function, and (4) intr must update the component selected by in.N .

Now, the proof of rep-matches->> simply splits on the component selected by in.N

and since the other components (and their local rep and rank values) remain un-

changed, the composite state of cdeq stutters if and only if the selected component

stutters and the composite state of cdeq is matched by the composite state of intr

if and only if the selected component is matched. This reduction lets us define

and verify intr component-by-component and also is in-line with another goal of

proving (cdeq <-> intr). In other words, prove (cdeq-owner <-> intr-owner) and

(cdeq-thief <-> intr-thief) and then derive (cdeq <-> intr).

Another goal we set for the intermediate model was to translate some of the

shared variables in cdeq to simpler, coarser definitions in intr. First we translate the

MEM -based deque in cdeq to the list-based deque used in spec. This translation is

performed by the function mend which walks the indices from bot to top and conses

the elements in MEM at each step and is defined in Figure 3.12.

Next, we wish to translate the AGE shared variable to a simple CTR which is
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Figure 3.11: Component-wise definition of rep and rank

(defun mend (bot top mem)
(and (integerp bot)

(integerp top)
(> bot top)
(cons (<- mem (1- bot))

(mend (1- bot) top mem))))

Figure 3.12: The Definition of the Function mend
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incremented any time the thief (and sometimes the owner) pops from the top of

the deque. Unfortunately, a consistent value for such a CTR variable cannot be

determined by the value of the AGE variable since the owner may set AGE.top to

0 at any point. The solution is then to add an “auxiliary” CTR variable to cdeq

which increments every time the AGE variable is updated. This introduction of

auxiliary variables is common and “safe” as long as their values do not affect the

actual variables of the program. As mentioned in [1], refinement maps often require

the use of auxiliary variables to augment the state of a program with information

about its history and its future. Rather than assume the safety of auxiliary variables,

we define another system cdeq+ which consists of cdeq along with several auxiliary

variables needed to define the correspondence between cdeq and intr5. We now

define intr and at the same time augment cdeq+ as needed and in the end we will

prove (cdeq+ <-> intr) and (cdeq+ <-> cdeq). The proof of (cdeq+ <-> cdeq) is

straightforward and simply involves the removal of the auxiliary variables in cdeq+

and requires no stuttering (i.e. rank is defined to return 0 and inv is defined to

return T). Thus, cdeq+ now has an additional shared auxiliary variable XCTR – all

auxiliary variables will begin with x or X – which corresponds to the CTR shared

variable in intr. This completes the translation of the cdeq shared variables which

is defined by the function rep-shr defined in Figure 3.13.

The translation of the local owner and thief states follow a similar approach

and as such we only document the thief. We want to define the intr thief to hide

as many steps of the cdeq+ thief as possible while still preserving the cdeq+ thief’s

behavior. Since we cannot hide updates to the shared variables, the goal is then to

hide or stutter on “local” steps of the cdeq+ thief. In Figure 3.3, locs 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11

are clearly “local” since they do not involve any shared (uppercase) variables. It

is also clear that locs 8 and 10 are “global” since a shared variable is updated.
5The system cdeq+ is essentially the cross-product of the cdeq and intr systems and in general,

we could automatically define a cross-product system and prove a similar strong refinement
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(defun rep-shr (sh)
;; the macro >_ translates to a sequence of
;; updates to an empty record, i.e. ()

(>_ :deq (mend (bot sh)
(top (age sh))
(mem sh))

:ctr (xctr sh)
:ret (ret sh)
:clk (clk sh)))

Figure 3.13: The Definition of the Function rep-shr

This leaves locs 1, 2, 5 in question and in order to determine which of these steps

can be hidden, we need to consider the behavior of the cdeq+ thief. At loc 1, the

thief copies AGE to the local old. The value in old not only determines the item in

MEM which may be returned, but more importantly it is used at loc 8 to determine

if the thief “succeeded”. Thus, loc 1 clearly cannot be hidden. At loc 2, the thief

copies the BOT pointer to a local bot variable. The value in bot is only used at loc

3 to determine if the deque is empty. Since the value of BOT may change between

locs 1 and 2, we cannot hide the step at loc 2. The step at loc 5 copies the item

in MEM [old.top] to the local variable itm. At first glance it may appear that we

cannot hide this step as well. But since we only RETURN itm if old = AGE, we

know that the top of the deque has not moved and in the intr thief, we can grab

this value early which in turn allows us to hide the step at loc 5. In summary, we

have determined for the moment that the intr thief only needs to match the steps

at locs 1, 2, 8, 10 in the cdeq+ thief. Given these steps and the translation of the

shared variables described above, we derived the intr thief defined in Figure 3.14.

The function rep-thf which maps a cdeq+ thief state to an intr thief state is now

straightforward: map xitm to itm, xctr to ctr, and cdeq+ thief loc to intr thief loc

as depicted in Figure 3.14. The function rank-thf which defines the local stuttering

measure for the cdeq+ thief is (essentially) 12− loc.
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loc cdeq+-thf()(f, S) loc intr-thf()(f, S)
0 skip 0

1 old← AGE 0 ctr ← CTR
xctr ← XCTR

2 bot← BOT 1 itm← get-top(DEQ)
xitm← and(BOT > AGE.top,

MEM [AGE.top])
3 if bot ≤ old.top then 2

4 return nil 0

5 itm← MEM [old.top] 2 ;; the following test passes iff DEQ
6 new ← old 2 ;; was non-empty and we “succeed”
7 new.top← new.top+ 1 2

8 if old = AGE then 2 if and(itm, ctr = CTR)
new,AGE ← AGE,new DEQ← drop-top(DEQ)
XCTR← XCTR+ 1 CTR← CTR+ 1

9 if old = new then 0 | 3

10 RETURN itm 3 RETURN itm
11 return nil 0

Figure 3.14: Comparing cdeq+ thief with intr thief
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(defun i-thf-s (f s)

(case (loc f)

(2 (if (and (itm f)

(= (ctr f) (ctr s)))

(>s :deq (drop-top (deq s))

:ctr (1+ (ctr s)))

s))

(3 (>s :ret (itm f) :clk (1+ (clk s))))

(t s)))

(defun i-thf-f (f s)

(case (loc f)

;; popTop

(0 (>f :loc 1 :ctr (ctr s)))

(1 (>f :loc 2 :itm (get-top (deq s))))

(2 (>f :loc (if (and (itm f)

(= (ctr s) (ctr f)))

3 0)))

(t (>f :loc 0))))

(defun i-onr-s (o s)

(case (loc o)

(1 (>s :deq (drop-bot (deq s))))

(3 (if (or (= (ctr o) (ctr s))

(and (atom (deq s))

(implies (itm o) (ctr o))

(not (xzero o))))

(>s :ctr (1+ (ctr s)))

s))

(4 (>s :ret (itm o) :clk (1+ (clk s))))

(5 (>s :deq (push-bot (dtm o) (deq s))))

(t s)))

Figure 3.15: Definition of Intermediate System - Part 1

The derivation of the definition of the intr owner from the cdeq+ owner

followed a similar strategy of hiding “local” steps in the refinement. Referring to

the definition of the owner function in Figure 3.3, the intr owner must match the

steps at locs 0, 5, 7, 9, 14, 16, 17, 22. We will not delve into the definition of the intr

owner here but the interested reader can examine the definition of the intr step

function provided in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16.

In order to facilitate the proof of (cdeq+ <-> intr), we will simplify the proof

requirements into more direct steps. We first note that the theorems labels-equal->>
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;;locations in cdeq owner

(defun i-onr-o (p d o s) ;; bot = 0 | bot > 0

(case (loc o) ;; -------------------

(0 (if p (>o :loc 5 :dtm d) ;; 0 | 0

(>o :loc 1))) ;; |

;; popBottom

(1 (>o :loc 2 ;; 1 | 5

:itm (get-bot (deq s)) ;; |

:ctr (and (one-eltp (deq s)) ;; |

(ctr s)))) ;; |

(2 (let ((o (>o :loc 3))) ;; 2 | 7

(cond ((or (not (itm o)) ;; |

(consp (deq s)) ;; |

(= (ctr o) (ctr s))) ;; |

o) ;; |

((not (ctr o)) (>o :ctr (ctr s))) ;; |

(t (>o :itm nil))))) ;; |

(3 (>o :loc (if (and (itm o) ;; 3 | 8,14,17

(implies (ctr o) ;; |

(= (ctr o) ;; |

(ctr s)))) ;; |

4 0) ;; |

:xzero (implies (itm o) (ctr o)) ;; |

:ctr nil)) ;; |

;; (4 (>o :loc 0)) ;; | 9,16

;; pushBottom

(5 (>o :loc 0 :xzero nil)) ;; 22 | 22

(t (>o :loc 0))))

(defun intr (st in)

(let* ((ndx (thf (ndx in)))

(dtm (dtm in))

(psh (psh in))

(tvs (tvs st))

(shr (shr st))

(onr (onr st))

(thf (<- tvs ndx)))

(if (ndx in)

(>st :tvs (-> tvs ndx (i-thf-f thf shr))

:shr (i-thf-s thf shr))

(>st :onr (i-onr-o psh dtm onr shr)

:shr (i-onr-s onr shr)))))

Figure 3.16: Definition of Intermediate System - Part 2
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(defthm >>-stutter1
(implies (and (suff st in)

(not (commit st in)))
(equal (rep (cdeq+ in st))

(rep st)))

(defthm >>-stutter2
(implies (and (suff st in)

(not (commit st in)))
(e0-ord-< (rank (cdeq+ in st))

(rank st)))

(defthm >>-match
(implies (and (suff st in)

(commit st in))
(equal (rep (cdeq+ in st))

(intr (pick in st) (rep st)))))

(defthm >>-invariant-sufficient
(implies (inv st) (suff st in))

Figure 3.17: Theorems Resulting from Splitting of rep-matches->>

and well-founded->> were easy to prove in each refinement proof we performed

and so we will ignore them for the sake of presentation. The form of the theorem

rep-matches->> is not conducive to ACL2 proof since the case analysis ACL2 per-

forms is derived from whether or not intr can match the step of cdeq+. In order

to better direct ACL2 to the desired result, we defined a predicate commit which

takes a state and an input and returns nil if and only if cdeq+ stutters. Using

commit we can split the theorem rep-matches->> into three theorems which are

subsequently easier to prove. We also defined a predicate suff which replaces inv in

rep-matches->> and introduces the additional proof requirement that inv implies

suff. The introduction of commit and suff results in splitting rep-matches->>

into the four theorems in Figure 3.17.

The functions suff and inv are both intended to hold at all times and thus
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both are invariants. The function inv has the additional property that the assump-

tion of inv implies the conclusion of inv at the next instant of time. Functions

which have this property are termed inductive invariants and while inv is an induc-

tive invariant, suff might not be inductive.

In most cases, the definition of inv is far more detailed and constraining

(since it must persist) than needed in order to prove rep-matches->>. The pro-

posed invariant predicate suff instead can be used to define the minimal assump-

tions required for proving rep-matches->> and further provides a starting point for

the definition of the inductive invariant inv. In fact, once the proper definitions

for rep, rank, commit, suff, and pick were determined and some simple theo-

rems about the variable translations were proven (e.g. (equal (get-top (mend

bot top mem)) (val (<- mem top)))), the above theorems went through ACL2

with minimal assistance. In each of these theorems, ACL2 performed the necessary

case-split (i.e. which process was selected, what is the current location, etc.) and

simplified each case to T. Indeed, the difficulty of proving each refinement step cor-

related directly with the difficulty in coming up with the correct definitions for the

witnessing functions and in proving the theorem inv-persists->>.

Subtle details would be exposed only during attempts at proving that the

invariant persisted. For example, when the cdeq+ thief is at loc 8, it is sufficient to

assume:

(equal (equal (age s) (old f))

(= (xctr f) (xctr s)))

when proving the theorems above. But in the invariant, we have to strengthen this

to (where age<< is the lexicographic ordering of a pair of numbers):

(if (equal (age s) (old f))

(= (xctr f) (xctr s))

(and (age<< (old f) (age s))

(< (xctr f) (xctr s))))
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and in addition, this condition has to hold from thief locs 2 through 8. While the

definitions of rank, rep, commit, and suff for (cdeq+ <-> intr) were intuitive, the

definition of inv was detailed and unintuitive. This makes the use of ACL2 that

much more important since it lifts the analysis burden of a human peer from the

understanding of the details of the definitions and proofs to the understanding of

“what” was proven with an implicit trust that ACL2 is sound.

Where the nature of the refinement from cdeq+ to intr was clear and in-

tuitive (i.e. hide “local” steps), the refinement from intr+ to spec is a little more

subtle. In particular, notice that in the intr thief function that it is possible for

the thief to fail to pop the top of the DEQ (i.e. when ctr 6= CTR at 2) even when

the DEQ is non-empty. It was one of our goals in analyzing the concurrent deque

to show that when the deque is non-empty, progress is made in popping items from

the top of the deque. In order to ensure this, we defined spec such that thief steps

cannot fail to pop the top of the deque. Thus, when a thief fails in intr+, intr+

stutters and the rank for intr+ states must decrease. Thus, there can only be a

finite number of thief failures in-between two thief successes. The rank function for

intr+ is defined as follows:

(defun rank (st)

(if (consp (deq (shr st)))

(cons (cons (rank-onr (onr st))

(miss-count (tvs st) (max-thf)

(ctr (shr st))))

(rank-tvs-non-empty (max-thf) (tvs st)))

(cons (rank-onr (onr st))

(rank-tvs-empty (max-thf) (tvs st)))))

When the deque is non-empty, the rank is a triple consisting of the owner’s

local rank, the expression (miss-count (tvs st) (max-thf) (ctr (shr st)))

which counts up the number of thieves whose local ctr value differs from the global

CTR value, and finally a summation of local ranks for each thief. Intuitively, any
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step the owner takes will either decrease its local rank or be matched by spec. When

a thief takes a step, either the step is matched by spec, or the thief’s local rank has

decreased and its ctr hasn’t changed, or the thief’s local ctr has changed, but it is

now equal to CTR. Thus, eventually every thief reaches the point where ctr = CTR

and this can only change if one of the processes succeeded in popping the top of the

deque. Unfortunately, this rank does not decrease if the DEQ is empty (since CTR

may not change) and this is why the rank function changes to a different measure

when the deque is empty.

The remaining definitions and proofs of the requisite theorems for (intr+ >>

spec) were easy to deduce from either intuition or failed ACL2 proofs. While some

of the definitions were subtle, the relative simplicity of intr+ in comparison to cdeq+

significantly reduced the complexity of proving (intr+ >> spec) in comparison to

(cdeq+ <-> intr). It is worth noting that spec uses an extra input field to determine

if a thief can steal the last item from the owner. We added this extra input to spec in

order to simplify the behavior of the thief steps, but this additional nondeterminism

also meant that we could not prove (intr+ <-> spec). Since we use the spec function

as the definition of “correct” behavior, we valued simplicity in the definition of spec

more than the preservation of equivalence with cdeq.

3.5 Summary

In summary, we proved the following chain of refinements:

cdeq <-> cdeq+ <-> intr <-> intr+ >> spec

where cdeq+ and intr+ are simply cdeq and intr, respectively, with some additional

auxiliary variables needed to complete the next step in the chain. The refinement

steps (cdeq+ <-> intr) and (intr+ >> spec) allowed finite stuttering in cdeq+
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(defthm thf-inv-onr-thm ;; in (cdeq+ <-> intr) refinement
(implies (and (inv-shr s)

(inv-onr o s)
(assume-thf f s)) ;; implied by (inv-thf f s)

(inv-onr o (c+-thf-s f s))))

Figure 3.18: Theorem Demonstrating Owner Component of Invariant is Inductive

and intr+ respectively which was important to enable systems at different levels

of abstraction to be compared while ensuring progress. The most difficult step of

these proofs was the definition of and persistence proof for the invariant for cdeq+.

Although the invariant was detailed, once it was defined correctly ACL2 was able

to verify it in a reasonable amount of time. The longest proof time we encountered

with ACL2 was for the theorem thf-inv-onr-thm presented in Figure 3.18 which

took ACL2 about six minutes to prove (without printing). Nonetheless, the process

of defining an inductive invariant is an iterative process and thus we will look into an

alternative simplifier to reduce the computation time for these proofs in Chapter 4.

This theorem states that the owner’s invariant is preserved when a thief

updates the shared variables. The main problem with interactively proving theorems

of this nature is the turnaround time between submission and failure. This theorem,

for instance, case splits into 1663 subgoals. On the one hand, it is desirable to inhibit

the proof output of ACL2 in order to get a reasonable runtime on theorems with this

many subgoals. On the other hand, when the theorem fails we need to examine the

cases which failed and this, in turn, requires viewing the proof output. One solution

to this quandary is for the user to be extremely careful and diligent in the definition

of the invariant and hope that the proof simply goes through. This approach is not

recommend since it is easy to add too many unnecesary details which complicate the

user’s definition task and ACL2’s proof task. The approach which we took in cases

such as this was to use the ACL2 proof checker. For intance, we used the following

iterative ACL2 interaction cycle in order to find the proper definition of inv-onr:
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ACL2 !>(set-inhibit-output-lst ’(proof-tree prove))

(PROOF-TREE PROVE)

... additional definitions, theorems ...

... begin interaction cycle ...

ACL2 !>(defun inv-onr (o s) ...)

ACL2 !>(verify (implies (and (inv-shr s)

(inv-onr o s)

(assume-thf f s))

(inv-onr o (c+-thf-s f s))))

->: bash

***** Now entering the theorem prover *****

... subgoals which failed simplification ...

->: (repeat prove)

... stops on first goal (if any) which failed the full prover ...

... we examine this goal to determine why it failed ...

->: exit

ACL2 !> :u

ACL2 !> (defun inv-onr (o s) ... update the invariant ...)

ACL2 !> (verify (implies (and (inv-shr s) ...

... repeat verify attempt ...

It is also useful to define proof-checker macros which allow the user to use a

single command to perform a series of repetitive proof checker tasks. The interested

reader should consult the ACL2 documentation of the proof checker and the special

form define-pc-macro.

While ACL2 was an effective tool in formulating the necessary definitions and
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proving key lemmas, it was nevertheless a tedious process to manually decompose

the invariant definition and iteratively strengthen invariant definitions and proofs

using ACL2. In Chapter 4, we will present a more efficient simplifier in the context

of dealing with the large numbers of cases which can arise in the proof attempts

required in the iterations of strengthening the invariant definitions.

We conclude with a brief comparison between the proof of correctness pre-

sented in [12] and the proof presented here. The proof presented in [12] involves

demonstrating that any interleaving behavior of the concurrent deque program can

be transformed into a corresponding synchronous behavior (i.e. one where every

process performs pushes and pops atomically). This transformation is carried out

by permuting small sequences of program steps, termed bursts, of different processes

until the behavior is synchronous. These permutations are presented through a se-

ries of sixteen congruences, beginning with the identity relation and concluding with

a relation tieing every behavior to a synchronous behavior. For instance, assume

we have two program bursts B1;B2 of processes P1 and P2, and each burst only

modified local variables, then we could permute B1 and B2 without affecting the

resulting behavior since we end up in the same resulting state.

The basic statement of correctness in [12] is elegant, but the analysis is

tedious. An inherent benefit of mechanized proof, when it is practical, is that the

burden of “belief” is lifted from the details of a proof to the understanding of the

proof statement and a belief in the mechanized checker. Beyond this point, it is

inherently more difficult to mechanically reason about behaviors or sequences of

steps than it is to reason about single steps. All of the ACL2 theorems presented in

this chapter involve no more than a single step of at most two separate programs. In

addition, the statement of stuttering refinement is clear and its application requires

only an understanding of the spec program and the label function. This does

necessitate the reader to mentally exercise the spec program to determine if it
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truly defines legal behaviors, and this, in turn, drives the need for the simplest

spec possible. An additional benefit of the approach presented in this chapter

is the ability to demonstrate progress. The behavioral correspondence proved in

[12] does not ensure progress to the next pop-top when the deque is non-empty.

Indeed, stating this property would have further complicated the definition of a

legal synchronous behavior. In our case, it is simply a result of proving a stuttering

refinement and the observation that a thief must pop the deque when it is non-empty

in the spec program.

Finally, we mention that for some concurrent programs, the analysis of cor-

rectness may require the introduction of fair input or environment assumptions. This

need often arises in the analysis of programs defined as an asynchronous composition

of processes where the basic definition of system execution allows any interleaving of

process steps to occur (as in the cdeq program). This allotment may be too generic

to ensure progress for some concurrent programs and a reasonable assumption of a

fair interleaving of process steps may be required. While we do not cover the use of

fair environment assumptions in the context of stuttering refinement in this chapter,

the work in [95] demonstrates that the introduction of fair input assumptions into

stuttering refinement proofs is straightforward, effective, and logically consistent.
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Chapter 4

Refining the Simplification

Engine

The primary focus of mechanical formal verification for a target logic (with for-

mal syntax and semantics) is the implementation of a computer program (a prover)

which takes a sequence of terms (in the syntax of the logic) defining assumed axioms

and takes a sequence of terms defining conjectured theorems and attempts to prove

that the theorems are valid deductions from the assumed axioms. At some level, a

prover operates by the successive application of transformation steps on objects (or

data structures) representing terms in the logic. In concept, any prover could be de-

fined as the iterative composition of two procedures: a transformer and a scheduler.

The transformer procedure takes an object representing a term and a parameter

selecting which transformation to perform and returns the transformed object. The

scheduler procedure takes an object representing a term and attempts to return a

transformation step to apply or a special value (say nil) denoting completion. The

scheduler and transformer both take an extra parameter W denoting the current log-

ical “world” which is a list of assumed axioms and previously proven theorems. An

example of a generic prover is defined by the function prover in Figure 4.1.
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(defun iter-xform (obj W)
(let ((sch (schedule obj W)))
(if sch (iter-xform (transform sch obj W) W) obj)))

(defun prover-step (term W)
(equal (obj-to-term (iter-xform (term-to-obj term) W)) ’’t))

(defun prover-loop (thms W)
(cond ((endp thms) ’all-thms-proven)

((prover-step (first thms) W)
(prover-loop (rest thms) (cons (first thms) W)))
(t ’thm-proof-failed)))

(defun prover (theorems axioms) (prover-loop theorems axioms))

Figure 4.1: Generic Top-Level Prover Procedure

The functions obj-to-term and term-to-obj are used to map between syn-

tactic terms and the objects or data structures used by the transformation routine.

In each step of the prover, a theorem is submitted for proof. The proof consists of

computing the iterative transformation of the term defining the theorem until the

function schedule returns nil and then testing if the result of this computation is

equal to t. If the result of this iterative transformation is equal to t then the theo-

rem is proven and otherwise the proof failed. The prover is sound if the theorems it

claims are proven are semantically valid. This soundness requirement follows from

the soundness of the function transform which is sound if the following property

holds: assuming the theorems in W are semantically valid, then for any term trm,

the term (obj-to-term (transform sch (term-to-obj trm) W)) is semantically

equivalent to trm.

In the course of implementing the functions transform and schedule, deci-

sions on symbolic representations, data structures, and algorithms will be required.

These decisions will be effected by numerous factors including efficiency (in time

and space), effectiveness, control, and complexity. Effectiveness is the ability of the

transformation steps to construct proofs without human guidance in reasonable time
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and space. The more effective the transformation, the less guidance the user has to

provide. Control refers to the ability of the user to extend the process to find proofs

of theorems which would otherwise fail. These issues of effectiveness, efficiency, and

control are interrelated and define the user’s experience when interacting with the

prover. The complexity factor refers to the complexity of the program text or code

which implements the sound transformation steps. Complexity is also interrelated

with the other factors, but it is not immediately visible to the user. Nonetheless, it

is important to reduce complexity in order to reduce the chance that unsound trans-

formations are performed. It would be ideal to mechanically verify the correctness

of the code which implements the transformations, and the ability to reasonably

carry out such a proof will depend greatly on the complexity of the implementation.

In Chapter 2 we provided an overview of the theorem verification process in

ACL2 named the ACL2 prover. The ACL2 prover implements a “waterfall” where

the main step was the simplifier. The simplifier in ACL2 is a complex process which

implements several decision procedures as well as various algorithms and heuristics

revolving around term rewriting extended by the user through proven theorems. The

ACL2 simplifier uses a variety of algorithms and data structures to implement the

steps in the simplifier. Many of these structures and algorithms are defined based

on the representation of terms in the ACL2 simplifier. Terms are represented in the

prover as the ACL2 list objects which define their syntax – a term is either a symbol

or a cons whose car is a function symbol and whose cdr is a list of terms (except

when the car is the quote symbol). Since the ACL2 prover is written in the ACL2

programming language, this representation affords elegant, efficient functions for the

manipulation of terms represented as ACL2 list objects. This representation also

introduces limitations in the efficiency of the prover. For example, it is beneficial to

tag terms directly with facts computed about that term so that these computations

may be memoized. Supporting direct memo tags is difficult with the constructive
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object representation of terms in ACL2.

The ACL2 simplifier addresses these limitations (in part) in the term rep-

resentation by maintaining a type association list or type-alist. The type-alist is

used to represent type information computed for various terms assuming the cur-

rent rewriting context. The type-alist is essentially a list of cons pairs where the

car of each pair is a logic term and the cdr of the pair is an integer used as a

bitvector to encode the set of possible values or “type”. In rewriting a formula,

type-alists are incrementally extended from the current context – the context in-

cludes the negation of the other terms in the formula and any terms assumed true

or false as the rewriter dives through if terms. This incremental extension in-

cludes type-set calculations (utilizing user-specified :type-prescription rules and

:compound-recognizer rules), linear arithmetic deductions (utilizing user-specified

:linear rules), and type-alist extension through forward chaining (utilizing user-

specified :forward-chaining rules). As the ACL2 simplifier is rewriting a term,

it can perform a query into the type-alist to determine the type of various terms

or subterms. This examination of the ACL2 simplifier revealed that the choice of

term representation in the ACL2 simplifier in part lead to the need for the incre-

mental computation (and the user control of the computation) of a type-alist from

the current context. We will demonstrate that with different data structures and

algorithms, the need for the computation (with user control) of type-alists will not

be required.

In Chapter 3, we presented the correctness proof in the ACL2 logic of a

concurrent program implementing a scheduling queue. The relevant lemmas and

theorems in this proof were mechanically verified by the ACL2 theorem prover. In

Chapter 2, we mentioned that most theorems proven in ACL2 exhibit the property

that they are proven by the simplifier either directly or after a single induction. All

of the proven lemmas and theorems presented in Chapter 3 exhibit this property.
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While in general, the simplifier is the key stage in the ACL2 prover, the simplifier

is even more important when reasoning about concurrent programs using the ACL2

prover. This is due to the tendency for the proofs of theorems in concurrent pro-

gram analysis to require the consideration of an intractable number of cases. Given

the importance of the ACL2 simplifier within the methodology for concurrent pro-

gram proofs presented in Chapter 3, it is reasonable to question whether the ACL2

simplifier is the best simplifier for this task.

As we presented in Chapter 3, the required lemmas were proven in ACL2

primarily using the ACL2 simplifier. The most difficult proofs were the invariant

proofs required in some steps of the refinement chain. The invariant proofs involved

the definition of an inductive invariant which was proven to hold over any step

of the system. In fact, we needed to break some inductive invariant proofs into

several lemmas (with some auxiliary definitions) whose conjunction implied the in-

ductive invariant proof. Yet, even after this decomposition, the resulting lemmas

still required significant computation on the part of ACL2. For larger programs, the

required theorems would need further decomposition before processing with ACL2.

Additionally, in the case of proving inductive invariants, any time required by ACL2

is amplified by the need to iteratively strengthen the inductive invariant definition by

examining failed proof attempts. Our aim is to define a simplifier which is more effi-

cient and provides more control, while minimizing complexity and targeting lemmas

which arise in concurrent system verification. This new simplifier will be relevant for

other applications of ACL2 where a significant amount of case analysis is required

to prove the requisite theorems.

4.1 Simplifier Architecture

The effectiveness of a prover is determined by the frequency with which the prover

arrives at a proof of a submitted theorem given sufficient computational time and
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space. For decidable theories, an effective prover can always be defined, but the

ACL2 logic is not decidable. For most theorems commonly posed by ACL2 users in

the logic, the ACL2 prover is effective but often requires more time and space than

the user is willing to dedicate. The primary component of the ACL2 prover where re-

source usage is exhausted is the simplification stage of the ACL2 prover – the ACL2

simplifier. The ACL2 simplifier is written in the ACL2 programming language and

it is written in an applicative style.1 The applicative style reduces the inherent com-

plexity of the functions defining the simplifier but at the cost of efficiency. Further,

in order to improve effectiveness and efficiency, numerous procedures and heuristics

were introduced into the ACL2 simplifier (many of these heuristics and procedures

were covered in Chapter 2) which in turn increases the complexity of the prover

considerably. In order to improve control, most of these procedures and heuristics

are extended with mechanisms to support user-specified directives. The code needed

to support these mechanisms further increases the complexity of the simplifier. Our

proposal is to define a simplifier which is more efficient, less complex, and affords

greater control than the ACL2 simplification stage of the ACL2 prover. Our intent

is to make the simplifier as effective as the ACL2 simplifier, but not at the cost of

the other goals. For the purpose of this dissertation, we will term this new simpli-

fier KAS which stands for Kernel Architecture Simplifier. This name refers to an

architecture which is based on a principle of isolation and separation analogous in

many ways to the “kernel” architectures of modern operating systems.

KAS might best be described as an elaborated, optimized, inside-out, ordered

term rewriter with support for fine-grained user control. In general, a simple term

rewriter would not be considered a simplifier since its efficiency and effectiveness

would be insufficient for larger theorems requiring analysis of a large number of
1The ACL2 simplifier does not extensively utilize single-threaded objects or arrays, and generally

uses constructive lists for most of the operations it performs. The simplifier does utilize Common
Lisp symbol property lists to provide fast lookup of properties which are attached to functions.
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cases. Part of the proposal for KAS includes an argument for implementing decision

procedures and heuristics within the basic language or structure of extended term

rewriting. In order for this proposal to be reasonable, the term rewriter needs to

provide sufficient optimization in order to approximate the efficiency of decision

procedures applied to the problems which commonly arise in the application of

ACL2. In order to present the operation of KAS, we will first begin with the simple

definition of an inside-out, ordered term rewriter defined in Figure 4.3. We will

then explain the various elaborations and optimizations introduced to implement

KAS before presenting further analysis of the properties and applications of KAS

implementation.

We implicitly assume throughout this chapter that every rewriter will auto-

matically reduce (or “rewrite”) any executable function applied to quoted constant

arguments to the quoted constant result of the function application. This is com-

monly called reduction via executable-counterpart and is supported in ACL2

rewriting and KAS. We do not include this execution of functions in our descrip-

tion of the rewriters in this chapter for the sake of presentation clarity and because

execution can be seen as a special form of rewriting. In practice, reduction via

execution is an important feature of ACL2 and KAS.

The function simple-rewrite is the entry point to the simple rewriter in

Figure 4.3 and takes a term trm and returns a term resulting from the rewriting

of trm using proven theorems as rewrite rules. The function rewrite-term takes

a term trm and a list ctx of equations which hold in the current context (or case)

for rewriting. This context ctx will be extended when the true branch or false

branch of an if term is rewritten and in this manner, if terms define the pivot

points for further case splitting. The function rewrite-term returns the fixpoint

in the repeated application of the single-step rewrite function rewrite-step. It

is important to note that the mutually recursive functions in Figure 4.3 may not
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(defun variablep (x) (not (consp x)))
(defun constantp (x) (and (consp x) (eq (first x) ’quote)))
(defun equationp (x) (and (consp x) (eq (first x) ’equal)))
(defun wf-equationp (x) (and (equationp x) (term< (third x) (second x))))
(defun true (x) (and (constantp x) (second x)))
(defun false (x) (and (constantp x) (not (second x))))
(defun not! (x) (list ’equal x ’’nil))
(defun match-bind (x b)
(cond ((endp b) nil)

((equal x (first (first b))) (second (first b)))
(t (match-bind x (rest b)))))

(defun get= (x a)
(cond ((endp a) nil)

((equal x (second (first a))) (first a))
(t (get= x (rest a)))))

(defun add= (trm ctx) (cons trm ctx))
(defun assume= (trm ctx)
(cond ((false trm) ’inconsistent)

((wf-equationp trm) (add= trm ctx))
(t ctx)))

Figure 4.2: Support Functions for Simple Rewriter in Figure 4.2

terminate unless certain conditions are ensured. For the sake of analysis, we will

assume that the rewrite rules are ordered in a manner to ensure that the application

of a rewrite rule will result in a strictly “smaller” term relative to some specified

well-founded order on terms. In practice, we will allow the user to define bounds on

the number of rewrites which can be performed in order to escape gracefully from

a divergent rewrite and report the conditions of the divergence.

The function rewrite-step takes a term and a context and splits into dif-

ferent cases. If the current context is inconsistent or the term is a quoted constant,

then the input term is simply returned. Otherwise, if the input term is equated in

the current context, then the term it is matched with in the current context is re-

turned. Otherwise, if the input term is a variable symbol then it is simply returned.

If none of these cases apply, we rewrite the term by first rewriting the arguments

of the term and then attempting to apply rewrite rules. Rewriting the arguments
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(mutual-recursion
(defun apply-rule (trm rl ctx)
(let ((bnd (unify (rule-lhs rl) trm)))
(if (and (unify-success bnd)

(true (rewrite-term (subst (rule-hyps rl) bnd) ctx)))
(subst (rule-rhs rl) bnd)

trm)))

(defun try-rules (trm rls ctx)
(if (endp rls) trm
(let ((trm+ (apply-rule trm (first rls) ctx)))
(if (equal trm+ trm) (try-rules trm (rest rls) ctx) trm+))))

(defun rewrite-if (args ctx)
(let ((tst (rewrite-term (first args) ctx)))
(list tst

(rewrite-term (second args) (assume= tst ctx))
(rewrite-term (third args) (assume= (not! tst) ctx)))))

(defun rewrite-list (lst ctx)
(if (endp lst) () (cons (rewrite-term (first lst) ctx)

(rewrite-list (rest lst) ctx))))

(defun rewrite-args (args fn ctx)
(cond ((eq fn ’hide) args)

((eq fn ’if) (rewrite-if args ctx))
(t (rewrite-list args ctx))))

(defun rewrite-step (trm ctx)
(cond
((or (inconsistent ctx) (constantp trm)) trm)
((get= trm ctx) (third (get= trm ctx)))
((variablep trm) trm)
(t (try-rules (cons (first trm)

(rewrite-args (rest trm) (first trm) ctx))
(get-rules (first trm)) ctx))))

(defun rewrite-term (trm ctx)
(let ((trm+ (rewrite-step trm ctx)))
(if (equal trm+ trm) trm (rewrite-term trm+ ctx))))

)
(defun simple-rewrite (trm) (rewrite-term trm ()))

Figure 4.3: Simple Inside-Out Ordered Term Rewriter
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of the term consists simply of rewriting of each argument in sequence (first argu-

ment is rewritten first, and so on), unless the function symbol is if. In this case

the true-branch and false-branch terms are rewritten with appropriately extended

contexts. We note that the function term< used in wf-equationp ensures that only

well-founded equations are added to the context and this will be important to ensure

termination which we will address in Section 4.2.1.

The function try-rules goes through each of the rewrite rules attached to

a given function symbol in order until a rule is found which can be applied. A

rule can be applied when its left-hand-side lhs can be equated with the input term

under a binding bnd (a binding is a set of equations) of the variables in the lhs and

where the hypothesis hyps of the rule rewrites to truth in the current context after

a substitution using the unifying binding bnd. If a rule can be applied, then the

right-hand side rhs of the rule is returned after a substitution using the unifying

binding bnd. The definitions for the functions get-rules, unify, subst, rule-lhs,

rule-rhs, and rule-hyps were not included in Figure 4.3. The function (subst

trm bnd) takes a term trm and a binding bnd and returns the term which is equal

to trm except all variables x in trm are replaced with (third (get= x bnd)). The

function (unify a b) recurs through the terms a and b and attempts to return a

binding bnd which equates the variables in a to terms such that (equal (subst a

bnd) b). If no such binding could be built, then unify returns ’unify-failed. The

functions rule-rhs, rule-lhs, and rule-hyps parse the term of a proven theorem

into the constituent components of hypothesis, left-hand side, and right-hand side of

a conditional rewrite rule. For example, assuming the term α is (implies (consp

x) (equal (cons (car x) (cdr x)) x)), then (rule-lhs α) is the term (cons

(car x) (cdr x)), (rule-rhs α) is the term x, and (rule-hyps α) is a singleton

list with the term (consp x). The function (get-rules fn) takes a function sym-

bol fn and returns the theorems x which satisfy (eq (first (rule-lhs x)) fn).
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In the ACL2 simplifier and KAS, the function get-rules is a constant-time lookup

into a hash-table associating function symbols with the list of rules associated with

the function symbol with the rules previously parsed into the lhs, rhs, and hyps

components.

The function simple-rewrite defines a simple, ordered, inside-out rewriter

which applies conditional rewrite rules. The ACL2 term rewriter component of the

ACL2 simplifier bears some nominal resemblance with this simple term rewriter

in the sense that it operates on ACL2 objects representing terms and primarily

supports ordered, inside-out, conditional rewriting. The ACL2 term rewriter also

maintains a structure (i.e. named the type-alist) which associates terms with

information known about the terms and this structure is updated when rewriting

the true and false branches of if terms.

This simple term rewriter also bears resemblance with the KAS procedure

we present in this chapter. Indeed, KAS operates recursively on term structures in

much the same manner as this simple rewriter. Where the ACL2 simplifier surrounds

and extends its term rewriter component with numerous procedures and heuristics,

KAS instead is better understood as an optimized version of this simple rewriter

with procedures and heuristics implemented as sets of extended rewrite rules. The

key principle of KAS is to base all simplification on optimized inside-out, ordered

rewriting through careful control of rewrite rules. As we mentioned before, the

primary argument for this principle is that with sufficient optimization and control,

rewriting can be as effective as a more elaborate simplifier. The optimizations in

implementing KAS fall into three broad groups: memory management, memoization

and context management, and several additional optimizations and features. We

consider each group of optimizations in turn and then describe the mechanisms

provided in KAS for user control and interfacing with ACL2. It is important to

point out that each optimization was carefully considered before its addition to
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KAS. Indeed, several optimizations were considered and even implemented only to

be removed later after analysis demonstrated that the benefit in performance did not

outweigh the cost in complexity. Optimizations can significantly complicate function

definitions and one of the primary objectives for KAS is to reduce complexity in

order to facilitate future maintenance, extensions, clear predictable operation and

control, and an eventual mechanical proof of correctness of KAS.

4.1.1 Term Representation and Memory Management

The simple rewriter in Figure 4.3 represents terms in their syntactic form as ACL2

objects. This representation affords elegant functions for manipulating terms, but

is inefficient in many regards. First, this representation is not compact. Second,

this representation does not afford the direct “tagging” of terms with information

computed about the term. Finally, this representation may not provide for a suf-

ficient amount of structure sharing among subterms. We address these issues with

this first group of optimizations focusing on representations of terms and memory

management in KAS.

Managing Representations of Terms. The use of cons to build lists repre-

senting function calls does not afford a compact representation of a term. In most

Common Lisp implementation, a cons consists of three words2 of memory. The first

word stores a header field which tags the three words in memory as a cons structure

(along with some auxiliary information such as traversal bits used during garbage

collection), while the other two words in memory define references or pointers to the

car and cdr. This description of a cons structure is a generalization and Common

Lisp compilers do differ, but as of this writing, all Common Lisp compilers require
2A word of memory is the number of bits required to represent an address in the target microar-

chitecture. Common Lisp is not written to any specific microarchitecture, so a word in a given
implementation may be any number of bits, but at the time of this writing, it is usually either 32
bits or 64 bits.
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at least two memory words to store the references to the car and cdr objects. So,

for example, an if function call in a term will require 4 cons structures and thus

from 8 to 12 words of memory. Furthermore, the cons structures defining a func-

tion call need not be allocated “near” each other in memory. This is important for

reasons of locality. Modern microarchitectures utilize caches for fast access to mem-

ory addresses located in the vicinity of recently accessed memory addresses. The

microarchitectures are designed to leverage the principle that accesses to memory

which are near each other in execution time will be near each other in memory.

In the case of manipulating terms, when we visit a function call in a term, we are

likely to visit its arguments and thus it would at least be beneficial if the pointers

to the arguments were close to the structure defining the function call. Further, it

is important to make the representation of a function call as compact as possible in

order to fit more representations into a single cache line. 3

Our direct approach is to represent every function call in a term as consec-

utive words of memory forming a node. This is achieved in ACL2 by creating an

array of fixnums node-arr in a stobj and defining a node as a natural number index

into this array (similar to a pointer to a struct in C). The fields of a node x are then

defined by the fixnums at index x, (+ x 1), (+ x 2), ... (+ x k -1). The first

fixnum at index x identifies the function operator and thus the arity of the node.

The size of the node k then includes fixnums needed to store the header (some fixed

number of indexes depending on the information stored with the node) and a fixnum

storing a node for each argument in the function call. The next node stored in the

array will start at the index (+ x k) and so on. This representation reduces in

half (at the least, and usually more than half) the amount of storage required in
3It is also beneficial to align the boundaries of function call representations in memory within

cache line boundaries in order to ensure that the access of a function call representation in memory
does not require access of more than one cache line. This goal is difficult to achieve at the same
time as the other goal of argument locality without increasing the complexity of the KAS code.
Further, there is no way in Common Lisp to force the alignment of an array in memory with a
cache-line and thus any attempt to ensure alignment in KAS may actually exacerbate the problem.
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comparison to cons structures in current Common Lisp implementations and the

indexes for the arguments of a node are close in memory to the node itself. Every

node x which is constructed defines a term in the ACL2 logic (node-to-term x).

When we refer to the semantic value of a node x, we are referring to the semantic

value of the term (node-to-term x).

While this node representation is more compact, there are a few downsides

which need to be addressed. First, the representation is not as elegant as cons

structures. This is simply true, but we can alleviate this downside with the use of

macros to define accessors into the fields of a node. Second, the stobj containing the

array field which stores the nodes will need to be passed to all functions which access

or update nodes. As we will see later, the use of a stobj was already required in

order to afford fast access and destructive updates to arrays within the applicative

semantics of the ACL2 programming language. In the case of KAS, it is beneficial

to view the use of a stobj in terms of a procedural language such as C. In C,

the programmer would use a set of global variables which provide references to

arrays. These arrays would be used to implement structures such as hash-tables

which are used throughout the execution of the C program. In ACL2, there are no

global variables since functions can only access their arguments. For efficient ACL2

functions which need structures similar to global variables and arrays in C, a single

stobj is used whose fields correspond to the required global variables. This stobj

is passed to all functions which need to access a global variable and is returned by

any function which needs to modify a global variable. Using macros, the additional

stobj function parameter can be effectively hidden from the programming syntax

affording the apparent access of global variables in the ACL2 function definitions.

The final downside to the representation of terms as nodes in KAS is that

KAS will need to perform its own garbage collection of memory. For cons structures

and other objects allocated during the execution of Lisp functions, the Common
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Lisp environment will perform garbage collection to reclaim any memory for objects

which are no longer referenced. In the case of KAS, an efficient scheme for managing

the allocation of nodes will be developed which will in fact be more efficient than a

generic Common Lisp garbage collection process operating on terms stored as cons

structures. Thus, this downside will actually prove to be a positive of the KAS

approach since the Lisp garbage collector will have far fewer Lisp objects to manage

for collection during the execution of KAS – the large fixnum arrays which KAS

allocates will require no garbage collection.

Unique Construction of Nodes. During rewriting, the same term may be cre-

ated in several different rewrites and as a subterm in several different terms. In

most cases, these different instances of the same term will not be the same object

in memory. Thus there is opportunity for structure sharing by creating a node only

once – any time a new term is needed, it can be looked up in a hashtable which

associates a function symbol and its arguments with a uniquely constructed node

representing this term. This is particularly useful in contexts where structure shar-

ing has demonstrated exponential improvements in space requirements [18, 9]. The

hashtable requires (on average) an additional two words of memory per node and

some execution time cost is incurred during the creation of new nodes to determine

if the new node already exists. An additional benefit of unique node construction

is that testing whether two nodes are equivalent reduces to the equality of the two

fixnum indexes (usually compiled into a single instruction testing machine word

equality). In the simple rewriter in Figure 4.3, equivalence tests were performed

using the Lisp equal operator which may recur through two list structures and will

at least require a function call and checks on the types of the operands. Further,

unique node construction will afford the direct lookup of any memoized information

stored with the node rather than looking into a separate structure to see if any

memoized information has been stored for an equivalent node. Even with these
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benefits of unique construction, the costs of unique node construction warrant some

consideration. In KAS, only a subset of the nodes which are created will be uniquely

constructed. This subset of nodes will be termed the promoted nodes and the de-

termination of which nodes are promoted has effects on several aspects of KAS

operation.

Node Allocation and Promotion. One downside of having KAS manage the

memory allocation for nodes is the need to reclaim unused nodes. One strategy

would be to simply never reclaim nodes. This simple strategy might be reasonable

if the need to reclaim nodes were sufficiently mitigated by the structure sharing

achieved with unique node construction. In practice, this strategy is ineffective due

to the large number of “junk” nodes which are created during rewriting in KAS

operation. This is especially true given the philosophy of KAS to use rewriting

as the basis for simplification. As an example, non-recursive function definitions

will introduce unconditional rewrite rules which will always fire unless the user

explicitly disables the rules. In many cases, these rules will be enabled and thus any

node whose outermost function symbol is a non-recursive function symbol will be

immediately rewritten to the node resulting from the expansion of the non-recursive

function. Another common source of “junk” nodes arise from normalizations of

nodes which occur through a sequence of rewrites. For example, a common process

for normalizing if structures is by so-called “if-lifting” which transforms any term

into a term where the only if subterms are in the true and false branches of other

if terms – think of the term as an if tree. In KAS, if-lifting would be implemented

using rewrite rules such as the following:

(equal (if (if x y z) a b) (if x (if y a b) (if z a b))).

If-lifting rules will create numerous intermediate nodes which will immediately be

rewritten into a different node and which will likely never be created in any other

rule application. Due to these properties, it would be beneficial to reclaim these
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intermediate nodes immediately and efficiently after their construction.

The mechanism we use for managing node allocation and reclamation is

termed promotion. All nodes are initially allocated as “junk” or transient nodes.

Certain transient nodes may then be promoted while the others will be reclaimed. A

node is promoted if (a) the node represents a quoted constant or a variable symbol,

(b) the node cannot be rewritten (i.e. it is in normal-form) in the current context,

or (c) the node’s arguments are promoted and an equivalent node was previously

constructed. Further, a promoted node must have promoted arguments. Promoted

nodes are constructed uniquely and are never reclaimed (i.e. they are persistent).

Further, promoted nodes have additional fields stored with them which memoize

certain computations. Transient nodes require minimal storage per node and are

not stored uniquely. Reclamation of transient nodes is efficient and simple: for

certain functions which are known to return promoted nodes (i.e. the function in

KAS corresponding to rewrite-term), the current transient node allocation index

is saved upon function entry and then restored immediately before returning from

the function. In this manner, any transient nodes which were allocated during

the execution of the function are immediately reclaimed upon the return from the

function. For most common applications of KAS, the majority of the nodes which are

constructed will be transient and this node promotion strategy will keep the memory

requirements of KAS tractable even for larger problems. Further, in situations where

the key properties of promoted nodes (unique construction, memoization, etc.) were

likely to benefit execution time are situations in which we strongly expect the nodes

to eventually satisfy one of the conditions (a), (b), or (c) necessary for promotion.

4.1.2 Memoization and Context Management

In order to avoid repeating numerous previous (possibly long) sequences of rewrites,

it is important to efficiently store results of rewrite sequences and recall these results
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when needed. It is also important to determine efficiently whether a node is equated

with another node in the current context (as in the call of get= in the simple

rewriter). These two needs can be addressed with the same mechanism which we

call a representative or repnode. A repnode is an index which is stored within the

header of a promoted node. It is an invariant that at all times during execution,

a node is semantically equivalent to its repnode assuming the current context. In

other words, in all valuations of the free variables for which the current context

evaluates to truth, the semantic value of a node will be equal to the semantic value

of its repnode. We describe how repnodes are used to store contextual information

and memoize results of previous rewrites.

Storing and Accessing Contexts. When the simple rewriter in Figure 4.3

rewrites the true and false branches of an if term, it extends the current context

ctx using the function assume= which takes the current context ctx and extends it

by assuming the current rewritten test argument tst of an if operator to either be

true or false. In the function rewrite-step, the current context is consulted using

the get= function to determine if the term is known to be equal to a different term

and if so, this term is returned. The call of get= requires a linear search through the

ctx to determine if there is a match to the current term. In KAS, the extension of

the current context performed by the function (add= x y c) would consist simply

of setting the repnode for the node x to point to the node for y. When the KAS

rewriter reaches a node which has a repnode, then the rewrite of the repnode is

returned.

Memoizing Rewrites in Contexts. During the simplification of a theorem, a

large number of rewrites are performed and many of the rewrites are repetitions

of previous rewrites. The naive rewriter in Figure 4.3 will repeat many sequences

of rewrites for the same term and it is thus useful to efficiently store and retrieve
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records or memos of previous rewrites in a table. This is an important feature

which is provided in KAS. In the actual KAS implementation, this memoization is

stored in the repnode of a given node which provides fast constant-time lookup for

memo results. Supporting compact node representations and memory management

should only effect the data structures used in the algorithm of the rewriter, but

not the algorithm itself. Supporting efficient memoization does effect the algorithm

of the rewriter and in order to analyze this extension, we will consider a modified

version of the simple rewriter from Figure 4.3. This modified version is presented

in Figure 4.5 and extends the simple rewriter with support for memoization in a

manner consistent with the implementation of KAS. KAS can be accurately viewed

as an optimized elaboration of the algorithm presented in Figure 4.5 and as such,

we will primarily consider the soundness and completeness of this algorithm. A

full correctness proof of KAS would then consist of the mechanical verification that

KAS returns terms syntactically equivalent to the term returned by the function

kas-rewrite in Figure 4.5. Several functions and macros supporting the definitions

in Figure 4.5 are provided in Figure 4.4.

The functions defined in Figure 4.5 mirror the functions defined in Figure 4.3.

The function kas-rewrite is the entrypoint and it takes a term to be rewritten and

returns the result of rewriting the term. The function rewrite-term continues to

call rewrite-step on the trm until it reaches a fixpoint. The function rewrite-if

rewrites the arguments of an if term where it extends the context to assume the

rewritten test to be true or false for the appropriate branch. In essence, the KAS

rewrite functions correlate with the simple rewrite functions with the additional

maintenence of the reptable rt. The reptable subsumes the context ctx from the

simple rewriter but includes additional structure for storing memoized rewrite re-

sults. Where each function in the simple rewriter returned a rewritten term or a

list of rewritten terms, the functions in the KAS rewriter return a triple including
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(defmacro mv= (vars expr rslt) (list ’mv-let vars expr rslt))
(defun not! (x) (list ’equal x ’’nil))
(defun drop (e s)
(cond ((endp x) ())

((equal e (first s)) (drop e (rest s)))
(t (cons (first s) (drop e (rest s))))))

(defun member (e s)
(and (consp s)

(or (equal e (first s))
(member e (rest s)))))

(defun union (x y)
(cond ((endp x) y)

((member (first x) y) (cons (first x) (union (rest x) y)))
(t (union (rest x) y))))

(defun get-ids (rt) (cdr rt))
(defun cut-ids (rt) (cons (car rt) ()))
(defun add-id (trm rt) (cons (car rt) (cons trm (cdr rt))))
(defun is-id (trm rt) (member trm (cdr rt)))
(defun add-ids (x rt) (cons (car rt) (union (cdr x) (cdr rt))))
(defun cut (tst lst)
(cond ((endp lst) ())

((member tst (third (first lst))) (cut tst (rest lst)))
(t (cons (first lst) (cut tst (rest lst))))))

(defun cut= (tst rt) (cons (cut tst (car rt)) (cdr rt)))
(defun add= (tst rt)
(cons (cons (list ’ceqn (second tst) (third tst) (list tst))

(car rt))
(cdr rt)))

(defun assume= (tst rt)
(cond ((false tst) (cons ’inconsistent ()))

((wf-equationp tst) (add= tst rt))
(t rt)))

Figure 4.4: Support functions for Algorithm-Level definition of KAS
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(mutual-recursion

(defun apply-rule (trm rl rt)

(let ((bnd (unify (rule-lhs rl) trm)))

(if (unify-failed bnd) (mv trm () rt)

(let ((hyps (subst (rule-hyps rl) bnd)))

(mv= (hyps ds rt) (rewrite-term hyps rt)

(if (not (true hyps)) (mv trm () rt)

(mv (subst (rule-rhs rl) bnd) ds rt)))))))

(defun try-rules (trm rls rt)

(if (endp rls) (mv trm () rt)

(mv= (trm+ ds rt+) (apply-rule trm (first rls) rt)

(if (not (equal trm+ trm)) (mv trm+ ds rt+)

(try-rules trm (rest rls) rt)))))

(defun rewrite-if (args rt)

(mv= (tst ds1 rt1) (rewrite-term (first args) rt)

(let ((trt (assume= tst (cut-ids rt1))))

(mv= (tbr ds2 rt2) (rewrite-term (second args) trt)

(let ((frt (assume= (not! tst) (cut= tst (cut-ids rt2)))))

(mv= (fbr ds3 rt3) (rewrite-term (third args) frt)

(mv (list tst tbr fbr)

(union ds1 (union (drop tst ds2) (drop (not! tst) ds3)))

(add-ids rt2 (add-ids rt1 (cut= (not! tst) rt3))))))))))

(defun rewrite-list (lst rt)

(if (endp lst) (mv () () rt)

(mv= (arg ds1 rt) (rewrite-term (first lst) rt)

(mv= (args ds2 rt) (rewrite-list (rest lst) rt)

(mv (cons arg args) (union ds1 ds2) rt)))))

(defun rewrite-args (args fn rt)

(cond ((eq fn ’hide) (mv args () rt))

((eq fn ’if) (rewrite-if args rt))

(t (rewrite-list args rt))))

(defun rewrite-step (trm rt)

(cond

((or (inconsistent rt) (constantp trm)) (mv trm () rt))

((get= trm rt) (mv (second (get= trm rt)) (third (get= trm rt)) rt))

((variablep trm) (mv trm () rt))

(t (let* ((fn (first trm)) (rls (get-rules fn)))

(mv= (args ds1 rt) (rewrite-args (rest trm) fn rt)

(mv= (trm+ ds2 rt) (try-rules (cons fn args) rls rt)

(mv trm+ (union ds1 ds2) rt)))))))

(defun rewrite-term (trm rt)

(if (is-id trm rt) (mv trm () rt)

(mv= (trm+ ds1 rt) (rewrite-step trm rt)

(if (equal trm+ trm) (mv trm () (add-id trm rt))

(mv= (trm++ ds2 rt) (rewrite-term trm+ rt)

(let ((ds (union ds1 ds2)))

(mv trm++ ds (add= trm trm++ ds rt))))))))

)

(defun kas-rewrite (trm)

(mv= (trm+ ds rt) (rewrite-term trm (cons () ())) trm+))

Figure 4.5: Functions Modeling the Essential Algorithm of KAS
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the rewritten term (or list of terms) along with a dependence set and the updated

reptable. The dependence set is used in tagging certain entries in the reptable appro-

priately and we will address its use shortly, but we first consider the structure and

maintenance of the reptable. The reptable includes two structures: the contextual

memo list, and the identity set.

The identity set is simply a set of terms which rewrite to themselves in the

current context and this set is accessed and updated with the functions rt-is-id

and rt-add-id accordingly. The function rt-add-ids sets the identity set to the

union of the current set and the id set of the reptable passed in as an argument. The

function rt-get-ids returns the current identity set and the function rt-cut-ids

returns a reptable with an empty identity set. A term is added to the identity

set in the function rewrite-term if rewrite-step leaves the term unchanged and

each call of rewrite-term begins with a test of whether the term is in the identity

set. The identity set is cleared in rewrite-if when we rewrite a branch since the

context is updated and the terms may no longer rewrite to themselves.

The primary component of the reptable is the contextual memo list. The

memo list is a list of tagged equations. Each equation in the memo list is tagged

with the set of assumptions from the current context upon which the validity of

the equation depends. Similar to the context ctx in the simple rewriter, the memo

list is extended with the assumption of a test in an if term. In addition to storing

the current context, the memo list is also extended with equations storing previous

results of rewrite-term via the call (add= trm trm++ ds rt) which updates the

memo list with the equation trm = trm++ under the assumption of the terms in

the dependence set ds which is a subset of the current context. Every function in

the mutually recursive nest of functions returns a dependence set which comprises

the set of assumptions from the current context which are sufficient to support the

equality of the term or terms which are returned with the term or terms which
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are passed in as arguments. The computation and storage of these dependence sets

allows the rewriter to retain previously computed equalities as long as they are valid

in the current context.

As we mentioned, the function kas-rewrite serves as a model of the actual

KAS implementation (which we will name kas-impl for reference and which takes

the same arguments as kas-rewrite). Where in kas-rewrite, terms are manip-

ulated and a reptable is updated, in kas-impl, node pointers are used in place of

terms and a large stobj ls$ is used to store the array of nodes which includes the

information needed to define the term structure of the nodes and the reptable. The

information in the reptable is stored in a repnode pointer field in each promoted

node and the ds is stored as an encoded bitvector in the promoted node. At each

moment of execution in kas-rewrite, a term is either (a) in the identity list of the

reptable, (b) in the memo list of the reptable, or (c) not in the reptable at all. In the

actual KAS implementation kas-impl, a reptable is never implemented. Instead, a

single repnode field (which is a fixnum – a 29-bit signed integer) for each promoted

node represents the current status of that node with respect to the corresponding

term in the reptable. The three cases of (a), (b), and (c) are encoded as the repnode

being a negative integer, a positive integer, or 0, respectively. For transient nodes,

the implicit repnode value is always 0 which means they are always understood as

case (c). In case (b), the repnode is a pointer to the node for which it is currently

equated and the corresponding dependence set is stored as a separate integer encod-

ing a bitvector defining the dependence on the terms in the current context (each

test in the current context is assigned a natural number starting from 0). In case

(a), the repnode stores the negation of the age of the context in which the node

was determined to rewrite to itself. This age increases in value with extensions

to the context and it is used to determine if the context in which a node was in

normal-form is strictly “younger” than (and thus implies) the current context. The
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dependence sets ds which are computed in kas-rewrite functions are computed as

a set representation in kas-impl. This set representation is effectively a bitvector

corresponding to a set of natural number indexes where each index corresponds to

a term in the current context. We place a bound on the indexes (42 at the time

of this writing) which are stored in the bit vector encoded the dependence set and

use an extra bit which is set 1 if the set includes any index beyond this bound on

explicit encoded indexes. While the size of the current context may extend beyond

this bound depending on the if structure of the term to be rewritten, simple mecha-

nisms are provided which avoid the most common introduction of unnecessary terms

into the context and through the use of these mechanisms, this bound has not been

an issue in any of the current applications of KAS. It is possible that in the future,

another approach for representing these dependence sets will be required, but for

the moment, the current approach appears effective.

While the kas-rewrite function is a reasonable model of the KAS imple-

mentation, significant optimization is required to make it a viable simplifier. We

will analyze the various optimizations and extensions of this basic algorithm in the

next section. We will revisit the soundness and completeness of the kas-rewrite

function in Section 4.2.2.

4.1.3 Additional Optimizations and Features in KAS

We briefly highlight some of the additional optimizations and efficiency concerns

in the implementation of KAS. We have selected some of the key optimizations

which represent some of the details in the KAS implementation. Any extension or

optimization to the definition of KAS is carefully considered and many extensions

have been implemented only to be removed after further analysis, execution, and

evaluation.

Avoiding Overhead of Lisp execution. Evaluation of functions written in ap-
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plicative Common Lisp incurs certain costs due to the nature of applicative Lisp

evaluation. Compared to programs written in C, programs in applicative Lisp re-

quire more space for less compact structures such as lists instead of arrays and boxed

integers instead of machine words. Programs in applicative Lisp also require more

execution time due to inefficient data structures, overhead for function calls, and

overhead for garbage collection. Each of these costs is minimized in the definition of

KAS. Stobjs with arrays are used to avoid the costs associated with allocating, ac-

cessing, and managing lists. Careful type declarations and limits on integer variables

avoid the use of boxed integers and allow for efficient operations directly on machine

words encoding integers, bitvectors, etc. Function calls are removed through the use

of macros and the use of tail recursive functions when feasible. The KAS main loop

only uses arrays, integers, and booleans (no consing) which not only ensures the

use of efficient data structures but avoids the creation of garbage which needs to be

collected.

Specialized Data Structures. Several key specialized data structures are uti-

lized in the implementation of KAS. These structures are optimized to match the

frequency of certain necessary operations performed on the structures. As an exam-

ple, we consider the implementation of the undo-stack which is a key component of

the implementation of contextual memoization in KAS. In KAS, a single large stobj

ls$ called the logic state is passed around all of the functions defining KAS. The

logic state includes the storage of the nodes along with all of the data structures

needed to implement KAS operation including the undo-stack. When the context

is extended in order to rewrite the true and false branches of an if node, the logic

state ls$ is destructively updated to include the assumption of the equality defined

by the test node. Further, whenever a rewrite is memoized, the repnode of a node is

destructively updated. After rewriting the true or false branch of an if node, any

repnode updates associated with the assumption of this test as true or false must
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be rescinded and this is where the undo-stack is utilized. Whenever a repnode is

updated, an entry is added to the undo-stack. The undo-stack is structured as a

separate stack of entries for each integral position in the current context. When a

repnode is updated, the dependence set is examined to determine which stack in

the undo-stack is used to store the entry marking the repnode update. When the

context is reverted, the entries in the undo-stack corresponding to the assumption

of the test node will be undone to restore the logic state to a consistent state. The

design of the undo-stack affords constant-time updating and reverting of repnode

updates in KAS in a manner consistent with the reptable in kas-rewrite.

Avoiding Repeated Computation. We presented the use of the reptable (im-

plemented with repnodes in KAS) to memoize previous rewrite results. The KAS

implementation supports additional mechanisms to avoid repeating computations.

As an example, after rewriting the arguments for a node, if the arguments have not

changed and the node has been rewritten before, and the only rewrite rules which

might be applied have no conditions (i.e. the hyps are T), then the original node is

returned immediately since no rewrite rules will match the node. This mechanism

does not effect the relative completeness of KAS since the rewrite rules which would

have been attempted would not have matched. The user can also cause this opti-

mization to be enabled for functions with conditional rewrite rules, but this may

effect completeness since the procedure may not attempt a rewrite which would have

succeeded in the current context.

4.1.4 User Control and Interfacing with KAS in ACL2

The user of ACL2 generally proves theorems of the form (implies α (equal β

γ)) and these theorems are then used as conditional rewrite rules in subsequent

proof efforts. ACL2 provides extensions of the basic treatment of a theorem as a

conditional rewrite rule through the use of various forms of tagging. For instance,
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the user might tag the theorem with a different rule class and cause the theorem

to be used for type prescription or forward chaining. The ACL2 user can also use

the special operators syntaxp and bind-free to attach a user-defined function call

to a rewrite rule which can provide an additional test on whether the rewrite rule

should fire beyond the unification of the lhs and relieving of the hyps. The ACL2

user can also control the current set of enabled rewrite rules used to prove a theorem

(or a specific subgoal) by enabling and disabling certain rewrite rules. The control

which is afforded an ACL2 user is varied and powerful, but it is also complex and

somewhat incomplete (e.g. the user cannot enable or disable a rewrite rule as a side

effect to applying another rewrite rule).

Similar to ACL2, KAS uses previously proven theorems as conditional rewrite

rules. KAS only supports conditional rewrite rules. The other rule classes supported

by ACL2 (e.g. type prescription) have no counterpart in KAS. KAS does not directly

support the mechanisms provided in ACL2 to control the current enabled rewrite

rules or the extended application of certain rewrite rules. KAS does support the

special hide operator which effectively disables the rewriter on a given term.

Instead of the variety of control mechanisms which ACL2 supports, KAS

only supports fine-grained user control through the tagging of certain conditional

rewrite rules with filters introduced with the sieve operator. A sieve can be seen as

an extension of the syntaxp and bind-free special operators in ACL2. In ACL2,

the syntaxp operator allows the user to attach the non-NIL evaluation of a user-

defined predicate as an additional requirement on the application of a rewrite rule.

The sieve operator in KAS also allows the user to attach a user-defined predicate

(or filter) to a rewrite rule but extends this syntaxp principle in several important

directions. First, a filter function can efficiently query the current logical state

stobj. Second, a filter function can use a stobj to implement efficient data structures

(e.g. hash-tables) and to store information for subsequent calls of filter functions.
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operation side effect
---------------- --------------------------------------------------
set-var-bound bind a free variable in a rewrite rule to a node
set-rule-sieves modify the current filters attached to a rule
set-rule-enabled enable or disable a rewrite rule
set-rule-ctr modify counter for number of rule applications
set-node-step set node allocation incremental step
set-node-limit set node allocation limit (transient and promoted)
change-rule-order change the order of rewrite rules
set-rule-traced enable or disable trace output of a rewrite rule

Figure 4.6: Permitted Side Effects from Filter attached to Rewrite Rule

Further, filter functions can return a list of commands which can be used to modify

the logical state stobj – but the modifications of the logical state are restricted to

ensure the logical soundness of KAS. The possible modifications of the logical state

are restricted to the operations listed in Figure 4.6. We will demonstrate the use of

filters in the next section.

4.1.5 Implementing Procedures and Heuristics through Rewriting

KAS is essentially an optimized inside-out rewriter with special control afforded to

the user through rewrite rules tagged with sieves – where sieves can introduce side

effects which do not effect the logical state. In order for KAS to be an effective

system for simplification, it must be possible to implement decision procedures and

heuristics with reasonable efficiency through the definition of rewrite rules and sieve

functions. We consider several procedures and heuristics common in the use of

ACL2 in this section and present how these heuristics are similarly handled in KAS

via rewrite rules.

Type Information and Congruences.

Before rewriting a term, the ACL2 simplifier computes type information

about the term in the form of a type-alist which associates terms with a type-
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set. The ACL2 simplifier uses built-in type information along with type-prescription

rules and forward-chaining rules to augment the type alist. One purpose of the type-

alist computation is to avoid multiple subsequent rewrites to determine the type of

the same term repeatedly. For example, assume that the ACL2 simplifier has the

following term as a clause:

α: (if (> x 0) (f (+ x x)) (g (+ x x)))

and that the simplifier could infer from the negation of another clause that (integerp

x) is true. The ACL2 simplifier would compute a type-alist which associated the

term (+ x x) with the type of integerp before rewriting α.

Consider an analogous case in the application of KAS for rewriting the fol-

lowing term:

β : (if (integerp x) (if (> x 0) (f (+ x x)) (g (+ x x))) (h x))

The KAS rewriter would assume (integerp x) on the context when it rewrites α

and when it reaches (f (+ x x)), if there is a rewrite rule for (f a) which has

(integerp a) as an hypothesis, then KAS will rewrite the term (integerp (+ x

x)) to be equal to ’T and it will store this fact in the reptable with the sole de-

pendence on the assumption of (integerp x). When the KAS rewriter attempts

to rewrite (g (+ x x)), the fact that (integerp (+ x x)) is equal to ’T will be

immediately available from the reptable. Yet, when the KAS rewriter attempts to

rewrite (h x), this fact about (integerp (+ x x)) will no longer be in the rept-

able since the fact assumed (integerp x) which is not a valid assumption in the

context for rewriting (h x). In this manner, the support for contextual memoiza-

tion in KAS essentially relieves the requirement for the computation of a type-alist.

It is worth noting that the type-alist may afford a more compact representation of

type information (since it is designed to represent specifically this information).

For some procedures in the ACL2 simplifier, there is simply no direct corre-

lated support in KAS, but instead, the user is encouraged to define the problem in
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(defun set-equiv (x y) (and (subset x y) (subset y x)))

(defthm union-congruence
(implies (and (set-equiv x1 x2) (set-equiv y1 y2))

(set-equiv (union x1 y1) (union x2 y2))))

(defthm member-congruence
(implies (set-equiv x y)

(equal (member e x) (member e y))))

Figure 4.7: Set Equivalence and Congruence Rules

a different manner. For example, consider the handling of congruences. The ACL2

simplifier allows the user to categorize certain binary relations as equivalences and

then use congruence rules to propagate equivalence information through function

application. For example, consider the definition of set equivalence and some cor-

responding congruence rules provided in Figure 4.7. ACL2 treats equivalences such

as set-equiv in essentially the same manner as the built-in equivalences of equal

and iff. Further, the ACL2 simplifier performs equational reasoning by collecting

equivalent terms into sets and replacing each instance of a term in the set by the

representative minimal (w.r.t. term-order) term of the set. This equational reason-

ing extends to all equivalence relations defined by the user and utilizes congruence

rules to increase the size of the computed sets of equivalent terms.

KAS provides no direct support for any equivalence relation other than

equal. In order to extend the equational reasoning afforded in KAS to other struc-

tures such as sets, the preferred solution is to recast the definition of the relevant

functions to align the desired equivalence with equal[56]. If this is not achievable,

then an alternative is to define a normalizing function which maps an object to a

unique equivalent object. For example, in the case of sets, we can define a mapping

mk-set such that the following is true: (equal (set-equiv x y) (equal (mk-set

x) (mk-set y))). The user can then introduce rewrite rules to generate the ap-

propriate calls of mk-set as in the theorems provided in Figure 4.8. The functions
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(defun mk-set (x) (order-set-by-total-order x))

(defthm mk-set-idempotent (equal (mk-set (mk-set x)) (mk-set x)))

(defthm set-equiv-mk-set-connection
(equal (set-equiv x y) (equal (mk-set x) (mk-set y))))

(defthm union-introduce-mk-set
(equal (mk-set (union x y)) (mk-set (union1 (mk-set x) (mk-set y)))))

(defthm member-introduce-mk-set
(equal (member e x) (member1 e (mk-set x))))

Figure 4.8: Casting Set Equivalence and Congruence for KAS

union1 and member1 are simply union and member respectively, and are introduced

to avoid looping rewrite rules.

Thus, part of the argument for the use of KAS over other simplifiers is

simply an argument for placing more onus on the user to solve problems through

rewrite rules rather than relying on programmed procedures and heuristics. In these

cases, the benefit of using KAS is simply that it is an efficient, predictable rewriter.

Several features supported by the ACL2 rewriter (e.g. outside-in rewriting) are

similarly “supported” by KAS through the principle of restructuring definitions and

rewrite rules. There are cases though where in order to implement a heuristic or

decision procedure, the reliance on other features in KAS and the use of the sieve

operator and filter functions is required to match the efficiency of heuristics or

decision procedures.

If-Lifting and Binary Decision Diagrams. The sole propositional logic operator

in KAS is the operator if and by far the most common operator arising in nodes

created and manipulated during KAS operation is the if operator. The proper

management of if nodes through rewrite rules and sieves is essential for the effec-

tive usage of KAS. We demonstrate two different techniques for managing if nodes
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with different contexts for application. If-lifting is essentially the transformation of

any term to an equivalent term in if-lifted form. A term is in if-lifted form if it has

no if subterms or it is an if term where the test has no if subterm and the true

and false branches are in if-lifted form. The process of if-lifting can be achieved by

using rewrite rules which match the pattern:

(equal (f . . . (if x y z) . . .) (if x (f . . . y . . .) (f . . . z . . .)))

where f may represent any function other than if, and for if, we only if-lift the

test position:

(equal (if (if x y z) a b) (if x (if y a b) (if z a b))).

If-lifting is straightforward and may be sufficient in many cases, but is often

too inefficient for use in theorems with more cases and larger if structure. In some

cases, the problem with simple if-lifting is that it does not normalize the structure

of the if terms sufficiently to afford the potential savings which is achieved in

structure sharing and memoization. For propositional terms with more regular

structure, the potential benefit from structure sharing can be significant and often

the best option in these cases is the use of so-called Binary Decision Diagrams[18].

BDDs are a normal-form representation of propositional formula consisting of if

nodes in which the sequence of propositional variables which are reached along any

path from the top node to a terminal node is consistent with a total order on

all propositional variables. With the appropriate ordering on variables and utilizing

structure sharing, Binary Decision Diagrams afford compact representations of many

common operations on bitvectors encountered in hardware description and low-

level software. For example, consider the theorem bits-equiv-symmetric-5 in

Figure 4.9. With the variable order x4,x3,. . .,y4,y3,. . ., the BDD generated from

the term (bits-equiv x y) will afford no structure sharing and lead to a BDD

roughly of size 25. With the variable order x4,y4,. . .,x0,y0, the generated BDD does
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(defun bv (x) (if x t nil))

(defun bits-equiv (x y)
(if (endp x) (endp y)
(and (consp y) (iff (car x) (car y))

(bits-equiv (cdr x) (cdr y)))))

(defthm bits-equiv-nil-reduce
(equal (bits-equiv () ()) t))

(defthm bits-equiv-cons-reduce
(equal (bits-equiv (cons a x) (cons b y))

(and (iff a b) (bits-equiv x y))))

(defthm bits-equiv-symmetric-5
(let ((x (list (bv x4) (bv x3) (bv x2) (bv x1) (bv x0)))

(y (list (bv y4) (bv y3) (bv y2) (bv y1) (bv y0))))
(equal (bits-equiv x y) (bits-equiv y x))))

Figure 4.9: Binary Decision Diagram Example Application

support structure sharing and is roughly of size 2 ∗ 5.

The rewrite rules in Figure 4.10 will normalize an if term to satisfy the BDD

variable ordering property. The particular order is defined by the filter function

bdd-order and a default ordering scheme is provided which can be modified by

the user to target the term structure of a specific theorem. The rewrite rules from

Figure 4.10 are attempted in reverse order which allows us to remove the second

filter of (bdd-order a y) in the theorem bdd-reorder-then.

Efficient Simplification via Case Splitting. For theorems which require ex-

tensive case analysis, the unrestricted use of if-lifting or BDD rules will lead to

excessive inefficient rewriting of if nodes. Unless the target theorem has certain

structure which the user can leverage, the blind normalization of if structures will

not scale effectively to larger and more complex nodes. Most theorems which arise

will require efficient case analysis without normalizing the propositional structure of

the nodes created. This is the principle behind propositional satisfiability checkers
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(defthm bdd-if-lift-test
(equal (if (if x y z) m n) (if x (if y m n) (if z m n))))

(defthm bdd-bv-then-split
(equal (if x (bv y) z) (if x (if (bv y) t nil) z)))

(defthm bdd-bv-else-split
(equal (if x y (bv z)) (if x y (if (bv z) t nil))))

(defthm bdd-reorder-then
(implies (sieve (bdd-order a x))

(equal (if x (if a b c) y)
(if a (if x b y) (if x c y)))))

(defthm bdd-reorder-else
(implies (and (sieve (bdd-order a x)) (sieve (bdd-order a y)))

(equal (if x y (if a b c))
(if a (if x y b) (if x y c)))))

(in-theory (disable bv))

Figure 4.10: Binary Decision Diagram Rewrite Rules

implementing variants of the Davis-Putnam procedure[107, 75, 92]. These check-

ers operate on unnormalized representations of propositional formula by iteratively

splitting on propositional variables and reducing the resulting formula under the

assumption of the propositional variable as either true or false. Satisfiability check-

ers (and related tools such as ATPG) have become the most robust and efficient

means to solve propositional theorems and problems which can be encoded into

propositional theorems[19]. This approach has the additional benefit of potentially

returning sooner on failed proof attempts. This early failure property is far more

important in the context of ACL2 theorems for two reasons. First, most of the

ACL2 theorems which require significant case analysis will also require significant

user interaction and any delay in reporting failed proofs will be amplified consider-

ably in the time the user requires to complete the proof. Second, as the definitions

and lemmas for a complex theorem are adjusted to fix previous failures, the speed
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of simplification will often increase considerably. The reason for this speedup is

that many of the cases which were previously leading to failures, will now resolve to

truths much sooner in the rewriting process and this avoids unnecessary and costly

expansion of unnecessary nodes.

We support an efficient case splitting heuristic through the use of rewrite

rules tagged with filters. The primary rewrite rules supporting case splitting are

provided in Figure 4.11. The rewrite rules operate as follows. The user triggers

case splitting by wrapping the target node α with the prv operator to create (prv

α). When KAS attempts to rewrite the node (prv α), it will first attempt (due to

reverse chronological rule ordering) the rule prv-case-split. The prv-case-split

rule calls the filter function case-split which determines if there are any candidate

nodes to choose for case splitting. If such a candidate node is found, then the free

variable C in the rewrite rules is bound to this candidate node and the rewrite rule

is applied. Otherwise, the rewrite is not applied and (prv α) rewrites to α by the

application of the prv-evaporates rule. If prv-case-split was applied, then we

have a node of the form (prv2 (if β (prv3 α) (hide α))). Due to inside-out

rewriting, (prv3 α) is rewritten first under the assumption of β. If assuming β, α

reduces to T, then (prv3 α) will reduce to T via the rule prv3-drop-if-T. In this

case, the rule prv2-then-pass-shift will apply to the prv2 node and replace the

hide around the else branch with a prv. Otherwise, with the assumption of β, α did

not reduce to T, and the rule prv2-if-gen-prv is applied to replace the prv3 on the

then branch with a prv in order to enable further case-splitting in the then branch.

If neither prv2-if-gen-prv nor prv2-then-pass-shift can be applied, then the

prv2-evaporates is applied to remove the prv2 operator. Through the application

of these rules, a node is rewritten by case-splitting into an if tree whose leaves

are either T, an application of hide, or the current node which is being targeted

through prv. The case-splitting rules work in tandem with a separate set of rules
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(defun prv (x) x) (defun prv2 (x) x) (defun prv3 (x) x)

(defthm prv3-drop-if-t (equal (prv3 t) t))

(defthm prv2-evaporates
(equal (prv2 (if x y z)) (if x y z)))

(defthm prv2-then-pass-shift
(equal (prv2 (if x t (hide z))) (if x t (prv z)))

(defthm prv2-if-gen-prv
(equal (prv2 (if x (prv3 y) z)) (prv2 (if x (prv y) z))))

(defthm prv-evaporates (equal (prv x) x))

(defthm prv-case-split
(implies (sieve (case-split C))

(equal (prv x) (prv2 (if C (prv3 x) (hide x))))))

(in-theory (disable prv prv2 prv3))

Figure 4.11: Case Splitter Rewrite Rules

which extracts the failing case of the failed proof attempt. This failing case – the

conjunction of the tests encountered along a path to an irreducible non-T node – is

then reported to the user.

It remains for us to describe the case-split filter function. We first note

that the user may adjust this function to suit the needs of a particular class of

applications without affecting the soundness of the subsequent results from KAS. In

the current implementation, the case-split filter heuristic attempts to select the

if test which will most quickly reduce the resulting terms. The case-split filter

traverses the node (prv α) and selects the if test (equal lhs rhs) such that lhs

has the greatest number of weighted occurrences in (prv α) in comparison to the

lhs of the other if tests – weighted by proximity to the root node (prv α). The

code defining this search uses the provided stobj to store a hash-table used to record

and lookup weighted counts from the traversal of the (prv α) node. This heuristic
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can be seen as a first cut and subsequent efforts will certainly lead to more efficient

and robust heuristics, but this simple heuristic has proven sufficient for the current

applications of KAS.

4.2 Arguments for Soundness and Completeness

We now consider the questions of termination, soundness, and completeness of KAS.

As we mentioned before, KAS is an optimized version of an inside-out, ordered,

conditional rewriter which takes a term and returns a rewritten term. We have

defined two functions (simple-rewrite x) and (kas-rewrite x) and referred to

the actual KAS implementation (kas-impl x). Each of these functions takes a

term x and returns a term which is the result of simplifying x using the proven

theorems appropriately as rewrite rules. We will use Π in the sequel to refer to each

of the rewrite functions simple-rewrite, kas-rewrite, and kas-impl.

In defining the conditions for soundness and completeness of kas-rewrite,

we will need a means for defining that a term is semantically valid. It is not pos-

sible to define such a function in ACL2, but for the sake of presentation, we will

use the meta-operator (semantically-valid x) and assume that this boolean op-

erator returns T if and only if the term x is semantically valid. We define several

derived meta-level functions in Figure 4.12 which we will use throughout the proofs

of soundness and completeness.

We can now define the soundness requirement of a rewriter as the semantic

equivalence of the input term to the rewriter and the term returned as the result

of rewriting. For the property of completeness, we would like to ensure that a

rewriter returns unique normal forms which differentiate inequivalent terms. Stated

in another form, a rewriter is complete if for any two terms which are semantically

equivalent, the application of the rewriter on either term will lead to the same result.

Combining these properties of soundness and completeness, we could then prove that
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(defun make-ceqn (hyps lhs rhs)
(list ’implies hyps (list ’equal lhs rhs)))

(defun valid-implication (hyps lhs rhs)
(semantically-valid (make-ceqn hyps lhs rhs)))

(defun valid-rule (r)
(valid-implied-equality (rule-hyps r) (rule-lhs r) (rule-rhs r)))

(defun valid-rules (rl)
(or (endp rl) (and (valid-rule (first rl)) (valid-rules (rest rl)))))

(defun make-and (lst)
(if (endp lst) ’’t (list ’if (first lst) (make-and (rest lst)) ’’nil)))

(defun valid-ceqn (lst lhs rhs) (valid-implication (make-and lst) lhs rhs))
(defun valid-eqn (lhs rhs) (valid-ceqn () lhs rhs))
(defun valid-memo (m) (valid-ceqn (fourth m) (second m) (third m)))
(defun valid-memos (ml)
(or (endp ml) (and (valid-memo (first ml)) (valid-memos (rest ml)))))

Figure 4.12: Meta-level Functions derived from predicate semantically-valid

two terms were semantically equivalent if and only if the terms were rewritten to the

same resulting term. We now state the properties of soundness and completeness

for a rewriter Π more precisely:

Definition 4.1 Soundness for a rewriter Π is defined as:

(valid-eqn (Π x) x)

Definition 4.2 Completeness for a rewriter Π is defined as:

(implies (valid-eqn x y) (equal (Π x) (Π y)))

It is impossible to have a sound and complete rewriter (or simplifier) for the

ACL2 logic since ACL2 encompasses first-order integer arithmetic which is known

to be undecidable – meaning there is no sound and complete mechanical prover

for first-order integer arithmetic. Since we must prove soundness, then we need to

weaken the statement of completeness. We will focus on a limited form of com-

pleteness with additional requirements placed on x in the call (Π x) and the rules

returned by (get-rules fn). We will present this limited completeness argument
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in Section 4.2.3.

As we mentioned before, KAS is defined in the ACL2 programming language,

but the definition is an optimized, detailed definition using low-level ACL2 primitives

for efficiency. This form of definition is not amenable to a concise written argument

and essentially requires mechanical verification in order to be fully trusted. For this

dissertation we will instead present the soundness and completeness arguments for

the algorithmic description of KAS provided in figure 4.5 and leave the mechanical

verification of KAS as future work.

We also note that for the remainder of this section, we will attach suffixes to

the names of functions in the simple rewriter from Figure 4.3 and to the high-level

KAS algorithm from Figure 4.5 in order to differentiate them. We will use the suffix

-s for functions from Figure 4.3 and -k for functions from Figure 4.5. For exam-

ple, the function name rewrite-args-s refers to the function rewrite-args from

Figure 4.3 while the function rewrite-args-k refers to the function rewrite-args

from Figure 4.5.

4.2.1 Termination of kas-rewrite

Before we can analyze the functions defining kas-rewrite (and simple-rewrite)

we first need to consider the issue of termination. The termination issues for

kas-rewrite and simple-rewrite are similar, so we will focus on simple-rewrite

for clarity. Without any assumptions on its inputs, the function simple-rewrite

need not terminate. For example, the evaluation of (simple-rewrite ’(f (g)))

– where (get-rules ’f) returns ’((equal (f x) (f (f x))))) – will lead to

the infinite sequence of rewrites consisting of the terms (f (g)), (f (f (g))), (f

(f (f (g)))), . . . and onwards. It is important that we provide some argument

for the termination of the mutually recursive functions defining kas-rewrite and

simple-rewrite since we will need to prove theorems about these functions by
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induction in which we assume the relevant properties about the recursive function

calls as induction hypothesis. In order for these proofs by induction to be valid, we

will need to argue for the eventual termination of the recursive function evaluation.

In the actual KAS implementation, a user-specified rewrite depth bound is

passed through the recursive functions and ensures that the functions will terminate

– if the bound is exceeded, the KAS implementation will return an error message

which alerts the user that the bound was exceeded. The addition of this bound does

not affect the argument for soundness since in the case where the bound is exceeded,

the KAS implementation will simply return the term that it was passed without

further simplification. The addition of this rewrite depth bound does complicate

the analysis of completeness and thus we choose to ensure termination by assuming

an appropriate property on the rules returned by (get-rules fn).

The issue of termination for the simple-rewrite is related to the more gen-

eral question of termination of term rewrite systems[34]. We will adopt a variation

of the termination argument for term rewrite systems in our analysis. We assume

the user has defined a measure function msr with the properties specified in Fig-

ure 4.13. It is sufficient to ensure termination if we assume (well-ordered-thms

(get-rules fn)) is true. We will make this assumption through the remainder of

this section. Under this assumption, we can also present proofs by induction over the

recursive call structure of the functions defining simple-rewrite and kas-rewrite.

We note that admitting the functions defining simple-rewrite directly in

ACL2 is impossible since functions in ACL2 must terminate on all inputs. In-

stead, we have to define separate functions which inherently assumes the neces-

sary property of well-ordered-thms in their definition and then prove that these

separate functions are equal to the simple-rewrite functions using the axiom

(well-ordered-thms (get-rules fn)). We again note that the assumption of

(well-ordered-thms (get-rules fn)) is impractical in practice and while it is
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(defthm msr-is-ordinal (e0-ordinalp (msr x)))
(defun term< (x y) (e0-ord-< (msr x) (msr y)))
(defun term<= (x y) (or (term< x y) (equal x y)))
(defthm term<-first (implies (consp x) (term< (first x) x)))
(defthm term<-rest (implies (consp x) (term< (rest x) x)))
(defthm term<-subst
(implies (term< x y) (term< (subst x a) (subst y a))))

(defthm term<-first-cons
(implies (and (term< a x) (term<= b y))

(term< (cons a b) (cons x y))))
(defthm term<-rest-cons
(implies (and (term<= a x) (term< b y))

(term< (cons a b) (cons x y))))
(defun well-ordered-thm (thm)
(and (term< (rule-rhs thm) (rule-lhs thm))

(term< (rule-hyps thm) (rule-lhs thm))))
(defun well-ordered-thms (W)
(or (endp W)

(and (well-ordered-thm (first W))
(well-ordered-thms (rest W)))))

Figure 4.13: Properties of Termination Measure function msr

desirable for a user to avoid rewrite rules which can lead to divergent rewriting,

effective simplification can still be achieved even if the theorems are not proven to

be well-ordered.

4.2.2 Argument for Soundness

In order to prove soundness, we first need to define and prove several lemmas. We

will then show how these lemmas compose into a proof of soundness for the function

kas-rewrite. The basic structure of the soundness argument for kas-rewrite is

the definition and proof for each function of some necessary relationships between

its parameters and return values. The soundness requirement will follow directly

from the proof of these relationships.

We first begin with a few simple lemmas about the meta-level functions de-

fined in Figure 4.12. We define these lemmas as theorems in Figure 4.14. Each of
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these lemmas basically follow from the definitions and some straightforward propo-

sitional and equality arguments lifted to terms and interpretations. As an example,

consider the theorem valid-ceqn-symmetric. For any interpretation Φ ∈ AI and

terms a,x,y (assume no variable symbol subterms for the sake of presentation), such

that ‖(make-ceqn a x y)‖Φ, we can derive ‖(make-ceqn a y x)‖Φ by splitting

into two cases based on the truth of ‖a‖Φ, and in the case where ‖a‖Φ is non-NIL,

we know that ‖x‖Φ = ‖y‖Φ and thus ‖y‖Φ = ‖x‖Φ and the result follows. The

proofs of the other theorems in Figure 4.14 are straightforward, although tedious.

In the simple rewriter, a context ctx is passed through the various func-

tions which is extended when the true and false branches of an if term are rewrit-

ten. In the kas-rewrite function, the reptable parameter rt is used to main-

tain the current context information, but we can extract the current context from

the current reptable using the function rt-ctx defined in Figure 4.15. This same

figure also contains a lemma necessary for the proof of soundness: the theorem

context-equivalence-invariant. This theorem ensures that the result of every

function in the mutually-recursive clique will satisfy the predicate context-equiv

relative to the reptable argument of the function. The predicate context-equiv

ensures that the context defined by the reptable does not change and that the de-

pendence set returned by a function is a subset of the current context. The proof

of context-equivalence-invariant is carried out as a proof by induction of the

recursion of the rewrite-term-k clique. With the exception of the induction step

arising from rewrite-if-k, the proofs of the induction steps are straightforward

using the induction hypothesis and simple properties of the set operations union

and subset. The argument for rewrite-if-k is somewhat more involved because

it requires a separate argument to ensure that the application of cut= does not

remove any memo list entries which were previously added, but this additional ar-

gument follows from a straightforward proof by induction and the assumption of
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(defun add (e x) (union (list e) x))
(defun subset (x y)
(or (endp x) (and (member (first x) y) (subset (rest x) y))))

(defun valid-if-args (h x y)
(let ((tst (first y)))
(and (valid-ceqn h (first x) (first y))

(valid-ceqn (add tst h) (second x) (second y))
(valid-ceqn (add (not! tst) h) (third x) (third y)))))

(defun valid-args (h x y)
(and (iff (consp x) (consp y))

(or (endp x)
(and (valid-ceqn h (first x) (first y))

(valid-args h (rest x) (rest y))))))

(defthm valid-ceqn-symmetric
(implies (valid-ceqn a x y) (valid-ceqn a y x)))

(defthm valid-ceqn-transitive
(implies (and (valid-ceqn a x y) (valid-ceqn b y z))

(valid-ceqn (union a b) x z))}
(defthm valid-ceqn-if-term
(implies (valid-if-args h x y)

(valid-ceqn h (cons ’if x) (cons ’if y))))
(defthm valid-ceqn-fn-apply

(implies (valid-args h x y)
(valid-ceqn h (cons f x) (cons f y))))

(defthm valid-ceqn-equal-term
(valid-ceqn (list (list ’equal x y)) x y))

(defthm valid-ceqn-identity
(valid-ceqn () x x))

(defthm valid-eqn-rule-application
(let ((a (unify (rule-lhs r) x)))
(implies (and (valid-rule r) (unify-success bnd)

(valid-ceqn c (subst (rule-hyps r) a) ’’t))
(valid-ceqn c x (subst (rule-lhs r) a)))))

Figure 4.14: Key Lemmas about Meta-Level Functions
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(defun mk-ctx (ml)
(if (endp ml) () (union (fourth (first ml)) (mk-ctx (rest ml)))))

(defun rt-ctx (rt) (mk-ctx (car rt)))

(defun ctx-consistent (rslt rt)
(and (subset (car rt) (car (third rslt)))

(subset (rt-ctx (third rslt)) (rt-ctx rt))
(subset (second rslt) (rt-ctx rt))))

(defthm context-consistent-invariant
(and (ctx-consistent (rewrite-term-k trm rt) rt)

(ctx-consistent (rewrite-step-k trm rt) rt)
(ctx-consistent (rewrite-list-k lst rt) rt)
(ctx-consistent (rewrite-if-k lst rt) rt)
(ctx-consistent (try-rules-k trm rls rt) rt)
(ctx-consistent (apply-rule-k trm rl rt) rt)))

Figure 4.15: Support Functions for Soundness Argument

the rewrite rule (equal (equal x x) ’t) and the reduction of equal applied to

constant parameters.

We now prove soundness of kas-rewrite by proving a necessary stronger

invariant over the rewrite-term-k clique of functions. Each function takes a term

or a list of terms along with the current reptable rt and the list of rewrite rules

(get-rules fn) and returns a triple consisting of the resulting term or terms, the

dependence set, and the updated reptable. The key invariant property we need

to prove for each function consists of two components. The first component we

need to prove is that each function returns a sound or valid reptable. The reptable

is valid if every entry in the memo list defines a valid conditional equation. The

second component of the soundness invariant is to ensure that the term or terms

returned by the function are equivalent to the term or terms passed into the func-

tion under the assumption of the conjunction defined by the dependence set which

is returned. The theorem soundness-invariant in Figure 4.16 is the primary in-

variant we need to prove to ensure the soundness of kas-rewrite. The theorem

soundness-invariant is proven by induction over the recursive structure of the
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rewrite-term-k clique. Each base case and inductive step is easily proven using the

lemmas in Figure 4.14 and the induction hypothesis. As an example, we consider the

cases arising in the proof of the subgoal (valid-term (rewrite-term-k trm rt)

trm). This subgoal will split into three separate cases corresponding to the three re-

turn triples (mv trm () rt), (mv trm () (add-id trm rt)), and (mv trm++ ds

(add= trm trm++ ds rt)). The first two cases are trivial using the definition of

add-id and the property valid-ceqn-identity. The third case reduces to truth af-

ter using the induction hypothesis applied to the recursive calls of rewrite-step-k

and rewrite-term-k, and then using the theorem valid-ceqn-transitive and

definitions such as add= and valid-memos.

The final desired theorem soundness in Figure 4.16 follows directly from the

definition of kas-rewrite, the theorem soundness-invariant, and the theorem

context-consistent-invariant – where for the two invariant theorems, we only

need the pertinent conclusion relating to rewrite-term-k.

4.2.3 Argument for Relative Completeness

As we mentioned before, assuming that KAS is sound, then it must be incomplete.

Nonetheless, it is beneficial to analyze the conditions under which the KAS algorithm

is complete. We present this analysis in two components. We first demonstrate that

the function kas-rewrite returns the same term as simple-rewrite assuming that

simple-rewrite is complete. We will then consider the conditions under which the

simple-rewrite function is itself a complete simplifier.

First, we prove that the function kas-rewrite returns the same term as

simple-rewrite by proving that the corresponding functions in the cliques return

the same terms. In addition to proving that the functions return the same term,

we also need to prove that terms stored in the identity set are returned without

change by the function rewrite-term-s. This equivalence proof is documented in
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(defaxiom get-rules-returns-valid-rules
(valid-rules (get-rules fn)))

(defun valid-rep-table (rt)
(and (consp rt) (valid-memos (car rt))))

(defun valid-list (rslt lst)
(and (valid-args (second rslt) (first rslt) lst)

(valid-rep-table (third rslt))))

(defun valid-if-list (rslt lst)
(and (valid-if-args (second rslt) (first rslt) lst)

(valid-rep-table (third rslt))))

(defun valid-term (rslt trm)
(and (valid-ceqn (second rslt) (first rslt) trm)

(valid-rep-table (third rslt))))

(defthm soundness-invariant
(implies (and (valid-rep-table rt)

(valid-rules rls)
(valid-rule rl))

(and (valid-term (rewrite-term-k trm rt) trm)
(valid-term (rewrite-step-k trm rt) trm)
(valid-list (rewrite-list-k lst rt) lst)
(valid-if-list (rewrite-if-k lst rt) lst)
(valid-term (try-rules-k trm rls rt) trm)
(valid-term (apply-rule-k trm rl rt) trm))))

(defthm soundness (valid-eqn (kas-rewrite x) x))

Figure 4.16: Soundness Theorem for kas-rewrite
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Figure 4.17. The theorem simple-kas-invariant is proven by induction on the

recursion structure of both cliques – this requires a separate function definition to

get the appropriate induction scheme. Most of the cases in this induction proof

are straightforward but there are a couple of key cases which need to be addressed.

First, we cannot prove that rewrite-step-k and rewrite-step-s return the same

value because rewrite-step-k may match an entry in the memo list. This is

where we rely on the assumption of the completeness of simple-rewrite via the

axiom simple-rewrite-completeness. In the case where we match a memo in

rewrite-step-k, it may not be equated with the result of rewrite-step-s, but

from the soundness-invariant theorem, the value returned by rewrite-step-k in

this case will satisfy valid-ceqn with a dependence set which is a subset of the cur-

rent context. But, by the induction hypothesis and the appropriate instance of theo-

rems simple-rewrite-completeness and context-subset-remains-idempotent,

we can infer the equality with the result of rewrite-term-s and the case is proven.

We need the proper instance of the theorem context-subset-remains-idempotent

in order to ensure that the introduction of terms into the identity set satisfies

good-id.

The theorem in Figure 4.17 ensures that kas-rewrite returns the same re-

sulting term as simple-rewrite if simple-rewrite is complete, but the question

remains as to the conditions under which simple-rewrite is complete. We first ex-

amine some simple cases where simple-rewrite is not complete. Some illustrative

examples are provided in Figure 4.18. Note that we use (= α β) as a shorthand for

(equal α β) in Figure 4.18 and the subsequent analysis of the example failures in

this figure.

Failure 1. from Figure 4.18 is essentially a result of poorly designed rewrite

rules provided by the user. In effect, the rewrite rules supplied by the user are

divergent and the user needs to add rewrite rules or change existing rewrite rules to
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(defaxiom simple-rewrite-completeness
(implies (valid-ceqn c x y)

(equal (rewrite-term-s x c)
(rewrite-term-s y c))))

(defthm context-subset-remains-idempotent
(implies (and (subset c d)

(equal (rewrite-term-s x d) x))
(equal (rewrite-term-s x c) x)))

(defun good-id (trm ctx) (equal (rewrite-term-s trm ctx) trm))
(defun id-listp (ids c)

(or (endp ids) (and (good-id (first ids) c) (id-listp (rest ids) c))))
(defun good-ids (rt ctx) (id-listp (cdr rt) ctx))

(defthm simple-kas-invariant
(implies (and (valid-rep-table rt)

(good-ids rt))
(let ((ctx (rt-ctx rt)))
(and (equal (first (rewrite-term-k trm rt))

(rewrite-term-s trm ctx))
(implies (equal (first (rewrite-step-k trm rt)) trm)

(equal (rewrite-step-s trm ctx) trm))
(equal (first (rewrite-list-k lst rt))

(rewrite-list-s lst ctx))
(equal (first (rewrite-if-k lst rt))

(rewrite-if-s lst ctx))
(equal (first (try-rules-k trm rls rt))

(try-rules-s trm rls rt))
(equal (first (apply-rule-k trm rl rt))

(apply-rule-s trm rl rt))
(good-ids (third (rewrite-term-k trm rt)) ctx)
(good-ids (third (rewrite-step-k trm rt)) ctx)
(good-ids (third (rewrite-list-k lst rt)) ctx)
(good-ids (third (rewrite-if-k lst rt)) ctx)
(good-ids (third (try-rules-k trm rls rt)) ctx)
(good-ids (third (apply-rule-l trm rl rt)) ctx)))))

(defthm kas-rewrite-equals-simple-rewrite
(equal (kas-rewrite x) (simple-rewrite x)))

Figure 4.17: Equating kas-rewrite with simple-rewrite
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We will use (= α β) as shorthand for (equal α β) in
the following. Assume unary functions f,g,h with the following theorems:

(defthm f-of-g (equal (f (g x)) ’t))
(defthm g-of-h (equal (g (h x)) (h x)))

Example failures of completeness requirement:

1. (valid-eqn ’(f (g (h x))) ’’t) returns T,
but
(simple-rewrite ’(f (g (h x)))) returns ’(f (h x))

2. (valid-eqn ’(if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t (if (= a b) ’nil ’t)) ’’t)
returns T,

but
(simple-rewrite ’(if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t (if (= a b) ’nil ’t)))

returns ’(if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t (if (= a b) ’nil ’t))

3. (valid-eqn ’(if (= a b) ’t (if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t ’nil))
’(if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t ’nil))

returns T,
but
(simple-rewrite ’(if (= a b) ’t (if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t ’nil)))

returns ’(if (= a b) ’t (if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t ’nil))

Figure 4.18: Examples of incompleteness for simple-rewrite
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ensure unique normal forms for equivalent terms. In this example, the user might

add the rule (equal (f (h x)) ’t) which would avoid failure 1.. We will avoid

this case by defining an appropriate assumption about the rewrite rules which the

user has supplied.

Failure 2. from Figure 4.18 exposes a limitation in the equational reasoning

of simple-rewrite. The problem is that simple-rewrite does not attempt to

reduce the current context when a new assumption is made. In this example, when

rewrite-if-s is applied to the arguments of the term (if (= a b) ’nil ’t), it

will create a context corresponding to the conjunction (and (= (= (f a) (f b))

’nil) (= a b)) which is inconsistent, but (= a b) was added to the context after

(= (= (f a) (f b)) ’nil) and rewrite-if-s does not rewrite the current terms

in the context, and so the new context is not marked as inconsistent. If we called

simple-rewrite with the following reorganization of the failing example: (if (= a

b) ’t (if (= (f a) (f b)) ’t ’nil)), then simple-rewrite would return ’t

since it would rewrite (= (f a) (f b)) to ’t under the assumption of (= a b).

An earlier version of KAS supported reduction of the entire context whenever it was

extended but this significantly complicated the KAS implementation and added

non-trivial computation overhead. After subsequent analysis, it was determined

that the need for context reduction was effectively minimized if the heuristics for

case-splitting were strongly biased towards selecting an if test (equal α β) over an

if test (equal γ φ) whenever α is a subterm of γ. In the few cases where the case-

splitting heuristic does not avoid this problem, in the worst case, the user can easily

introduce a rewrite rule to force the proper equation reduction to be introduced. In

our analysis of completeness, we will add an assumption which avoids this failing

case.

Failure 3. from Figure 4.18 is a more subtle failure resulting from the in-

ference (not (equal a b)) from (not (equal (f a) (f b))). The user could
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potentially avoid this failure through the use of rewrite rules, but this failure has

not arisen in practical applications. Further, it appears unlikely that this failure

would effect the question of the validity of a posed theorem. Nonetheless, we need

to address this case as well by an appropriate assumption in the analysis of the

completeness of simple-rewrite.

The full argument for the limited completeness of the function simple-rewrite

is detailed, tedious, and somewhat orthogonal to our analysis of kas-rewrite since

we have proven that kas-rewrite is complete assuming simple-rewrite is com-

plete. It is nonetheless informative to present sufficient conditions for the complete-

ness of simple-rewrite (and thus kas-rewrite and presumably kas-impl). To this

end, we will present a sketch of the completeness argument for simple-rewrite.

Assuming that we have two ground terms α and β such that (simple-rewrite

α) 6= (simple-rewrite β), then our goal is to define an interpretation Φ ∈ AI

such that ‖α‖Φ 6= ‖β‖Φ. We will demonstrate that we can construct such an in-

terpretation under the appropriate assumptions on the set of rewrite rules which

the user has provided along with related assumptions on the result of the function

simple-rewrite itself. We first need to distinguish a special set of functions which

we will use as the focus of the assumptions on rewrite rules and structures. We will

denote this special set of functions with the encapsulated constant (basis-fns) and

it is defined in Figure 4.19. We require that the operators if, equal, and quote are

not members of the set (basis-fns). This requirement and definitions relating to

(basis-fns) are provided in Figure 4.19. We will also assume that the following

rewrite rules are always enabled:

(equal (if ’t x y) x)

(equal (if ’nil x y) y)

(equal (if x y y) y)

(equal (equal x x) ’t)

(equal (equal ’t ’nil) ’nil)

The primary assumption we place on the rewrite rules provided by the user
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(defun tst (x) (second x))

(defun tbr (x) (third x))

(defun fbr (x) (fourth x))

(defun lhs (x) (second x))

(defun rhs (x) (third x))

(encapsulate (((basis-fns) => *))

(local (defun basis-fns () nil))

(defthm if-and-equal-and-quote-not-members-basis-fns

(and (not (member ’if (basis-fns)))

(not (member ’equal (basis-fns)))

(not (member ’quote (basis-fns)))))

)

(defun all-rules (fns)

(if (endp fns) () (union (get-rules (first fns)) (all-rules (rest fns)))))

(defun basis-rules () (all-rules (basis-fns)))

(mutual-recursion

(defun basis-termp (x)

(or (atom x) (and (member (first x) (basis-fns)) (basis-argsp (rest x)))))

(defun basis-argsp (x)

(or (endp x) (and (basis-termp (first x)) (basis-argsp (rest x)))))

)

(defun basis-eqnp (x)

(and (equationp x) (basis-termp (lhs x)) (basis-termp (rhs x))))

(defun basis-eqnsp (x)

(or (endp x) (and (basis-eqnp (first x)) (basis-eqnsp (rest x)))))

(defaxiom basis-rules-are-basis-equations (basis-eqnsp (all-basis-rules)))

(mutual-recursion

(defun ground-termp (x) (and (consp x) (ground-args (rest x))))

(defun ground-argsp (x)

(or (endp x) (and (ground-termp (first x)) (ground-args (rest x)))))

)

(defun ground-eqnp (x)

(and (equationp x)

(ground-termp (lhs x)) (ground-termp (rhs x))

(basis-termp (lhs x)) (basis-termp (rhs x))))

(defun ground-ineqnp (x)

(and (equationp x) (ground-eqnp (lhs x)) (false (rhs x))))

(defun ground-ctxp (c)

(or (endp c)

(and (or (ground-eqnp (first c)) (ground-ineqnp (first c)))

(ground-ctxp (rest c)))))

Figure 4.19: Definition of basis-fns and Related Definitions
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is derived from the theory of term rewriting[6, 57]. We will state the necessary

definitions and relevant theorem with brief explanation but without proof. The

key definitions and properties are provided in Figure 4.20. A set of rewrite rules

is convergent if the application of rewrite rules will eventually terminate and any

potential divergence in the application of rewrite rules will reconverge due to the

property of confluence. As it was presented in the seminal work [58], the property

of confluence reduces to the requirement of checking that for every potential non-

trivial overlap between the rule-lhs terms of different rules (there are a finite

number of these non-trivial overlaps), the application of simple-rewrite to either

of the local divergent terms (the two terms resulting after applying either of the

rules involved in the overlap) will result in the same final term. The term (f (g (h

x))) from failure 1. in Figure 4.18 is an example of a non-trivial overlap. Assume

the relation joinable in Figure 4.20 is defined to relate any two terms which can

be equated through any sequence of applications of any rewrite rule or its inverse

(i.e. swap lhs and rhs). The key property we are adopting from term-rewrite

theory is the theorem convergence-reduces-joinable which allows us to deduce

the joinability of two terms if they rewrite to the same term.

The crux of the completeness argument is the construction of an interpre-

tation which differentiates two terms which do not rewrite to the same term. The

interpretation will be defined relative to the (basis-rules) extended with a ground

context which still defines a convergent set of rules. We denote this interpretation

(maximal-interpretation rls) where rls is a convergent set of rules. The idea

behind this interpretation is to define each function in the set (basis-fns) to es-

sentially mimic the single-step rewrite rules transformed to pattern matching and

function calls. Each function fn in (basis-fns) would be defined as a cond where

each case corresponded to each rewrite rule (in order) with outermost function sym-

bol fn and pattern-matched the lhs of the rule and returned the rhs translated
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(defun unconditional (rls)
(or (endp rls)

(and (true (rule-hyps (first rls))) (unconditional (rest rls)))))

(defun terminating (rls)
(or (endp rls)

(and (term< (rule-rhs (first rls)) (rule-lhs (first rls)))
(terminating (rest rls)))))

(defun confluent (rls)
;; check for local confluence by reducing non-trivial overlaps
)

(defun reduced (rls)
;; check that the lhs and rhs of every rule cannot be rewritten
;; using any of the other rules
)

(defun consistent (rls)
(or (endp rls) (and (not (false (first rls))) (consistent (rest rls)))))

(defun convergent (rls)
(and (unconditional rls) (terminating rls) (reduced rls)

(consistent rls) (confluent rls)))

(defun joinable (x y ctx)
;; return true if terms x and y can be equated through application of
;; any equation defined by a rewrite rule or an equation in ctx in
;; either direction and in any order
)

(defaxiom basis-rules-are-convergent (convergent (all-basis-rules)))

(defthm convergence-reduces-joinable
(implies (and (basis-termp x) (basis-termp y) (ground-ctxp c)

(convergent (union c (basis-rules))))
(equal (joinable x y c)

(equal (rewrite-term-s x c) (rewrite-term-s y c)))))

Figure 4.20: Concepts from Term Rewriting Theory
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(defun maximal-interpretation (rls)
;; construct interpretation for functions where each function is essentially
;; a codification of the rules for that function in the set rls
)

(defun evaluation (trm bnd phi)
;; return the value of the term trm under the variable binding bnd and
;; interpretation phi -- this was defined in chapter 2.
)

(defthm maximal-interpretation-evaluation-simulates-rewrite-term-s
(implies (and (basis-termp x) (basis-termp y) (ground-ctxp c)

(convergent (union c (basis-rules))))
(let ((phi (maximal-interpretation (union c (basis-rules)))))
(equal (equal (evaluation x bnd phi) (evaluation y bnd phi))

(equal (rewrite-term-s x c) (rewrite-term-s y c))))))

(defthm maximal-interpretation-is-consistent
(implies (and (member x rls) (convergent rls))

(evaluation x bnd (maximal-interpretation rls))))

Figure 4.21: Transferring from Rewrite Rules to Interpretations

into function calls. If none of these cases matched, then the function would return

a cons of the function name onto the list of arguments. In Figure 4.21 we present

the key theorem maximal-interpretation-is-consistent which ensures that the

(maximal-interpretation rls) is in AI if rls are either proven theorems or ax-

ioms.

Given a context and a set of rules, maximal-interpretation will return a

suitable interpretation which differentiates two rewritten terms. Our goal is now

to generate a suitable context. This is achieved with the function d-c which is

defined in Figure 4.22. The definition of d-c recurs through two well-formed terms

(which presumably satisfy the predicate wf-termp) and constructs a context which

will differentiate the two terms. Several definitions and theorems which support the

definition and analysis of the differentiating context are provided in Figure 4.23.

We conclude the limited completeness argument for simple-rewrite with
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(defun d-c (x y) ;; d-c stands for "differentiating context"
(cond
((and (quotep x) (quotep y)) ())
((quotep x)
(cond ((n= x (tbr y)) (cons (tst y) (d-c x (tbr y))))

(t (cons (not! (tst y)) (d-c x (fbr y))))))
((quotep y)
(cond ((n= y (tbr x)) (cons (tst x) (d-c (tbr x) y)))

(t (cons (not! (tst x)) (d-c (fbr x) y)))))
((equal (tst x) (tst y))
(cond ((equal (fbr x) (fbr y)) (cons (tst x) (d-c (tbr x) (tbr y))))

(t (cons (not! (tst x)) (d-c (fbr x) (fbr y))))))
((test< (tst x) (tst y))
(cond ((n= y (fbr x)) (cons (not! (tst x)) (d-c (fbr x) y)))

(t (cons (tst x) (d-c (tbr x) (rdx y (tst x)))))))
(t
(cond ((n= x (fbr y)) (cons (not! (tst y)) (d-c x (fbr y))))

(t (cons (tst y) (d-c (rdx x (tst y)) (tbr y))))))))

Figure 4.22: Differentiating Context build function d-c

the assumed axiom and the final concluding wrap-up theorems in Figure 4.24. The

final assumption is that rewrite-term-s returns well-formed terms in any context.

This is a fairly strict assumption but may not be as strict an assumption as it may

seem at first. The final theorem completeness-of-simple-rewrite does rely on

the soundness of simple-rewrite to ensure the equality of any terms evaluated

under an evaluation (which in this case is the maximal interpretation) but note that

the terms x and y in the theorem are not restricted to the (basis-fns).

4.3 Results, Comparisons, and Conclusions

We have presented the architecture and definition of a new simplifier based on op-

timized, ordered, inside-out, conditional rewriting with extensions for user-defined

heuristics and decision procedures. This simplifier is termed KAS and its implemen-

tation affords efficient construction and manipulation of a large number of nodes and

rewrite rule applications. KAS provides efficient memory management, unique con-
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(defun rdx (x y) (rewrite-term-s x (list y)))
(defun n= (x y) (not (equal x y)))
(defun if-termp (x) (and (consp x) (eq (first x) ’if)))

(defun test< (x y)
(or (term< (lhs x) (lhs y))

(and (equal (lhs x) (lhs y)) (term< (rhs x) (rhs y)))))

(mutual-recursion
(defun subtermp (x y)
(or (equal x y) (and (consp y) (subargp x (rest y)))))

(defun subargp (x y)
(or (endp y) (subtermp x (first y)) (subargp x (rest y)))))

(defun wf-termp (x)
(or (quotep x)

(and (if-termp x)
(ground-eqnp (tst x))
(term< (rhs (tst x)) (lhs (tst x)))

(equal (rdx x ()) x) ;; x is a normal-form term
(n= (rdx (fbr x) (tst x)) (tbr x))
(wf-termp (tbr x))
(wf-termp (fbr x))
(or (quotep (tbr x)) (test< (tst x) (tst (tbr x))))
(or (quotep (fbr x)) (test< (tst x) (tst (fbr x)))))))

(defthm rewrite-term-s-term<= (term<= (rewrite-term-s x c) x))
(defthm term<-total-order
(implies (and (not (term< x y)) (not (term< y x)))
(equal x y)))

(defthm term<-implies-not-subterm
(implies (term< x y) (not (subtermp x y))))

Figure 4.23: Various Support Definitions for simple-rewrite completeness
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(defaxiom rewrite-term-s-returns-wf-termp (wf-termp (rewrite-term-s x c)))

(defthm d-c-defines-convergent-system
(implies (and (wf-trmp x) (wf-trmp y) (n= x y))

(convergent (union (d-c x y) (basis-rules)))))

(defthm d-c-defines-differentiating-interpretation
(implies (and (wf-trmp x) (wf-trmp y) (n= x y))

(let ((phi (mk-interp (union (d-c x y) (basis-rules)))))
(n= (evaluate x phi) (evaluate y phi)))))

(defthm completeness-of-simple-rewrite
(implies (and (ground-termp x) (ground-termp y)

(n= (simple-rewrite x) (simple-rewrite y)))
(let ((phi (maximal-interpretation (union (d-c x y) (basis-rules)))))
(n= (evaluate x () phi) (evaluate y () phi)))))

Figure 4.24: Final Theorems for Completeness of simple-rewrite

struction of promoted nodes, and efficient contextual memoization. The KAS simpli-

fier is written in less than four thousand lines of ACL2 source code and this includes

code for interfacing with ACL2 and various supporting definitions and macros. Fur-

ther, the definition of KAS is structured to support a subsequent formal mechanical

proof of its soundness in the ACL2 theorem prover.

We have applied the KAS simplifier to several example applications, and we

briefly report on two of these applications here. The primary target application

of KAS is the proof of theorems which arise during the formal proof of concurrent

systems. To this end, we have applied KAS in the proof of the various theorems

presented in Chapter 3 supporting the verification of the concurrent deque algorithm.

Where ACL2 required upto 6 minutes to prove some of the decomposed theorems

on a fast machine, KAS never required more than a couple of seconds. Further, this

was achieved with minimal modification to existing theorems and only required the

addition of a heuristic solver for a fragment of linear arithmetic implemented via

rewrite rules; this solver could easily be used in other applications. We also applied
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KAS to the various test cases provided for the BDD algorithm implemented in ACL2

(a reasonably efficient implementation of BDDs extended with support for rewriting)

and in all test cases, KAS operated as quickly as the built-in BDD algorithm even

though it is written in fewer lines of ACL2 source code and supports far more general

applications of ACL2 simplification (BDDs are merely a special case application of

certain rewrite rules in KAS). We are still investigating the comparison of KAS

with propositional satisfiability checkers. For complex unstructured propositional

formula, the tree-based term structures in KAS do not afford the same level of

efficiency as the optimized clause databases used in SAT checkers. Nonetheless, for

formula which are structured or which are translated into propositional satisfiability

checkers from higher-level logics, the comparison to KAS certainly appears more

favorable to the KAS approach but more work is required for conclusive results.

We finally note a point of architectural comparison with procedures for inte-

grating decision procedures. The Nelson-Oppen[79] and Shostak[91, 90, 85] proce-

dures support the integration of separate decision procedures defined to solve equa-

tions for terms built from disjoint signatures. Both the Nelson-Oppen and Shostak

procedures allow for the integration of generic decision procedures but place require-

ments on the decision procedures in order to ensure proper interfacing between the

procedures. In the case of the Shostak procedure, each decision procedure must

provide mechanisms to solve sets of equations and normalize terms defined in the

signature of the procedure. The soundness of an implementation of Shostak or

Nelson-Oppen relies on the soundness of the implementation of the decision pro-

cedures and the implementation of the framework for integrating the decision pro-

cedures. In KAS, decision procedures and heuristics are defined by rewrite rules

tagged with filter functions. The use of rewrite rules avoids any requirement for

proving the soundness of the decision procedure implementation. Further, the in-

terface between decision procedures are simply the terms which are rewritten and
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the decision procedures in KAS can leverage the optimizations already implemented

in KAS for storing and rewriting terms. The obvious downside of the KAS approach

is the lack of freedom in optimizing the data structures and computation steps for

implementing decision procedures in KAS. A goal of future work is to implement

existing decision procedures in KAS using filtered rewrite rules to determine the

limitations in the KAS approach and provide direction for implementing specific

future extensions.
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Chapter 5

Deductive Discovery of

Inductive Invariants

In Chapter 3, we presented the framework of concurrent program verification which

reduced the proof of concurrent programs to the definition of rep and rank functions

which defined a connection between a more complex concurrent program implemen-

tation and its specification. As we demonstrated in Chapter 3, the primary effort in

the proofs of concurrent programs is the definition and proof of an inductive invari-

ant. Unfortunately, the definition and subsequent proof of invariants can require

a significant investment of human labor to develop and maintain. We presented a

more efficient simplifier in Chapter 4 to assist in speeding up proofs of invariants.

The more efficient simplifier also allows the user to reduce some of the definitional

cost of invariants by allowing definitions of invariants which unroll the step func-

tion (as in pipeline designs). Even following the guidelines presented in Chapter 3

and using the simplifier presented in Chapter 4, in many cases, the user will still be

burdened with the requirement to create and maintain the definition of an inductive

invariant. In this chapter, we present an alternative to the definition and proof of an

inductive invariant which we term deductive discovery of inductive invariants. The
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essential idea is to use rewrite rules proven in ACL2 to generate the basis of a finite

abstract model whose nodes characterize the relevant state information in defining

an inductive invariant. The approach can be understood as a directed integration

of theorem proving and model checking.

5.1 Motivation

The goal of invariant proving is to show that a certain target property of a concur-

rent reactive system is an invariant. Invariant proving is a key problem in formal

verification. Verification of safety properties can be reduced to the proof of an in-

variant. Even in the proofs of liveness properties, one typically needs to establish

some auxiliary invariance condition.

Invariant proving is difficult for both model checking and theorem proving.

The model checking approach involves a (symbolic or explicit) search to check if

all the reachable system states satisfy the target property. If the number of states

is tractable, the process is automatic usually with the additional benefit of coun-

terexample generation when the verification fails. However, the method is limited in

practice by state explosion. The theorem proving approach involves strengthening

the target property to an inductive invariant. This approach is generally insensitive

to state explosion but as it was demonstrated in Chapter 3, in practice it can require

significant user interaction for defining the inductive invariant. In addition, induc-

tive invariants are brittle and often require extensive modification to match design

evolution. As we have seen in the work in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the support

for expressive logic provided by theorem provers in general and ACL2 specifically is

important in order to allow users to succinctly define systems, properties, and any

additional functions and lemmas that enable efficient proofs.

We present a method to bridge the automation gap between theorem proving

and model checking, while still preserving the expressiveness of theorem proving. We
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use term rewriting to reduce an invariant proof to the reachability analysis of a finite

graph; the graph is a predicate abstraction [42] of the system. Rewriting is guided

by rewrite rules that relate the different functions used to model the system. The

rules are selected from theorems proven in ACL2.

Our approach transfers the user responsibility from defining inductive invari-

ants to designing rules that manipulate functions used in system definitions. How

does this reduce manual effort? Proving rewrite rules does require human interac-

tion. However, while inductive invariants are defined by a user for a specific system,

rewrite rules are proven facts about the functions used to model the system and

can be used in other systems using the same functions. It is customary for the

users of a theorem prover to design rules that simplify terms which arise during

proofs [56, 32]. We found that most of the rules necessary for our work are generic,

and already available as proven theorems in a deductive setting. Note that since the

logic of a theorem prover is undecidable, any collection of rules is incomplete and it

may be necessary for the user to extend or refine the existing rules and definitions.

However, feedback from our procedure assists in the development of these extensions

and refinements which, in our experience, can be reused in the verification of similar

systems.

Our procedure is interfaced with ACL2, and we can make use of rewrite rules

that have been previously proven in the proof effort from Chapter 3 and the library

of rules documented in [56]. while the work presented in this chapter interfaces with

ACL2 and relies on ACL2 as a tool for proving rewrite rules, we believe that our

procedure can be ported to other theorem provers and would function in a similar

manner.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we illus-

trate our method with a simple example. We present our procedure in Section 5.3.

In Section 5.4, we demonstrate the method in proving invariants of a mutual exclu-
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sion protocol and two cache coherence protocols. In Section 5.5, we discuss related

work. We present some final comments about our approach in Section 5.6.

5.2 Background and Overview

In this section, we will illustrate our method to prove invariants of reactive systems

modeled in ACL2 with a simple example. In this chapter, we use standard mathe-

matical notation to represent certain ACL2 operators and functions. We use infix

operators “=” for equal, “∧” for and, “∨” for or, “⇒” for implies, and “⇔” for

iff. Instead of writing (implies γ (equal α β)), we will write γ ⇒ (α = β). If

S is a set {e0, e1, . . . , en} and M maps S to terms, then we write
∨
e∈SM(e) and∧

e∈SM(e) to denote (or M(e1) M(e2) . . . M(en)) and (and M(e1) M(e2) . . .

M(en)) respectively. In this chapter, we will use ACL2 notation (f x) for function

application for functions defining systems and for functions arising in terms. We will

use the standard functional notation f(x) for functions which are used in defining

the invariant prover and other functions which arise in the definition and analysis

of the prover.

As we mentioned in Chapter 2, ACL2 allows the introduction of a func-

tion which is only known to satisfy some specified axioms through the use of the

encapsulate form. We can introduce a function E that only satisfies the axiom:

(+ve (E n)) = T. Such axioms are called constraints, and E is then called a con-

strained function. A theorem about a constrained function f is provable for any

function f̂ satisfying the constraints. A constrained function with no constraint is

termed generic. If φ is a theorem and φ̂ is obtained from φ by replacing occurrences

of a generic function g with any function ĝ of the same arity, then φ̂ is a theorem.
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5.2.1 System Models and Invariants

Reactive systems consist of several components that perform on-going, non-terminating

computations while interacting with an external environment. The “state” of the

system at any time is given by the value of each component. For example, consider

a trivial system with two components C0 and C1. C0 and C1 initially have the value

1. At each instant, they interact with an environment E and execute as follows.

• If E is NIL then C0 gets the previous value of C1; otherwise C0 is unchanged.

• If E is NIL then C1 is assigned to the value 42; otherwise C1 is unchanged.

As we presented in Chapter 3, we model reactive systems defined by a set of compo-

nents using a set of mutually recursive functions. For each component C, we define

a function (C n) that returns the value of C at time n. The external stimuli are

modeled by generic functions of time n. We formalize time by defining four con-

strained functions: a 0-ary function t0 for “initial time”, a unary function t+ for

“next time”, a unary function t- for “previous time”, and a unary predicate tzp

which tests whether a time value is equivalent to (t0).

The value of a component at time (t+ n) can depend on other components

at time n and the external stimuli at time (t+ n). Equations 1-4 below define the

system above, and can be specified using mutually recursive function definitions for

CO and C1. Here E is a generic unary function where (E n) is the value supplied by

the environment at time n.

1. (C0 (t0)) = 1

2. (C1 (t0)) = 1

3. (C0 (t+ n)) = (if (E (t+ n)) (C0 n) (C1 n))

4. (C1 (t+ n)) = (if (E (t+ n)) (C0 n) 42)

These equations are rewrite rules proven from the following definition of the com-

ponents using mutually recursive functions:
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(mutual-recursion

(defun C0 (n) (if (tzp n) 1 (if (E n) (C0 (t- n)) (C1 (t- n)))))

(defun C1 (n) (if (tzp n) 1 (if (E n) (C0 (t- n)) 42))))

We choose in this chapter to present the definitions of components using derived

equations such as equations 1-4 above rather than using the mutual-recursion forms.

This choice more clearly aligns the rewrite rules with their use in the invariant prover.

We call a term Φ a temporal term if it has a single variable n representing

time. A temporal term Φ is an invariant if it does not evaluate to NIL for any n

(i.e. Φ⇔ T is a theorem). The goal of invariant proving is to show that a temporal

term Φ is an invariant. For the system above, an invariant is Φ0 , (+ve (C0 n))

where the function +ve is defined as follows:

(defun +ve (x) (and (integerp x) (>= x 1)))

As we mentioned in Chapter 3, a deductive method for invariant proving is

to define an inductive invariant. A unary function inv is an inductive invariant

strengthening Φ if I1-I3 are theorems:

I1: (inv (t0)) ⇔ T

I2: (inv n) ⇒ Φ

I3: (inv n) ⇒ (inv (t+ n))

If some function inv is an inductive invariant strengthening Φ, then the invariance

of Φ follows by induction on time n. For the example above, (inv n) = (and (+ve

(C0 n)) (+ve (C1 n))) is an inductive invariant strengthening Φ0.

5.2.2 Overview of Our Approach

Consider proving for the system above that Φ0 is an invariant. Instead of manually

defining an inductive invariant, our approach “discovers” the relevant terms by
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rewriting. The term T0 below is the result of rewriting the term Φ′0 (which is

the term Φ0 with n replaced by (t+ n)) using equation 2 along with the following

equation 5: (+ve (if x y z)) = (if x (+ve y) (+ve z)).

T0 , (if (E (t+ n)) (+ve (C0 n)) (+ve (C1 n)))

We treat T0 as a boolean combination of (E (t+ n)), (+ve (C0 n)), and (+ve (C1

n)). We then classify (+ve (C1 n)) as a new temporal term Φ1. Using equations

4 and 5, and the computed fact (+ve 42) = T, we similarly rewrite Φ′1 to

T1 , (if (E (t+ n)) (+ve (C0 n)) T)

T0 and T1 specify how Φ0 and Φ1 are “updated” at time (t+ n). We make this

explicit by constructing the following mapping N from variables to terms:

N(v0) , (if e v0 v1), N(v1) , (if e v0 T)

N is obtained by replacing terms Φ0, Φ1, and (E (t+ n)) in T0 and T1 with v0,

v1, and e respectively. Informally, variables in the domain of N (namely, v0 and v1)

“track” the temporal terms of interest (namely, Φ0 and Φ1), while other variables

(namely, e) represent terms that are abstracted (namely, (E (t+ n))).

N specifies a directed graph G as follows. The nodes are mappings from

{v0, v1} to the set {T, NIL}. The mapping Z , [v0 7→ T, v1 7→ T], corresponding to

values of Φ0 and Φ1 at time (t0), is the initial node. For nodes p , [v0 7→ x, v1 7→ y]

and p′ , [v0 7→ x′, v1 7→ y′], there is an edge from p to p′ if for some eb ∈ {T, NIL},

x′ = (if eb x y) and y′ = (if eb x T).

We then prove that Φ0 is an invariant by checking that v0 is mapped to T in

each node p reachable from node Z.
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5.3 Procedure

We introduce some notations before describing our procedure. We use [a 7→ α, b 7→

β], where a and b are distinct, to denote a finite mapping η with domain {a, b} and

range {α, β} so that η(a) = α and η(b) = β. We use dom(η) to denote the domain

of η. Given mappings η1 and η2 on disjoint domains, η1 ∪ η2 denotes their union: if

η1 , [a 7→ α, b 7→ β] and η2 , [c 7→ γ], then η1 ∪ η2 , [a 7→ α, b 7→ β, c 7→ γ].

Let ν(τ) be the set of variable symbols in term τ . If ν(τ) is empty, τ is called

a ground term. For term τ and mapping σ from variables to terms, τ/σ is the term

obtained by replacing every variable v ∈ dom(σ) in τ with σ(v). Term τ is called a

boolean term if it is (i) a variable, or (ii) one of T or NIL, or (iii) a term (if α β

γ) where α, β, and γ are boolean terms. For a given set V of variables, B(V ) is the

set of mappings from V to {T, NIL}.

Given a temporal term Φ0, our procedure first returns three mappings Γ, N ,

and Z from variables to terms such that the following hold:

C1: dom(N) ⊆ dom(Γ); Z ∈ B(dom(N)).

C2: Γ(v0) = Φ0 for some v0 ∈ dom(N).

C3: For each v ∈ dom(N), N(v) is a boolean term.

C4: For each v ∈ dom(N), ν(N(v)) ⊆ dom(Γ).

C5: For each v ∈ dom(N), Γ(v)/[n 7→ (t+ n)]⇔ N(v)/Γ is a theorem.

C6: For each v ∈ dom(N), Γ(v)/[n 7→ (t0)]⇔ Z(v) is a theorem.

In our example, Γ , [v0 7→ (+ve (C0 n)), v1 7→ (+ve (C1 n)), e 7→ (E (t+ n))].

We then construct a directed abstraction graph G as follows:

G1: The set of nodes in G is the set B(dom(N)).

G2: The mapping Z is the initial node.
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G3: Let V , dom(Γ)\dom(N). There is an edge from node p to node q if there

exists i ∈ B(V ) such that for all v ∈ dom(N), N(v)/[p∪i]⇔ q(v) is a theorem.

C3 and C4 imply that N(v)/[p∪ i] is a ground boolean term; thus the edge relation

in G3 can be determined by evaluation. We now show how the invariance of Φ0

reduces to reachability in G and how we compute Γ, N , and Z.

For node p of G, we define the minterm of p, denoted by M(p), as:

M(p) ,
∧
v∈dom(N)(Γ(v)⇔ p(v))

Let nbrs(p) denote the set of all nodes q such that there is an edge from p to q.

From G3 and C5 the following can be shown to be a theorem.

M(p)⇒ (
∨
q∈nbrs(p)M(q))/[n 7→ (t+ n)] (1)

Let R(p) be the set of all nodes reachable from p. Since for any node q ∈ R(p),

R(q) ⊆ R(p), it follows from (1) that the following is a theorem.

(
∨
q∈R(p)M(q))⇒ (

∨
q∈R(p)M(q))/[n 7→ (t+ n)] (2)

Theorem 5.1 follows from the definition of inductive invariants using (2) and C6,

and lets us conclude the invariance of Φ0 by checking if p(v0) = T for each p ∈ R(Z).

Theorem 5.1 If for every node p ∈ R(Z), p(v0) = T then (inv n) = (
∨
q∈R(Z)M(q))

is an inductive invariant strengthening Φ0.

Theorem 5.1 is properly understood as the soundness requirement for our proce-

dure. The converse of Theorem 5.1 is not true in general, but is true under certain

restrictions. In particular, assume we add the following requirement:

C7: For each v ∈ dom(Γ)\dom(N), Γ(v) is of the form (f (t+ N)) where f is

generic and for all u ∈ dom(Γ) where u 6= v, f is not referenced in Γ(u).

We can now state the following completeness theorem and provide a proof argument

for its validity:
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Theorem 5.2 Assuming C1-C7, if there exists node p ∈ R(Z), p(v0) = NIL then

Φ0 is not an invariant.

The proof of Theorem 5.2 follows from a straightforward argument. From the as-

sumption in the theorem, we know that a function P (n) exists which maps time

values to nodes in B(dom(N)) such that P ((t0)) = Z and for all n, there is an edge

from P (n) to P ((t+ n )), and there exists a time valueK, such that P (K)(v0) = NIL.

From this path P and conditions C1-C7, we can construct an interpretation I con-

sistent with the axioms and specifying values for the generic functions referenced

in Γ(v) for v ∈ dom(Γ)\dom(N) such that Φ0/[n 7→ K] evaluates to NIL under the

interpretation I. The requirement of C7 is too strict to be common in practice and

overall, our procedure is rarely complete in any practical sense for real applications.

The user will be required to examine reported failures to determine if the failures

are true failures or false failures.

To compute Γ, N , and Z which satisfy C1-C6, we will define procedures

rewrt and chop with the following properties. Given term τ , rewrt(τ) returns term

τ∗ such that τ ⇔ τ∗ is a theorem. Given term τ and mapping η from ν(τ) to terms,

chop(τ, η) returns a pair 〈η′, ρ〉 where ρ is a boolean term and η′ is a mapping from

variables to terms such that the following properties hold: (a) ρ/η′ is syntactically

equal to τ , and (b) For v ∈ dom(η), η′(v) = η(v). We then compute Γ and N as

follows.

Initially Γ := [v0 7→ P0]; N := [];

while ∃v ∈ dom(Γ)\dom(N) such that (statep(Γ(v)) = T)

let v ∈ dom(Γ)\dom(N) such that (statep(Γ(v)) = T)

〈Γ, ρ〉 := chop(rewrt(Γ(v)/[n 7→ (t+ n)]),Γ)

N := N ∪ [v 7→ ρ]
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end while

Return 〈Γ, N〉

Recall that the value of a component at time (t+ n) depends on the components

at time n and the external stimuli at time (t+ n). Hence if (t+ n) occurs as a

subterm of a term τ , then τ involves an external stimulus. Call a temporal term τ a

state predicate if it does not contain (t+ n) or the application of the special function

hide in any subterm; otherwise we call τ an input predicate. As an extension of the

use of hide in the ACL2 rewriter, we use hide for user-guided abstractions, and we

will discuss it in greater detail in Section 5.3.1. Procedure statep(τ) above returns

T if τ is a state predicate, otherwise it returns NIL. We compute Z as follows:

for a ground term τ , let val(τ) ∈ {T, NIL} where τ ⇔ val(τ) is a theorem, then

Z(v) , val(Γ(v)/[n 7→ (t0)]) for each v ∈ dom(N).

It remains for us to describe rewrt and chop. Procedure rewrt is a simple

term rewriter which can be viewed as an extension of the simple-rewrite function

defined in Chapter 4. The rewrt procedure extends the simple-rewrite function

to provide special support for the hide and force operators, reduction through

evaluation, support for the syntaxp and bind-free special operators, some special

handling of the iff boolean equivalence relation, and a few key optimizations to

avoid repetitive rewrites. The syntaxp operator is used in ACL2 rewrite rules

to allow user-defined functions to be evaluated on the terms matching a potential

rewrite rule application and provide a veto to the application of the rule. The

bind-free operator is used in a similar manner, but also allows the user-defined

functions to provide bindings to the free variables in the rewrite rule. We chose not to

use the KAS simplifier presented in Chapter 4 as the rewrt procedure simply because

the exploration of the abstract graph generally requires far more computation time

than the rewriting phase and we wanted to keep the definition of the invariant prover

as simple as possible. In addition, there were certain features specific to invariant
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proving which we wanted to integrate into the rewrt procedure. We considered the

use of the built-in ACL2 rewriter, but due to complexity and the intervention of

certain ACL2 heuristics during rewriting, we determined that it also was not a good

fit for the application. Thus, we decided to write a separate rewriting procedure for

the purpose of invariant proving. Similar to the simple-rewrite function, the rewrt

procedure performs conditional rewriting that is principally inside-out (arguments

of a term are rewritten before the term), and ordered (rules are applied in a fixed

total order). The term resulting from the application of the rewrt procedure is a

normal form. Terms T0 and T1 in Section 5.2.2 are normal forms.

We now simply define chop as the following recursive procedure which tra-

verses the applications of if in a term and replaces the non-if subterms with new

variables while updating the mapping η accordingly.

chop(τ ,η) , If τ = (if α β γ)

let 〈η, ρ1〉 := chop(α, η)

〈η, ρ2〉 := chop(β, η)

〈η, ρ3〉 := chop(γ, η)

Return 〈η, (if ρ1 ρ2 ρ3)〉

Else If (∃v ∈ dom(η) : η(v) = τ) Return 〈η, v〉

Else let u /∈ dom(η) Return 〈η ∪ [u 7→ τ ], u〉

We conclude this description with a note on convergence. The computation of Γ

and N need not converge. In practice, we attempt to reach convergence within a

user-specified bound. Why not coerce terms on which convergence has not been

reached to input predicates? We have found that such coercions typically result in

coarse abstraction graphs leading to spurious failures. We prefer to rely on user

control and perform such coercions only via user-guided abstractions.
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5.3.1 Observations and Extensions

Our method primarily relies on rewrite rules to simplify terms. Even in our example

in Section 5.2, equation 5 is critical to rewrite Φ′0 to T0. Otherwise, the normal

form T′0 , (+ve (if (E (t+ n)) (C0 n) (C1 n))) would be classified as an input

predicate which leads to a spurious failure.

This trivial example illustrates an important aspect of our approach. Equa-

tion 5 is a critical but generic “fact” about +ve and if, independent of the system

analyzed. Equation 5, known as an if-lifting rule, would usually be stored in a library

of common rules. While generic rules can normalize most terms, it is important for

scalability that the procedure provide control to facilitate generation of manage-

able graphs. We now discuss two features which provide this control. The prover

supports user-guided abstraction which affords control by coercing terms to input

predicates using the hide operator. The prover also supports assume-guarantee

reasoning which affords control by coercing terms to assumptions which are proven

invariant in a later iteration of the prover. There is additional minor support for

case-splitting which we do not document here.

User-guided Abstraction. User-guided abstraction is achieved via a special func-

tion hide. In the logic, hide is the identity function: (hide x) = x. However, the

rewrt procedure will immediately return any term (hide τ) as a normal form. To

see how this affords coercion, consider a system with components A0, A1, A2, etc.,

where A0 is specified as follows:

1. (A0 (t0)) = 1

2. (A0 (t+ n)) = (if (+ve (A1 n)) (A0 n) 42)

A0 is assigned 42 if the previous value of A1 is a positive integer, and otherwise

is unchanged. Consider proving that P0 , (+ve (A0 n)) is an invariant. Our

procedure will discover the term P1 , (+ve (A1 n)) and attempt to rewrite (+ve
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(A1 (t+ n))), thereby possibly exploring other components. But P1 is irrelevant

to the invariance of P0. This irrelevance can be suggested by the user with the

rule: (+ve (A1 n)) = (hide (+ve (A1 n))). Since hide is the identity function,

proving this rule is trivial. The rule has the effect of “wrapping” hide around (+ve

(A1 n)) to create a normal form which is coerced as an input predicate (hide (+ve

(A1 n))) producing a trivial abstraction graph. This hiding mechanisms allows the

user to abstract irrelevant terms, but this additionally allows the user the chance

to introduce rules which rewrite a term into a more useful term in the relevant

cases and into a hidden term in the irrelevant cases. We will encounter a more

serious application of user-guided abstraction in the verification of cache coherence

protocols in Section 5.4.

Assume-Guarantee Reasoning. The user can decompose the proof of an invari-

ant into multiple component invariants where the tool will prove each component

invariant assuming the other component invariants to be true. The apparent circular

argument in assume-guarantee reasoning is resolved through an induction over time

– each component invariant is proven to hold at the current time assuming the other

component invariants at previous times. The invariant prover supports fine-grain

assume-guarantee reasoning using the force operator. Similar to the hide opera-

tor, the force operator is axiomitized in ACL2 to be the unary identity function.

The force operator is used in ACL2 rewrite rules to force the rewriter to assume

certain hypothesis to be true in the application of a rewrite and then add these

forced hypothesis to the pool of clauses to be proven subsequently. In our invariant

prover, when the rewrt procedure encounters a term with the force operator, it

replaces the term in an iff context with T and then adds the forced term to a set

of forced assumptions which it maintains. After an invariant is proven, an attempt

is made subsequently to prove each of the forced assumptions as invariants. If any

forced assumption fails, then the entire invariant proof fails. When proving a forced
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assumption to be invariant, the prover can assume any previously proven invariants

to be true and any additional invariants remaining which will be proven true. This

affords the potential to support fine-grain assume-guarantee reasoning through the

pattern-matching application of rewrite rules.

5.3.2 Reachability Checking

The abstraction graph is checked by reachability analysis. Our reachability imple-

mentation is an on-the-fly, breadth-first search. While less efficient than commercial

model checkers, our simple checker has been sufficient to verify the examples in Sec-

tion 5.4. Note that any model checker can be interfaced with our work by translating

the abstraction graph to a program understandable by the checker. Interfaces for

VIS [106], Cadence SMV [69], and NuSMV [25] have been implemented but we do

not use these interfaces here. Our checker also contains additional features to pro-

vide user feedback, such as pruning counterexamples to only report predicates that

are relevant to the failures in the reachability check.

Reporting Proof Failures

The invariant prover we implemented primarily consists of the procedure presented

for computing Γ and N composed with an explicit-state model checker. The ap-

plication of the prover requires user control provided in the form of proven rewrite

rules. Thus, it is important that the prover provides clear and useful feedback when

it fails to prove an invariant. The prover may fail to prove the proposed invariant

for several different reasons. The initial iterative computation of Γ and N may fail

to converge or simply exceed some prescribed bound on the number of state or input

predicates. In this case, the prover will exit immediately and present the current

state and input predicates along with the relationships between each predicate (e.g.

a state predicate caused the introduction of the following state and input predi-
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cates in the next iteration of the procedure). The user then inspects and analyzes

the generated predicates to determine which rewrite rules to add in order to en-

sure convergence and abstract any irrelevant predicates through the use of hide or

decompose any invariants with the use of force.

If the initial iterative procedure converges on an acceptable set of state pred-

icates, then the resulting abstraction graph is explored and the search either proves

the invariant, finds a failing path (a path in the abstraction graph from the initial

node Z to a node p such that p(v0) = NIL), or exceeds a bound on the number of

nodes explored. In order to expedite the user analysis of failing paths, the prover uses

breadth-first search to produce a minimal-length failure path and prunes any irrele-

vant state and input predicate values from the description of the failure path. This

pruning process begins from the failure node p and state predicate value v0 = NIL

and computes the set of state and input predicate values in a reverse traversal of

the path which caused a failure node to be reached. From these pruned failure re-

ports, the user can determine if the proposed invariant is not an invariant, if some

user-guided abstraction excised an important state detail, or if an additional rewrite

rule is required to allow the prover to compute stronger constraints. In cases where

the abstraction graph search exceeds a limit on the number of nodes, the prover

supports a mode which allows more random, deeper searches for failing paths. User

examination of the resulting paths may then determine which state predicates are

contributing to the state explosion in the abstraction graph.

Edge Pruning

We have also found that it is important to leverage the predicate discovery proce-

dure to limit exploration of irrelevant paths during search. Recall that user-guided

abstraction can reduce nodes in the graph by coercing temporal terms to input

predicates. However, this coercion process can increase the number of edges in the
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graph. To address this, the abstraction procedure computes for each node p (on-the-

fly) a set of representative input valuations, that is, valuations of input predicates

that are relevant in determining nbrs(p). If τ is coerced to an input using hide,

it contributes to an edge from p only if the edge transition to some q ∈ nbrs(p)

depends on the input variable corresponding to (hide τ). In addition, we filter

exploration of spurious paths by using rewrt to determine provably inconsistent

combinations of state and input predicates. For example, assume that for some

s ∈ dom(N), Γ(s) , (equal (f n) (g n)), and for i0, i1 ∈ dom(Γ)\dom(N),

Γ(i0) , (equal (f n) (i (t+ n))) and Γ(i1) , (equal (g n) (i (t+ n))).

Then for node p such that p(s) = NIL, filtering avoids exploration of edges in which

both i0 and i1 are mapped to T.

Edge pruning refers to the computation of the filtered representative inputs

to apply at a given node in the abstraction graph. In order to efficiently per-

form edge pruning, our implementation generates a function for each state predicate

which computes the next-value of the predicate. These next-value functions take

a partially-specified input vector and either return the next value of the predicate

or an input predicate value which needs to be specified in order for the next-value

to be computed. The edge selection in the graph search procedure will then split

on this input predicate and push this input predicate on to a stack. This selective

splitting on input predicates proceeds until the next-state is defined. During this

input predicate splitting, the generated function will also force any inputs which are

determined by the current input vector and the filter for inconsistent combinations

of state and input predicates. Our implementation also generates a function which

can detect if the conjunction of the state predicate valuations defining a node is in-

consistent. This function is used by the graph search to eliminate any nodes which

define an inconsistent conjunction of state predicate values.
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5.4 Demonstration

In this section, we demonstrate the use of our approach to verify a simple critical

section program and two versions of cache coherence protocols. For didactic reasons,

we first consider a simple critical section program and a simple ESI cache coherence

protocol, and show in some detail the rewrite rules used to generate the abstraction

graph for each. We then discuss how the same approach is used to verify a more

complicated cache coherence protocol.

5.4.1 A Simple Mutual Exclusion Protocol

We begin with an invariant proof for a simple system which implements mutual

exclusion for access to critical code sections. The simple system is defined to sat-

isfy the equations in Figure 5.1. The function status takes an additional process

identifier parameter p and defines the “state” of the process p at time n which cy-

cles between :idle, :try, and :critical. The function in-critical is a boolean

which is true when some process is in the critical section and critical-id is the

process identifier of the process in the critical section (i.e. in the :critical state).

The generic function (i n) takes a time parameter n and returns the process which

is selected at time n to take the next step. This function represents an arbitrary

stimulus from the environment and in this case models an asynchronous composition

of the processes.

The specification of mutual exclusion is the requirement that no two processes

can be in the :critical state at the same time. This specification is codified in

ACL2 by the function (mutual-exclusion n) which is defined in Figure 5.2. The

constrained functions (a) and (b) define arbitrary process identifiers which are

specified to not be equal. This use of constrained functions is important in order

to provide a means for dividing up certain parameters of a system into a finite

number of key values. In the case of the critical section example, the number of
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(in-critical (t+ n)) =
(if (in-critical n)

(/= (i (t+ n)) (critical-id n))
(= (status (i (t+ n)) n) :try))

(critical-id (t+ n)) =
(if (and (not (in-critical n))

(= (status (i (t+ n)) n) :try))
(i (t+ n))

(critical-id n))

(status p (t+ n)) =
(if (/= (i (t+ n)) p) (status p n)
(case (status p n)

(:try (if (in-critical n) :try :critical))
(:critical :idle)
(t :try)))

Figure 5.1: Simple Critical Section example system

possible values for the status and critical-id components of the system state

is unbounded and the prover will generate a finite model focusing on the process

identifiers (a) and (b). The goal of the invariant prover is to prove that for all

times n, (mutual-exclusion n) evaluates to a non-nil value.

The predicate discovery phase begins with the predicate (mutual-exclusion

n) and in the first step of predicate discovery, the term (mutual-exclusion (t+

n)) rewrites to the term:

(if (equal (status (a) n) :critical)

(if (equal (status (b) n) :critical) ’nil ’t)

’t)

From this term, two new predicates (equal (status (a) n) :critical)

and (equal (status (b) n) :critical) are added to the set of predicates. As

we mentioned before, the procedure iterates until no more new predicates are added
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(encapsulate (((a) => *) ((b) => *))
(local (defun a () 1)) (local (defun b () 2))
(defthm a-/=-b (not (equal (a) (b)))))

(mutual-exclusion (t0)) = t
(mutual-exclusion (t+ n)) =

(not (and (= (status (a) n) :critical)
(= (status (b) n) :critical)))

Figure 5.2: Specification for Simple Critical Section system

(mutual-exclusion n)
(equal (status (a) n) ’:critical)
(equal (status (b) n) ’:critical)
(equal (status (a) n) ’:try)
(equal (status (b) n) ’:try)
(in-critical n)
(equal (critical-id n) (a))
(equal (critical-id n) (b))

Figure 5.3: State Predicates computed for Simple Critical Section system

to the set and in this case, the procedure concludes with the set of predicates in

Figure 5.3.

After computing the state predicates, the invariant prover explores the ab-

straction graph defined by this predicate set starting from the initial node in search of

a node where the boolean variable corresponding to the target invariant (mutual-exclusion

n) is equal to nil. In this simple example, the prover explores the generated graph

(with 20 nodes) and does not find a node where the variable for (mutual-exclusion

n) is nil and thus concludes that the original invariant (mutual-exclusion n) was

true at all times n.

The procedure computed the state predicates (equal (status (a) n) ’:try)

and (equal (status (b) n) ’:try) as part of the normal traversal, but upon fur-

ther analysis, one may suspect that the invariant does not depend on the value of
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either of these predicates over time. This might suggest that it does not matter

what value these predicates might take, and so we can coerce them from state pred-

icates into input predicates (which are free to take on any value at each step). This

abstraction is achieved by providing a rewrite rule which tags the terms with the

hide operator:

(defthm coerce-try-status-to-input

(equal (equal (status p n) ’:try)

(hide (equal (status p n) ’:try))))

This rewrite rule will fire on both of the predicates we wish to abstract and leave the

hide operator tagging the terms. This removes two state predicates and adds two

input predicates and in our example, reduces the number of nodes in the abstraction

graph from 20 nodes to 6 nodes. The number of input variables increases by 2 from

4 input variables to 6 input variables, but the prover prunes the input valuations to

only the valuations which are relevant and thus, the total number of edges explored

for each node only increases from 6 to 8.

For the sake of demonstration, let us consider the modification of the function

in-critical where we change the definition of in-critical to achieve the following

next-time equation:

(in-critical (t+ n)) =

(if (in-critical n)

(/= (i (t+ n)) (critical-id n))

(= (status (i (t+ n)) n) :idle))

When the invariant prover is run on this modified definition with the same target

invariant of (mutual-exclusion n), the prover will report a failure and generate

a sequence of state predicates and input predicates which illuminate a behavior of

the system which leads to an invalidation of (mutual-exclusion n). The reported
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failure in this case is provided in Figure 5.4. The failure reported may or may

not correspond with a counterexample demonstrating failure of the target invariant.

The prover prunes the abstract failure to include only the valuations of relevant and

determining state and input predicates at each step in order to facilitate and focus

the user’s subsequent analysis of the root cause of the failed proof attempt.

5.4.2 A Simple ESI Protocol

In our ESI model, an unbounded number of client processes communicate with a

single controller process to access memory blocks (or cache lines). Cache lines consist

of addressable data. A client can read the data from an address if its cache contains

the corresponding line. A client acquires a cache line by sending a fill request to the

controller; such requests are tagged for Exclusive or Shared access. A client with

shared access can only load data in the cache line. A client with exclusive access

can also store data. The controller can request a client to Invalidate or flush a cache

line and if the line was exclusive then its contents are copied back to memory. The

key equations in the ESI model definition are shown in Fig. 5.5. In this model, the

function cline is generic; (cline a) is assumed to return the index of the cache

line containing address a. Functions insert and drop are defined to be set insertion

and deletion, in and in1 check set membership, and empty is a test for emptyset.

As it was defined in Chapter 3, the function s models “record update”, so that (s

a v r) is record r changed to map key a to value v. (e-in1 e s) is defined to be

(or (empty s) (in1 e s)), and (/= x y) is defined to be (not (equal x y)).

Functions mem, cache, excl, and valid from Figure 5.5 model the following

components:

• (mem c n) is the content of line c in the memory at time n.

• (cache p c n) is the content of line c in the cache of process p at time n.
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((:STEP 1
:STATE (AND (EQUAL (STATUS (A) 0) ’:IDLE)

(EQUAL (STATUS (B) 0) ’:IDLE)
(NOT (EQUAL (CRITICAL-ID 0) (B)))
(NOT (EQUAL (CRITICAL-ID 0) (A))))

:INPUT (EQUAL (I 1) (A)))
(:STEP 2
:STATE (AND (EQUAL (STATUS (A) 1) ’:TRY)

(EQUAL (STATUS (B) 1) ’:IDLE)
(NOT (EQUAL (CRITICAL-ID 1) (B)))
(NOT (EQUAL (CRITICAL-ID 1) (A))))

:INPUT (EQUAL (I 2) (B)))
(:STEP 3
:STATE (AND (EQUAL (STATUS (A) 2) ’:TRY)

(EQUAL (STATUS (B) 2) ’:TRY)
(NOT (EQUAL (CRITICAL-ID 2) (B)))
(NOT (EQUAL (CRITICAL-ID 2) (A))))

:INPUT (EQUAL (I 3) (CRITICAL-ID 2)))
(:STEP 4
:STATE (AND (EQUAL (STATUS (A) 3) ’:TRY)

(EQUAL (STATUS (B) 3) ’:TRY)
(NOT (IN-CRITICAL 3)))

:INPUT (EQUAL (I 4) (B)))
(:STEP 5
:STATE (AND (EQUAL (STATUS (A) 4) ’:TRY)

(EQUAL (STATUS (B) 4) ’:CRITICAL)
(NOT (IN-CRITICAL 4)))

:INPUT (EQUAL (I 5) (A)))
(:STEP 6
:STATE (AND (EQUAL (STATUS (A) 5) ’:CRITICAL)

(EQUAL (STATUS (B) 5) ’:CRITICAL))
:INPUT T)

Figure 5.4: Pruned Failure Reported by Prover for Critical Section Example with
fault injected
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• (valid c n) is the set of processes having a copy of line c at time n.

• (excl c n) is the set of processes having an exclusive copy of c at time n.

We model external stimuli with generic unary functions p, op, addr, and data:

• (p n) is the index of the process scheduled at time n

• (op n) is the action taken by (p n). It can be "load", "store", "fille",

"fills", or "flush"; "fille" and "fills" represent exclusive and shared

fill requests respectively.

• If (op n) = "store", then (p n) writes (data n) at (addr n) in its cached

block.

Notice that we use set and record operations insert, drop, get, put, etc., to define

the model. This emphasizes the importance of rewrite rules to normalize terms built

out of the functions used in the system models. For these operations, such rules are

available in ACL2 [56] and the following are some useful rules:

(in e (insert a s)) = (or (in e s) (equal e a))

(in e (drop a s)) = (and (in e s) (/= e a))

(g a (s b v r)) = (if (equal a b) v (g a r))

The property we verify is coherence: reading from an address returns the value most

recently written. We specify coherence as an invariant as follows. Let R and A be

generic 0-ary functions representing an arbitrary reading process and an arbitrary

address. We then define unary functions D and coherent in Fig. 5.6. As it was

used in Chapter 3, the function g is the “record access” operation; (g k r) returns

the value stored with key k in record r. (D n) is the last value that was stored to

address (A) at time n, and (coherent n) remains true as long as a load by (R)

from (A) returns (D n). Thus, coherence follows from the proof that (coherent

n) is an invariant.
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The careful reader will notice that in Fig. 5.5, membership in the set (excl

c n) is tested using the function in1. In the logic, in1 is simply set membership:

(in1 e s) = (in e s), where (in e s) returns T if e is a member of set s, else

NIL. The function in1 is expected to apply to sets that are either empty or singleton.

We utilize this expectation with the following rule:

(in1 e s) = (cond ((empty s) nil)

((singleton s) (equal e (choose s)))

(T (hide (in1 e s))))

Here (choose s) returns some member of the set s if s is a non-empty set, and

(singleton s) checks if s is a singleton. This rule shows how rewrite rules and

structured definitions can convey protocol-level assumptions (namely, that (excl

c n) is always empty or singleton) to the abstraction process without limiting ex-

pressiveness. Application of the rule causes terms involving in1 to be rewritten to

introduce a case-split for the cases where the set is empty, singleton, or otherwise,

and coerces the third case to an input predicate.

With the rules above, our procedure proves that (coherent n) is an invari-

ant. The abstraction graph is defined on 9 state predicates (Fig. 5.7) and 25 input

predicates. The search traverses 133 edges exploring 11 nodes and the proof takes

a couple of seconds. Without edge pruning, the search explores 48 nodes. Notice

that the rule about in1 is crucial not only to abstract the irrelevant case, but also

to introduce the relevant state predicate 9; this predicate “tracks” the fact that the

value stored in address (A) at the local cache of an arbitrary processor (not neces-

sarily (R)) at time n is equal to (D n). Factors like this have made it difficult for

fully automatic decision procedures to abstract “processor indices” in past work in

abstraction, and underline the importance of using an expressive logic to define the

necessary functions for modeling target systems.
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5.4.3 A More Elaborate Cache Coherence Protocol

We now consider a more elaborate system and observe how concepts from the ESI

model are reused with little “overhead”. The system is based on the protocol defined

by S. German. In this system, the controller (named home), communicates with

clients via three channels 1, 2, and 3. Clients make cache requests (fill requests) on

channel 1. Home grants cache access (fill responses) to clients on channel 2; it also

uses channel 2 to send invalidation (flush) requests. Clients send flush responses on

channel 3, sometimes with data.

The German protocol has been studied extensively by the formal verification

community [82, 37, 61]. The original implementation has single-entry channels.

In UCLID, indexed predicates were used [60] to verify a version in which channels

are modeled as unbounded FIFOs. Our system is inspired by the version with

unbounded FIFOs. However, since we have not built rules to reason directly about

unbounded FIFOs, we modify the protocol to use channels of bounded size, and

prove, in addition to coherence, that the imposed channel bounds are never exceeded

in our model. As in our ESI model, we also model memory and the movement of

data between the home and client processes via the channels.

Our model is roughly divided into three sets of functions specifying the state

of the clients, the home controller, and the channels. The state of the clients is

defined by the following functions:

• (cache p c n) is the content of line c in the cache of client p at time n.

• (valid c n) is the set of clients having a copy of line c at time n.

• (excl c n) is the set of clients which have exclusive access of c at time n.

Home maintains a central directory which enables it to “decide” whether it can

safely grant exclusive or shared access to a cache line. It also maintains a list of
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pending invalidate requests it must send, and the state of the memory. The state

of home is specified by the following functions:

• (h-valid c n) is the set of clients which have access to line c at time n.

• (h-excl c n) is the client which has exclusive access to line c at time n.

• (curr-cmd c n) is the pending request for line c at time n.

• (curr-client c n) is the most recent client requesting for line c at n.

• (mem c n) is the value of line c in the memory at time n.

• (invalid c n) is a record mapping client identifiers to the state of a pend-

ing invalidate request at time n. It can be “none pending”, or “pending

and not sent”, or “invalidate request sent”, or “invalidate response

sent”. This function models part of the state of home and part of the state

of channels 2 and 3 (namely, invalidate requests and responses).

Finally, the states of the three channels are specified by the following functions (in

addition to invalid above):

• (ch1 p c n) is the requests sent from client p for line c at time n.

• (ch2-sh c n) is the set of clients with a shared fill response in channel 2.

• (ch2-ex c n) is the set of clients with an exclusive fill response in channel 2.

• (ch2-data p c n) is the data sent to client p with fill responses.

• (ch3-data p c n) is the data sent from client p with the invalidate responses.

At any time n, one of the following 12 actions is selected to execute nondetermin-

istically: (1) a client sends a shared fill request on channel 1, (2) a client sends

an exclusive fill request on channel 1, (3) home picks a fill request from channel 1,
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(4) home sends an invalidate request on channel 2, (5) a client sends an invalidate re-

sponse on channel 3, (6) home receives an invalidate response on channel 3, (7) home

sends an exclusive fill response on channel 2, (8) home sends a shared response on

channel 2, (9) a client receives a shared fill response from channel 2, (10) a client

receives a shared exclusive response from channel 2, (11) a client performs a store,

and (12) a client performs a load.

The coherence property we proved for this system is the same as that for

ESI (Fig. 5.6). Although this system is more elaborate than ESI (and hence an

inductive invariant, if manually constructed, is very different), the rules from our

libraries (including the set and record rules mentioned in Section 5.4.2) are directly

applicable. Further, a lesson learned from the ESI model is reused and we test

membership in sets (ch2-ex c n) and (excl c n) using in1. A similar rule is

adapted into a set of rules for records used to cause a case split on the record access

operations for (invalid c n). With these rules, our procedure can prove coherence

along with the bounded channel invariant. The abstraction graph for coherence is

defined by 46 state and 117 input predicates. The reachability check explores 7

thousand nodes and about 300 thousand edges, and the entire proof computation

is completed in less than 2 minutes on a modern desktop machine running Linux.

The proof of the bounded channel invariant completed in less time on a smaller

abstraction graph.

5.5 Comparison with Related Work

Our method generates predicate abstractions using rewriting. Predicate abstraction

involves creating an abstract model whose state variables correspond to predicates

in the concrete system. The idea is derived from the more general notion of abstract

interpretations [31]. Graf and Saidi [42] made the idea explicit and used it to verify

communication protocols in PVS. Predicate abstractions have been used recently
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in SLAM [8] and BLAST [44] to verify device drivers and C programs, and in

UCLID [59, 60] to verify unbounded state systems.

The key difference between these approaches and ours is in the method em-

ployed for predicate discovery, that is, computation of the predicates necessary for

construction of the abstract model. Predicate discovery in PVS [42, 87] involves

on-the-fly validity checks using the theorem prover. While this allows specifica-

tion of arbitrary formulas as predicates, it can be prohibitively expensive. Other

predicate abstraction methods employ a more computational approach. SLAM and

BLAST use boolean programs with a control-flow skeleton similar to the original

system, UCLID uses weakest liberal preconditions and index variables, and Das and

Dill [33] use counterexample analysis. To our knowledge, all these methods enforce

some restriction on the language to express systems and target properties. Our

method, on the other hand, is motivated to exploit the expressiveness afforded by

allowing predicates to be arbitrary first-order formulas, while still being efficient in

practice. In our method, predicate discovery is based on instantiation of previously

proven rewrite rules. Proving rewrite rules involves human effort; but such proofs

are done “off line” and do not contribute to the cost of predicate computation. With

an effective library of rules and a well-structured system definition, our method is

efficient in practice. Our approach also disentangles heuristics for predicate discov-

ery from the predicate abstraction process. However, the process might need user

interaction to determine the necessity of a new rule or definition. We note that

while predicate abstractions have been used both in our work and UCLID to verify

versions of the German protocol, the difference in expressive power of the two log-

ics makes it difficult to compare them directly. Our method requires user-provided

rewrite rules, but also affords greater control over the structure and form of the

system definition and the efficiency of predicate discovery.

Our approach is similar in concept to the work of Namjoshi and Kurshan [78].
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This method computes predicates by applying syntactic transformations to a formula

that represents weakest liberal preconditions; it is also the basis of indexed predicate

discovery in UCLID [60]. Our approach can be viewed as a focused and scalable

implementation of this method using term rewriting for syntactic transformation,

with extensions and heuristics to facilitate generation of abstractions as required for

practical application.

5.6 Final Comments

In this chapter, we have presented a method for automating deductive proofs of

invariants for reactive systems. Our method reduces an invariant proof to the reach-

ability analysis of an abstraction graph which is a form of predicate abstraction of

the original system. Manual definition of inductive invariants is not necessary in

the application of the invariant prover. This makes invariant proofs robust against

changes arising from design evolution. In comparison to related research, the pri-

mary difference in our method is in the use of term rewriting to discover relevant

predicates for the construction of the abstraction graph. Since the method is based

on symbolic manipulation of terms, it is relatively insensitive to state explosion.

Further, our implementation provides features to facilitate control over the search

cost of the abstraction graph.

Our approach affords flexibility in predicate discovery by allowing the user to

“plug in” different libraries of rewrite rules. This makes it suitable for the verification

of a large class of systems, without imposing restrictions on the language used. A

key advantage of using deductive reasoning over automatic decision procedures is the

expressiveness of the logic. Expressiveness affords succinct system definitions and

powerful proof techniques. Our work is geared towards exploiting this advantage,

while still providing substantial automation in practice. In our work, we found that

most of the rules necessary for effective application of the invariant prover are generic
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theorems about functions used in modeling the target system, and, in the context of

ACL2 proofs, available in existing libraries. Further, the concepts behind necessary

“system-specific” abstractions can also be reused for similar systems. Note, however,

that the target system must be modeled with some discipline so that rules can be

designed to normalize terms built out of functions used in the model. If a component

is modeled at a “low level” with functions for which rules are difficult to design, then

it might be necessary to provide a more structured alternative definition. However,

such low-level models are rarely designed manually, but rather are generated by

compilers for higher-level languages. Our method is usually applicable to systems

at the level at which they are modeled.
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(mem c (t+ n)) (valid c (t+ n))
= =
(cond (cond
((/= (cline (addr (t+ n)) c) ((/= (cline (addr (t+ n)) c))
(mem c n)) (valid c n))
((and (equal (op (t+ n)) "flush") ((and (equal (op (t+ n)) "flush")

(in1 (p (t+ n)) (excl c n))) (e-in1 (p (t+ n)) (excl c n)))
(cache (p (t+ n)) n)) (drop (p (t+ n)) (valid c n)))
(T (mem c n)))) ((or (and (equal (op (t+ n)) "fills")

(empty (excl c n)))
(cache p c (t+ n)) (and (equal (op (t+ n)) "fille")
= (empty (valid c n))))
(cond (insert (p (t+ n)) (valid c n)))
((/= (cline (addr (t+ n))) c) (T (valid c n)))
(cache c n))
((/= (p (t+ n)) p) (excl c (t+ n))
(cache p c n)) =
((or (and (equal (op (t+ n)) "fills") (cond

(empty (excl c n))) ((/= (cline (addr (t+ n))) c)
(and (equal (op (t+ n)) "fille") (excl c n))

(empty (valid c n)))) ((and (equal (op (t+ n)) "flush")
(mem c n)) (e-in1 (p (t+ n)) (excl c n)))
((and (equal (op (t+ n)) "store") (drop (p (t+ n)) (excl c n)))

(in1 p (excl c n))) ((and (equal (op (t+ n)) "fille")
(s (addr (t+ n)) (data (t+ n)) (empty (valid c n)))

(cache p c n))) (insert (p (t+ n)) (excl c n)))
(T (cache p c n))) (T (excl c n)))

Figure 5.5: A Model of the ESI Cache Coherence Protocol
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(D (t0)) = (g (A) (mem (t0)))
(coherent (t0)) = T
(D (t+ n)) = (if (and (equal (addr (t+ n)) (A))

(equal (op (t+ n)) "store")
(in1 (p (t+ n)) (excl (cline (addr (t+ n))) n)))

(data n)
(D n))

(coherent (t+ n)) = (if (and (equal (p (t+ n)) (R))
(equal (addr (t+ n)) (A))
(equal (op (t+ n)) "load")
(in (R) (valid (cline (addr (t+ n))) n)))

(equal (g (A) (cache (R) (cline (A)) n)) (D n))
(coherent n))

Figure 5.6: Definition of functions D and coherent for the ESI model.

1. (coherent n)
2. (valid (cline (A)) n)
3. (in (R) (valid (cline (A)) n))
4. (excl (cline (A)) n)
5. (singleton (excl (cline (A)) n))
6. (equal (choose (excl (cline (A)) n)) (R))
7. (equal (D n) (g (A) (mem (cline (A)) n)))
8. (equal (D n) (g (A) (cache (R) (cline (A)) n)))
9. (equal (D n) (g (A) (cache (choose (excl (cline (A)) n))

(cline (A)) n)))

Figure 5.7: State Predicates Discovered for the ESI Model
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Chapter 6

Review and Future Work

System complexity continues to increase while system development time continues

to decrease. These factors among others have hindered the ability to completely ver-

ify the correct operation of modern hardware and software systems and increased

the need for mechanical verification. While improvements in functional verification

tools and increases in computational resources have helped to increase the span of

application for mechanical proof methodologies, the need for mechanical verification

has increased due to the greater costs for finding bugs later in system development.

The difficulties and costs in functional verification are particularly acute for concur-

rent systems for several reasons. First, the number and types of possible corner-case

states of a concurrent system can exceed the ability of the human designer to fully

comprehend, track, and manage. Secondly, concurrent systems are inherently more

difficult to stimulate, diagnose, and debug. Due to these conditions, the formal

mechanical verification of concurrent systems has received disproportionate consid-

eration in recent academic and industry efforts.

Current tools for mechanical verification can be divided into the two broad

categories of model checkers and theorem provers. Due to the complexities of defin-

ing the states a concurrent system can reach, model checkers have been more com-
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monly applied in the verification of concurrent systems. Unfortunately, the use of

model checkers often requires ad hoc manual reduction of the concurrent program

definition in order to ensure that the state space of the input program to the model

checker is usefully finite. We focus instead on the verification of concurrent pro-

grams using theorem proving in general, and the theorem prover ACL2 specifically.

The chief benefit of using a theorem prover in comparison to a model checker is the

ability to use a more expressive input language and logic. The ability to introduce

new recursive function definitions is important because the need often arises during

proofs to introduce more concise definitions or new operators which provide a more

effective algebra for reducing terms. The downside in using a theorem prover is the

need for experienced human interaction. The primary goal of the work presented in

this dissertation is to reduce the burden placed on the human user by improving the

automation and efficiency in applying theorem provers to the verification of concur-

rent systems without sacrificing the beneficial aspects of theorem provers. The work

presented was directed at improving three separate facets of the concurrent system

mechanical verification problem using the theorem prover ACL2.

In Chapter 3, we presented a methodology for reducing the correctness

proof for concurrent programs into more tractable definitions and proof steps. The

methodology centered around the definition of a simpler program which was ob-

viously correct after human inspection and then proving that the original system

was a stuttering refinement of the simpler program. The allotment for finite stut-

ter in the refinement allowed for the specification of liveness properties while the

proof requirements were still reduced to reasoning about a single step of the concur-

rent program. Effectively, the use of stuttering refinement reduced the correctness

proof to the definition and proof of an inductive invariant. We also presented some

methodologies for simplifying the definition of an inductive invariant for certain

types of concurrent systems.
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In Chapter 4, we presented a new simplifier (named KAS) based on uncon-

ditional rewriting with the design goals of simplicity, control, and efficiency. KAS

is more efficient than the ACL2 simplifier in terms of the number of cases it can re-

duce and the number of intermediate terms it can process within the same time and

space. The traits of control and efficiency are important for proving invariants since

invariant proofs often involve numerous cases and often require several interactive

iterations with the user. The speed, predictability, and control (over simplification

and result reporting) of the new simplifier significantly improves the ability of the

ACL2 user to extend the prover to efficiently handle more complex concurrent sys-

tems. KAS is also written in ACL2 and in a manner which supports an eventual

formal proof of the soundness of KAS. Further, the user may provide extensions

and control mechanisms to KAS without effecting the proof of soundness for KAS.

The mechanical proof of soundness for KAS in ACL2 is an important area of future

work.

In Chapter 5, we presented a rewriting-based tool for automatically proving

invariants. The tool relies upon user-provided rewrite rules to reduce the invariant

proof to a finite graph reachability problem. The user can control, through the

addition of new rewrite rules, how the tool generates the abstract finite graph which

is explored. The ideal use of the invariant prover will involve the user providing

some lemmas which guide the prover into generating the necessary predicates for

the resulting finite graph. The resulting finite graph then efficiently encodes the

non-trivial case analysis in a form which allows space-efficient explicit or implicit

state exploration. The tool is written in ACL2 and the formal proof of soundness

of this tool is another potential area of future work.

The technical work presented in this dissertation improves the effective ap-

plication of theorem proving in general (and ACL2 specifically) to the mechanical

verification of concurrent systems. The task of concurrent system verification is on-
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going and verification tool development is always chasing the trends and realities of

concurrent system design. We conclude this dissertation with a discussion of near-

term work to extend the areas of work presented and a longer-term proposal for a

new integrated prover/compiler for a subset of ACL2 and an argument for why this

type of tool needs to be developed.

6.1 Future Extensions of Work Presented

For all of the work presented, more example systems and problems need to be exam-

ined. This is especially true of the work presented in Chapter 3 in order to determine

the limits of system specification through stuttering refinement with simpler pro-

grams. More non-trivial theorems need to be proven with the simplifier presented

in Chapter 4 in order to determine if the methodology provides sufficient control

and the simplifier is efficient enough to handle different types of difficult theorems.

The invariant prover from Chapter 5 needs to be applied to more concurrent systems

with non-trivial invariants. As with any methodology or procedures, development of

wider ranges of stress tests can reveal deficiencies, highlight bottlenecks, and suggest

improvements.

One key feature of the architecture of the simplifier presented in Chapter 4

was the principle of separation between the functions which manipulated terms and

the functions which implement heuristics and decision procedures. This separation

principle is important in order to isolate the functions which maintain the compo-

nents of the current logical state which effect the soundness of the simplifier. This

principle is similar to the separation principles which govern kernel-based operat-

ing system architectures and thus we term the functions relevant to soundness, the

soundness kernel. We can perform a one-time proof for the functions in the sound-

ness kernel and restrict any future extensions to the simplifier to be defined outside

of the soundness kernel. While it is certainly possible that future proof efforts using
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KAS will uncover limitations in the current soundness kernel functions, any changes

to the soundness kernel functions will be scrutinized and the proof of correctness

will be updated appropriately. As we demonstrated in Chapter 4, there is con-

siderable support for future extensions and existing extensions have already been

implemented for efficient case splitting heuristics and various decision procedures.

Thus, the next step in the work on KAS is to prove (a) that the soundness

kernel functions preserve soundness and (b) that the functions outside of the sound-

ness kernel have no effect on the logical model maintained by the kernel. The proof

of (b) will be trivial while the proof of (a) will be substantial. The simplifier is

essentially a term rewriter in that it takes an input term and returns a resulting

rewritten term. The specification for soundness is that the term which is returned

is semantically equivalent to the original term. The proof of (a) will require the

definition of an invariant on the logical state object (the ls$ single-threaded object)

to ensure that the data structures which can effect soundness are persistently in a

“good” state. For example, as it was presented in Chapter 4, every node in the cur-

rent logic state stores a reference to another node termed its rep node. The invariant

on the logical state will include (as one component of many) the requirement that for

every promoted node, its rep node always points to a semantically equivalent node

(possibly pointing back to itself) within the current context (which is also stored

in the logical state). It will be necessary to demonstrate that every function which

manipulates the logical state must preserve this invariant on the logical state. The

definition of a sufficiently strong invariant will be the primary effort in the proof of

the soundness of KAS.

Another area of future extension of the work presented is to investigate the

use of the KAS simplifier as an alternative approach to the invariant prover presented

in Chapter 5. We defined a simple applicative inside-out term rewriter for the first

stage of the invariant prover and this was sufficient for the investigation performed
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since the limiting component of the computations of the invariant prover was the

exploration of the resulting finite state graph. An alternative approach is to apply

the KAS procedure in a straightforward symbolic exploration of the states reachable

from an initial set of states. This would allow the possibility of greater user control

and more efficient representation of sets of states (which can avoid the potential

explosion in the explicit state exploration of the invariant prover). The basic idea is

to construct terms representing the states which are reached at each integral time

starting from time zero and then take the generalized term replacing these integral

constants with a free variable and finally determine if the resulting predicate is an

inductive invariant. This approach would still rely on the user to introduce hide

operators through rewrite rules to abstract components of the terms constructed.

This abstraction is needed in order to reduce the diameter of the reachable “states” of

the system which is required for the procedure to converge on an inductive invariant

within a tractable number of integral steps.

One final extension of the work presented is to perform a thorough compara-

tive analysis between the KAS procedure and the popular SAT procedures currently

in practical use. The most common SAT procedures used in practice are heuristic

optimizations of the Davis-Putnam SAT procedure. The basic structure of these

SAT procedures consists of choosing propositional variables and splitting on these

variables and then reducing the formula and performing additional splits until the

formula is reduced to true or false. The propositional formula are stored in a database

representing the formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (or CNF) where the formula

is represented as a conjunctive set of clauses (each clause is a disjunctive set of

literals). An initial comparison between SAT checkers and KAS would highlight

significant differences between how propositional formulae are stored and manipu-

lated and how case-splits or decisions are made. The comparison between KAS and

SAT checkers becomes more direct when one considers that a propositional formula
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built as a term with if operators will translate to CNF by the introduction of new

propositional variables representing the if subterms. After taking this understand-

ing into account, the comparison primarily reduces to the question of the procedure

used to make decisions. The most effective SAT checkers rely on clever heuristics for

making good decisions and backtracking through decisions efficiently. It is unclear

whether the principles behind these heuristics can be effectively transferred to the

more expressive terms which KAS manipulates.

6.2 Proposal: Integrated Prover/Compiler

In the formal verification of any system, one must create a specification of the correct

behavior. The definition of a precise complete specification of correct behavior for

a complex system is often intractable. Even if a specification is feasible, the proof

for a complex system may still be beyond the capability of the available human and

time resources. While improvements in the processes of specification and verifica-

tion can mitigate these difficulties, the complexity of concurrent systems continues

to increase and mechanical verification may never be fully deployed. For concurrent

software programs, there is an alternative approach which may significantly reduce

the system specification and proof complexity. This alternative approach is the use

of an advanced compiler which takes a high-level or simpler definition of a concur-

rent algorithm and produces an efficient low-level concurrent program implementing

the algorithm. If the compiler is proven to produce correct implementations, then

the proof of correctness for the concurrent program can be lifted to the proof of

correctness of the concurrent algorithm. Our proposal for long-term future work

is the implementation and mechanical verification of an optimizing compiler for an

extension of a limited subset of the ACL2 programming language which we will

denote ACL2+ (the language ACL2+ can be seen as a modest variant of the ACL2

language). The compiler will interpret certain tagging operators (which are defined
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(defun qsort (lst)
(if (endp (rest lst)) lst

(let* ((lst (pack lst)) (obj (first lst)))
(mv-let (btm top) (split lst obj () ())

(if (endp btm) (cons obj (qsort (rest top)))
(append (spawn (qsort btm)) (qsort top))))))

Figure 6.1: Parallel Quicksort function written in ACL2+

as identity functions) as hints guiding the compiler to the generation of an efficient

concurrent program implementation of the function definitions written in ACL2+.

Function definitions written in ACL2+ will have standard applicative semantics like

ACL2. The compiler will perform the necessary transformations of the code to

introduce optimizations such as concurrency and single-threaded data structures.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this proposal, we consider the def-

inition of a multi-threaded in-place Quicksort program written in ACL2+. The

definition of the ACL2+ parallel Quicksort is provided in Figure 6.1. The definition

looks similar to a standard definition of Quicksort in ACL2 with the exception of

the calls of the special operators pack and spawn. The spawn operator is simply the

identity function in the logic. The use of (spawn α) directs the compiler to intro-

duce a separate thread of execution (if necessary) to evaluate α and then return the

result to the parent thread. The pack operator is also the identity function in the

logic. The use of (pack α) directs the compiler to evaluate α and allocate a copy

of the resulting list in a compact linear array (if necessary). These special operators

allow the user to direct the use of important optimizations such as multithreading

and array allocation and access, while the compiler and execution environment en-

sures that the result of the computation is consistent with the applicative semantics

of ACL2+ functions.

With these uses of pack and spawn, and the definition of split provided

in Figure 6.2, we speculate a compiler could produce multi-threaded code which
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(defun last (x) ;; (first (reverse x))
(if (endp (cdr x)) (car x) (last (cdr x))))

(defun drop (x) ;; (reverse (rest (reverse x)))
(if (endp (cdr x)) () (cons (car x) (drop (cdr x)))))

(defun snoc (a x) ;; (reverse (cons a (reverse x)))
(if (endp x) (list a) (cons (car x) (snoc a (cdr x)))))

(defun split (obj lst btm top)
(if (endp lst) (mv btm top)

(let* ((head (first lst)) (h-mov (>>= head obj))
(tail (last lst)) (t-mov (<< tail obj)))

(cond ((and h-mov t-mov)
(split obj (drop (rest lst))

(snoc tail btm) (cons head top)))
(h-mov
(split obj (drop lst) btm (cons tail top)))

(t-mov
(split obj (rest lst) (snoc head btm) top))

(t
(split obj (drop (rest lst))

(snoc head btm) (cons tail top)))))))

Figure 6.2: Split function for Parallel Quicksort function in ACL2+

performed an in-place Quicksort. We speculate that the compiler could determine

from an analysis of the definition of functions such as split, last, drop, snoc, and

primitive list operations, that if the list lst were linearly allocated (and in a single-

threaded execution context) that it could maintain a linear allocation of the btm

and top lists using the space allocated for lst. Assuming a compilation of append

which simply concatenates two linearly allocated lists adjacent in memory and the

result is an in-place QuickSort. We speculate that the algorithms performing this

analysis for the compiler would be generic and not specific to the compilation of

this implementation of QuickSort, but nonetheless, the user would need to be aware

of analysis and optimizations possible by the compiler in order to write definitions

which could be appropriately optimized.
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Assuming trust in the proposed compiler or a mechanical proof of the pro-

posed compiler, the proof of correctness of the parallel Quicksort reduces to a stan-

dard proof of recursive functions in ACL2. Even the proof of QuickSort using stobjs

for efficient arrays can be a difficult task (e.g. [83, 93]) and a proof of a concurrent

program implementing in-place Quicksort would be a non-trivial undertaking. The

definition of a parallel Quicksort would need to be defined as a model of execu-

tion of the concurrent threads operating on the same array in memory. A proof of

the correct operation of these concurrent threads would require the definition of a

non-trivial inductive invariant and an involved proof effort.

The proposed compiler for ACL2+ would be defined as the composition of

two translators, the first translation is from ACL2+ to an appropriate intermediate

language and the second translation is from the intermediate language into the

ANSI C programming language. Both translations will be written in ACL2+ while

the second will also be written in ACL2 in order to bootstrap the creation of the

compiler. The intermediate language will be designed in order to ensure that the

second translation is straightforward and all of the complexity in the compiler will

be in the first translation which will be mechanically proven correct with respect

to a clear semantics of the intermediate language. The proof of correctness for the

compiler would require an extensive development effort in a vein similar to the work

on the CLI stack for the PITON processor[14].

We further propose the implementation of the KAS procedure in the ACL2+

language along with simple extensions to afford a layered implementation of a first-

order theorem prover extending KAS. The first-order theorem prover can be proven

sound in a manner extending the statement of correctness presented in Chapter 4.

This prover could then be used to prove the correctness of the ACL2+ compiler.

Additionally, the user would be able to extend the prover through the proof of

theorems which would be used as optimizations in the compiler.
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We have outlined an ambitious proposal to design and build an optimizing

compiler integrated with an efficient first-order theorem prover. We further propose

the mechanical proof of the compiler and theorem prover. This proposal require

years of development effort and it is reasonable to question whether the required

energy would be better directed to improving the efficiency of existing formal veri-

fication tools for the proof of existing concurrent programs. The problem with this

argument is that the formal verification of concurrent programs will require at the

very least, the development, review, and maintenance of a substantial specification

of the correct behavior. The cost of this prerequisite action to formal verification is

often a barrier which is deemed too expensive to justify in industrial practice.

The development of a proven, optimizing compiler affords the elimination

of bugs by avoiding their introduction. We have mentioned previously that the

definition of the Quicksort functions in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are easier to prove correct

than a lower-level concurrent program definition, but for this same reason, these

functions are easier to define correctly without error or at least are easily fixed after

running through a handful of smaller test cases. A low-level concurrent program

implementation may require non-trivial testing and stimulus in order to achieve a

similar level of confidence. It is our opinion that most concurrent programs could

be written in ACL2+ with appropriate usage of special operators (e.g. spawn) and

the resulting execution efficiency from the compiled code would be sufficiently fast.

The user interested in complete verification could carry out a proof using the simple

first-order prover, but as a practical matter, the most important component of the

proposed work is the compilation process which helps the user avoid the error-prone

process of low-level concurrent program development.
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